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THREE-RING CIRCUS
This Most Dangerous Game
Now Playing Near YOU
Editor's note: This has been a n incredibly busy week for high-level negotiations between Commander Hatonn's
Lighted Forces of Good and the dark
puppet forces of the adversary's satanic
New World Order Elite. I want to call
your attention to the important writings
on pages 2, 13, 1 8 and 25 a s background to what Commander Hatonn has
written below for the Front Page.
On the one hand, things right now are
much too serious tojust call this a Yhreering circus" BUT-between what's going
on OVER the ground, in the sky, from
Space Command on one side and from
the Shuffle and other adversarial toys
on the other, what's going on EN the
un'th the fake Middle East-Rose
-qround
Garden peace accord pageant by pro-

grammed New World Orderpuppets, and
what's going on UNDERthe ground that's
causing a whole lot of shaking around
the Pacific Plate-it does seem to be one
spectacularly dangerous "three-ring circus" going on right now.
Gunther Russbacher figures prominently i n some of the adversarial shenanigans this week, since they have
been stalling on the matter of his release
fromprison. The latest we have heard is
that he is to be released on Wednesday
(9/ 15) and transported to St. Charles
County, MO. There he will be seen by
the judge and-here we go againeither released or possibly heldfirther,
pending a demand for whopping bail on
some old dredged-up charge. Details
are sketchy a d c o h n u e 6 change in
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N E E D TO KNOW vs. WANT
TO KNOW

There is a BIG difference in your
"need to know* something and your
"WANTING to know"!

There is much going on today which
i s absorbing your atten tion-or
-

.

Please see THREE-RING CIRCUS, p.28
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the unfolding almost hourly, so simply
keep him i n your prayers and call the
CONTACT Telephone Hotline (see back
page) during the week for continued
updates on this sensitive matter.
-Dr. Edwin M. Young
Editor-In-Chief
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A Busy Sky Over
Arizona, New Mexico
Editor's note: The following is a tmn- below, as well as fmm Hatonn on pages
scription 0f a telephone conversation be- 13,18 and h n t Page. That is, they likely
tween radio professional Wes Miller of took 1-17northto 1-40 east, whichproceeds
Gallup, New Mexico and Rick Martin for toward Window Rock (the capital of the
CONTACT, first on 9/8/ 93, and then con- Navajo nation) and Fort Defiance and on to
tinued on 9/9/93. Commander Hatonn Gallup, NM. Of course, the military approvides some heated and pointed infor- peared to be expecting to make their own
mation about what is going on here in r o w s ) somewhere up into the sumunding
writings on pages 13, 18 and Front Page. country, probably north again off of 1-40.
Furthermore, I - E. Y.- received some
Afierchecking in with myfriends again
very interesting combomtive information, later, in the middle of the night, they report
from friends traveling along route 1-17from counting at least 20 MORE units of a
Central to Northern Arizona tonite, late military convoy going by along 1-1 7 later in
friday evening 9/ 10/ 93, suggesting ongo- the night, seen from the vantage point of a
ing activity in the northern border region frontporch "observationpost' overlooking
between Arizona and New Mexico. For a the I- 1 7 highway in the distance.
stretch of approximately 100 miles along IAs a result of this combined assemblage
1 7, thesefriendspassed approximately 40- of vehicles and activities, it is surmised thut
50 military vehicles in a convoy.
a possibly MASSIVE movement of military
They wereidentified asArizona National has been bmken down into smaller units to
Guard, regular U.S.Anny, and unmarked amid attracting as much attention as would
(white) U.N. vehicles ranging fmm t m p othenuise be the m e along a route that is so
carriers tojeeps ("hummvees")and led by a heavily traveled on a fnday evening.
Andfinally, two last points my friends
U.N. command car "probably with a 1-star
Genernl in command" as estimated by one report and are well worth noting: ( I ) a lot
witness with a military background.
of black military aircraft (Apache attack
Furthermore, a lot of construction equip- helicopters) are "all over the area", and,
ment was interspersed among the military ahem, (2) there just happen to be "ships
vehicles, enough equipment to be "able to galore' a s far as Commander Hatonn's
put in a road ouemight ifnecessaryq some- fleet in the area tonite...in that magnificent
where in the rough termin of that northern Northern Arizona viewing sky. There also
Arizona-New Mexico border area-not very were noted a lot of ashootingstars coming
f a r e m the Navajo Reservation area of the from various places in the sky but all
heading in the same northeasterly direc"mystery virus: by the way!
Theconvoy was obserued to have started tion". Busy little corner of the world!
And now, on to Rick's internM
ew...
in dourntown Phoenix, where the Ndional
Guard happens to be stationed, and the
Army probably azmefrom Ft. Huachuca, a Rick: So tell me about this event, Wes.
hotbed of covert activity approximately 50
Wes: When I went to work this morning,
miles southeast of Tttcson.
During my friends' drive up 1-17 tonite about 7:30 A.M., when we get ready to do
fmm approximately Phoenix to m a r Rim- the news, one of our news personnel who
TOCIC, a military checkpoint was set up and covers the Navajo Indian Reservation, Bill
observed to be in eflect at Cordes Jundion. Donovan, called in and he had gathered a
(Remember that ALL the rest stops in that story over the evening straight from the
area were designedforuse as mz'litary check- Navajo Police Department and, apparently,
the State Police of Arizona were all involved
points if the "needw"eueJ"arose!)
It is speculated thut the convoy was in that and calls were made to the FAA
headed over the only logr'cul or pmdical locally here in Gallup and, I guess, other
rrmdsthatwouldleadinthediredionofthe places. But, from Wickenburg, Arizona
fEuny of adivity you will be mading about [northwest of Phoenixj, all the way to Fort

Defiance, Arizona [on the Arizona-New
Mexico border northwest of Gallup, New
Mexico], and probably points beyond, as
I'm still gathering more eye-witness accountsof the event itself, there was seen an
object in the sky, very bright, some eyewitnesses saw it ...it was 'on firenand %as
going to crashn.
However, nobody, no witnesses have come
forth to say they saw it crash. Speculation
was that it was a meteorite but when the
FAA was called, they denied that it was a
plane and they said that they did not pick
it up on the radar. They also denied it was
a weather balloon. They said it was very
low in the sky and it traveled east to west;
it was extremely bright.
Now, the person I talked to is an eyewitness of the event and is located near
Blue Valley, by Ft. Defiance,Arizona, about
30 miles from Gallup. He said he and his
father both saw it. His father saw it first.
The object was traveling really fast. This
eye-witness claims that it was no more
than 200 feet above the ground. He said it
was not 'on firen but it was so bright he
could not tell exactly what color it was. He
said it was very bright, low, traveling fast.
It illuminated everything as it passed overhead. They watched it for about 15 sec-'
onds; it was heading toward Navajo, New
Mexico. He also said he thought it was
maybe going to crash, because it was so
low in the sky, but once again, did not see
anything crash.
But Wickenburg, Arizona to Ft. Defiance,
Arizona, is severalhundred miles, so, thousands of eye-witnesses saw this event last
night, which would have been, what, the
7th3
Rick: Yes.
Wes: 7th of September. A s we well know,
the Russians and Americans, particularly
the Russians, have been shooting down
everything we've been sending u p
lately...the Mars observer disappeared [or
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so we have been told; Commander Hatonn
suggests that, mther, it is taking such revealing pictures of activities around Mars
that thepublic had to be made to think there
were no pictures to be seenlj. Our rocket
that was launched from Vandenburg Air
Force Base in California, which actually
had 3 spy satellites on it, just 'disintegrated" a minute and forty seconds into
launch. The Space Shuttle tried four separate times to get up and was not able to get
launched at any time.
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hours, it's been particularly bright. This
thing, it's always been bright, but it's been
extra bright lately. In the same place where
The Phoenixwas this morning, when it was
flashing it's red, blue, green colors, when
the sun comes up it usually disappears like
any other star would. But today, and it is
still up there as far as we know, it remains.
It's been seen visibly all day long. Thousands upon thousands of people have seen
it. We've had calls all day long concerning
it. The government came out with a story
early this morning saying it wasaquartermile-wide weather balloon and they had
lost it from such-and-such place, which I
did not get the name. They came out with
a story this morning, and even on the TV
show, Good Morning America, it was reported to me that they already had a picture, claiming it was a weather balloon.

So it may have been something between
the Russians and Americans. However, I
was wondering, Rick, if you could check
with Commander Hatonn on that and see
what additional information he can give u s
on that [again,see pages 13, 18 and the
Front Page for Commander Hatonn's cornments on this incident]and Ill wait for more
eye-witnesses on this end and see if I can Rick: I can't believe they're still trying to
get you any additional information. That's use the weather balloon story.
all I have at this point.
Wes: Yes; and so what happened now is,
The conversation now p i c k up again at just now on the local Channel 13 news out
of Albuquerque, now they're saying it's not
1 1 :30 A.M. on 9/9/ 93:
a weather balloon but they're doing some
'special testing".
Rick: Ok, Wes.

Rick: 12,000 feet?
Kevin: Right. That object had to be'
30,000 to 40,000 feet in the rk and it
had to be at least a half a mUe across,
maybe more. And, I kept flying toward it
and one or two times it appeared to move a
little bit.
Rick: What shape?
Kevin: Pretty much trapezoidal shape,
kind of like a tear drop. It wasn't so
emphasized, it was pretty wide at the top
and about...it would be easier for me to
draw the shape. It was like a tear drop
shape that was kind of flattened. And it
looked like there were four objects hanging
off of it, like dangling.
Rick: Ok.

Kevin:. It kind of looked like a balloon, but
the way the sun was shining on it, it also
could have been metallic. I went back to
the airport and landed and I spoke to the
man who was the lineman, fueling the
airplanes and he said that they were checking up on it cqnd knew that it was definitely
a weather balloon that was supposed to be
Wes: Ok, Rick, haveyou heardanythingon So, now they're saying it's not a weather going toward Tucson, Arizona.
your news programs about a UFO sighting balloon. This object, right now, it's very
that is over, pretty much, as far as we difficult to see because the sun is right Well, you and I know that a weather balknow; pretty much MOST of the United there in it's path and I couldn't see it from loon will, because of its light weight, rise
States-at least all of New Mexico?
where I watched it. I watched it for about farther and farther in the air. That object
4 hours this morning and into an hour and WAS PARKED! It was NOT moving at all. A
a half of sunlight and this particular Com- time of two, I also saw some objects flash,
Rick: Not heard a thing.
mand ship is very bright, very visible.
like maybe shiny objects could have been
Air Force jets turning near it, is what it
Wes: Ok, the spot where Commander
Hatonn usually parks The Phoenix under I have a pilot here with me, Kevin Barnhill, looked like.
who is going to tell you about what it is he
the Little Dipper. ..
saw and he got in his plane and kind of flew Rick: Was there any color associated with
[Editor's note: I think what should be towards it. So, I'm going to have Kevin talk this object?
noted well is the "stal" called Sirius, which to you, ok?
Kevin: The color was mostly silvery. It had
is, right nowl just a bit south of the eastern
horizon two hours or so before dawn; the Rick: Hi, Kevin, I should tell you that I am a slight yellow tinge. I managed to take
three in-line stars of Orion's belt point di- recording this conversation. I s that okwith about 12 or 15 photographs of it. A few of
the photographs I took through the 60redly down to Sieus. You cant miss the you?
power spotting scope, and I took about half
dazzling brilliance of the spectrum strobe
a dozen photographs in the sky. It was
lights on that cmft! This is NOT to be Kevin: I have no problem with that.
difficult to see it through my plate glass
confised with, right now, the bright "momwindshield and I had to fly for quite a while
ing stay, the planet Vem--and whatever Rick: Ok. Tell me what's going on.
before I could ever get it into focus for a
cmft may be parked in f i n t of it. Venus
comes up, at this time, slightly north of the Kevin: Well, I was made aware of this photograph from the sky. I'd like to reitereastern hrizon, where Sirius is south of object this morning through Wes's radio ate, the obiect was h u e ! It's been parked
east. Of course, as we ptogress into the program and I looked out my kitchen win- there and, 30 minutes ago, it was still
winter months, Sirius will debut earlier and dow and there it was. My wife and I had a there. And I'd like to see, really, what's
earlier in the ntght. Don? miss this dazzling discussion about it. We set up a 60-power going on.
starship even if you're not particularly a spying scope with a tripod and observed it
sky watcher. Even your most skptical for over an hour. At that point I got pretty Rick: Do you mind if I ask your name?
friends will be hard-pressed to call it simply curious and I said, 'Well, I'm just going to
a star if you point it out to them under really get in the airplane and see how really big Kevin: Kevin Barnhill.
clear viewing conditionslj
this thingis." I took off from Gallup right
around 10:OO A.M. in the morning and Rick: And is it ok if I use your name?
Rick: Ok.
I flew toward the object for nearly an
hour and it was still way oat and way Kevin: I have no problem with that.
Wes: When we've been going out over the higher than I was. I was at 12,000
last month, in the morning, early morning feet.
Rick: I'm not sure that I will, I just want
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your permission in case I do.
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h a s a police band radio.. .

Kevin: I have no problem with that. I'm Rick: Yes.
known as a Light worker.
Wes: He monitored something that
Rick: Ok. Well, I appreciate the report. crashed near Wheatfields Lake and he's
It's fascinating. Thank you very much. trying to tell me where the object is at,
a t this time. We've got his phone numIn
addition
to
that,
ber
but, well, we're going to investigate
Ok,
Rick.
Wes:
when Kevin was speaking of perhaps that for you.
the flashes coming off this object, I had
a n eye witness from Grants, New Mexico, Rick: Interesting. ..
as she was driving in today, said she
saw 4 or 5 Air Force jets that were flying Wes: But something apparently did
crash because the power went out for a
around the object.
certain period of time and they had to
send out the Navajo Utility Authority to
Rick: I'm not surprised a t that.
restore power. Kevin also h a s a sightWes: Obviously, if it wasn't something ing from last night that will probably
that is there, they're NOT going to do coincide with this crash because he
that! We're going to tell you a little bit was in the same area hunting last night
and, I think I'll let Kevin tell you about
more about something else.
some military plane that he saw in that
Rick: Well, as you know, they always very same area.
send out jets to keep a n eye on wayward
*weather balloonswl
Rick: Ok.
Kevin: I'm back. I was coming down
Wes: Yes, that's what they tried to say. the mountain, approximately 9:OO-9: 15
The last one was when they had the P.M. last night and as I got to the road
UFO flap here in May, when the so- and was going to make a turn to the
called 'mystery fluwwas a t its height. South, toward a place called Navajo
They tried to tell u s the same thing. Pines, I observed an aircraft flying exAnd the object h a s been described the tremely low. It appeared to me to be a
same way, Rick, because I was on the military aircraft. It had the red and
air that night and everybody described
it as a "tear-shaped" object that maybe
or maybe not had something hanging
from it. but it had these four lines on it
A
for some reason. We don't know if
they're lines, if they're sending off some
light reflection, or whatever-but that's
the way people describe it. Silverish in
color. Like I said, you could clearly see
it visibly, even in the daylight, until the
sun got approximately horizontal with
the object [approximately 8 A.M. right
now]. Then it was like trying to look
into the sun.

green wingtip lights which will, you will
know which way it's flying the flight.
Fortunately, I could tell. It also had a
belly light. This airplane was flying so
low it was nearly hitting the trees. It
was flying from the south to the north
direction, pretty much. I observed it go
over the trees and it disappeared. Where
this aircraft was there are a lot of bases
and mountains around there and lots
of large trees. I could tell that if that
airplane did not gain any altitude, it
was going to drop. It was going to hit
something. It was real peculiar to me.
Some other people also pulled off to the
side of the road and watched it.
Rick: And, again, what did this look
like?
Kevin: It looked to me like either a
passenger or a military airplane. I
happen to believe it was a military airplane, because it was very dark. I also
noticed a smell in the area.
Rick: Pardon?
Kevin: I also noted a n acrid smell in the
area.
Rick: Acrid smell?
Kevin: Yes, it somewhat burned my
nasal passages and throat.

There are many thousands of calls coming in. I've taken many calls this morning. Most people are tending to believe
what the government is putting. out
right now. But we did definitely have
sightings of jets flying a t this object.
When I was talking about this object on
the air this morning, I had a guy, Ed,
call me from Ft. Defiance and he talked
about two nights ago, when they had
the original "bright streaking object"
flap that Commander Hatonn h a s just
confirmed.
Rick: Yes.
Wes: There was an object, he was
monitoring the police band of his, he
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Kevin: Ok, I have a picture of the
Reservation.

Rick: Ok.

that.

Kevin: I was wondering if maybe Commander Hatonn can confirm that they
were spraying something up in that
area or perhaps it had something to do
with a bad engine or something. But it
smelled chemical to me.

Wes: Oh, really?

Rick: And where, exactly, is this area?
Kevin: It is approximately 40 miles
north of Window Rock, Arizona, northnortheast of Window Rock; it's called
Wheatfields Lake. It i s also near a place
called Tsaile, where Navajo Community
College is. It's a very beautiful mountainous area and the mountains are
characterized by a flat top and, what we
would call in this area, a mesa. I'd been
in that area hunting since Saturday
and had noticed some unusual things
out there. But last night, that aircraft
flying very low was, it really did get my
interest.

Rick: Ok. Didn't mean to bog you
Rick: Have you called our CONTACT Tele- down.
phone Hotline in the last 24-hours?
Kevin: No problem.. .the mountain range
Wes: Yes, I called it right after I talked to is called the Lukachukai; and there is
you and I said, "Wow..."[Commandermeans also a small town, a Navajo settlement,
businessindealingwiththe layers of crooks- called Lukachukai. Ok, this area that
in-high-places holding Gunther, still, in the I happened to be in was pretty much in
the Canyoh de Chelly area, Wheatfields
Missouri State prison system4
Lake is there, Tsaile Peak is in that
We're going to go look at the area. We can't area. That's approximately where this
get ahold of this guy right now but he's took place last night.
supposed to tell u s about this crashed
object. They did send the Navajo Police to The area I was in was Little White Cone
this area; it'sveryremote, aswell. And that Lake area and I was coming down off the
is a very unusual thing to send-the Na- mesa and, as soon as I hit Road 557 or
vajo Police--out in the middle of nowhere, Road 12, and I was going to turn South to
you know, as far as looking at something go to Gallup, this is when I saw that aircraft
that didn't come out in the AP anywhere. flying extremely low. And, if you wish, we
can go ahead and fax you a portion of this
map so you can see it.
Rick: Very interesting.

Wes: So, well check it out. I11 give you to Rick: That would be helpful.
appreciate the report.
Rick: What else would you say is un- Kevin, he's looking up the name.
usual that you observed?
Kevin: There are legends out in that
area about "lights" appearing and disappearing, and the Navajos have their
legends and they're speaking of it. I did
feel something very strange the other
night as I was leaving the mountain,
approximately the same time, after 9:00
P.M. or so; it was dark. And I just felt
something going on. Wes, the next
morning, got a report of somebody seeing a n object flying from Lukachukai,
which is a little bit North-Northwest of
t h a t area,and saw that object that
Hatonn confirmed.
Rick: You don't happen to know how to
spell that, do you?
Kevin: Lukachukai? 1 can look it up for
you.
Wes: Laughter ...Forget the spelling,
just do it by word.
Rick: If we just do things phonetically,
sometimes the readers out there go, "What
is that?!"
Wes: I know. When you get to these Navajo
names, these are very difficult. I'm sure
this has something to do with the stalling
of the Gunther Russbacher release and...

I really

Some Zig-Zag News

And Higher Views
9/7/93 # 1

HATONN

GOLD AND OTHER
STRANGE THINGS
I am often asked why do I not comment
on "gold prices" and actions of the market
on Friday instead of the first working day of
each week. Because the manipulations
are planned and happen on weekends.
YOU are the only ones not doing the most
activities on the weekends.
Gold is down abruptly this morning and
may go lower-THE TIME TO BUY! What
happened to make it fall? Look at the world
situation and challenge your library of
knowledgewhere there may SEEM to be
no connection.

THE PHILIPPINES

There is (was)a mammoth store of gold
which was bargained for in the Philippines
(actually now, mostly out of the islands)
wherein the British Crown extorted great
compensation in return for allowing the
remainder stores to be utilized by the rightful owners. Much of that gold was bargained for through the Central Banks in
London at around $373102. A s the "shifti n g takes place great amounts of gold are
changing hands and hitting the market.
This is exceptionally GOOD news to many
of you and as the "cover-up" over the
weekend price setting (again) it is hoped
that most ofyou won't noticethat you are
nearing the end of the mass manipulation
to the heavy owners of reserves. You are
going to have fluctuations continually as
the big boys pull down the economies
everywhere and try to latch onto allwealthat least through "control" of it.

-

There is a great "show and tell" of the
Rick: It's interesting that you should say "MarcosWburial in the Philippines-but
THE PHOENIX PROJECT
that.
what is really going on? Well, let us just say
that, to get that fact accomplished, Mrs.
Will they destroy "us"? Nope! They may
Wes: What's that?
Marcos paid off the Philippine national superficially "try" but they will NOT. In
debt, for all practical purposes, along with fact, if they don't stop messing around in
Rick: Very interesting you should say other political extortion.
our rather isolated business-annoyance
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may turn into rather active annoyance
response. We have no plans to war with
anyone-much the less the New World
Order that you-the-people seem to support
in every way except your voices. You claim
towantfreedomandnation-whileyouDO
everything imaginable to see to it that the
New World Order and Government survives and lives miserably ever after! We
simply demand that respect be given to our
crews and our own mission of peaceful
assurance ofjourney to God's people. That
does not, I'm sorry to report, have much to
do with the self-proclaimed or self-styled
"Christians" awaiting a rapture or salvation by the blood of an innocent man. This
is "ThePhoenix Project"which WILL NOT
be confused with your Government's theft
of the label! We are of the Hosts of God and
we ARE that which rise from the flames and
ashes of the destruction thrust upon your
planet by yourselves. We demand that our
people be left to make this passage for it is
the agreement a t higher levels of exchange.
We act alwayswithin the Laws of God-and
always within the rules and regulations set
by man-so, we suggest that our adversary
back off.
GUNTHER RUSSBACHER
I also suggest that the ones in Missouri
get busy with whatever is required to accomplish the release of Gunther
Russbacher--or consequences are going
to be most unpleasant. Let my people go!
If they be my people, they are no threat to
you ones who would be Kings and suffer
the hell of your actions as already perpetrated. They have a mission FAR BEYOND
your piddling handguns and tattle-telling.
They ARE part of that which offers Truth
but not in defiance of your threats and
actions-and, THEY KEEP THEIR PROMISES! LET HIM GO!! NOW!!!
Would Gunther be a part of a massive
uprising of military or police force, as in
'coup"? NO-he fullyrealizes that whatwe
need to have accomplished is accomplished by the WORD and the PEN. It is
no longer even feasible to cross the adversary in an individual manner with a weapon
other than these two things and, yes indeed, readers, there will come a day when
this WORD shall be silenced. How quickly
depends on YOU. In the meanwhile, we
work diligently to provide some jobs, industries and information on what you will
need to survive in relative wholeness until
such time as the Phoenix lands, or takesoff, as the case may be. We haven't much
time and we have no intention of doing
ANYTHING that even goes in the face of
your regulatory ofices. In exchange, however, for our peaceful presence we demand
that our agreements be met-not forsaken
in direct confrontation as did your Government with Sir Reagan and brood of lying

hypocrites. Continue to thwart our
*businessnwithin the Laws of God and
the laws of the Land and our annoyance
may be noted quite quickly. I suggest
that you of the hierarchy of this New
World Order-get
t h a t understood
(again) RIGHT NOW!
You readers who think selves to be
able to somehow SAVE the planet and
the civilization-look again for you go
about it in the way of the beast-in
every category. You do, however, have
to live among the masses and fall heir
to that which "they" do so the choices
still remain with YOU.
What do I say to ones like Gunther
Russbacher about their future? Be
silent if that is what is demanded under
penalty of death of physical to your
family, friends or self. We don't need
any more martyrs nor great speakers
about the naughty children a t destructive play, lies and deceits-just do not
succumb to their games which will further trap you into their own working
game if it be in violence.
Retire! We find retirement most interesting and 'basket weaving" quite
sufficient to our "waning' days. What
is needed now is not clandestine or
subversive to anyone-it is purely a job
of knowledge, abilities to reach proper
involved persons with respect and lay
forth agreements, contracts for business and such. "Silence i s golden!"

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

TRAL CAUSE OF UPRISINGS WITHIN THE
PRISON OR HE SHALL BE SOCKED AWAY
FOR EVER. DO NOT BE DRAGGED INTO
FOOLISH ACTIONS OR ACCUSATIONS
AGAINSTTHEVERY ONES WHO CAN KEEP

HIMFOREVERORHAVEHIMKILLEDON

THE SPOT! USE YOUR HEADS, BELOVED
FRIENDSAND LOVED ONES-YOURDISAPPOINTMENT IS OVERRULING YOUR
WISDOM. WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
TOWARDRELEASE--DO NOTBLOWYOUR
ADVANTAGE THROUGH OVEREAGER
FOOLISHNESS. IF, HOWEVER, THERE IS
NOT POSITIVE ACTION SHOWN TODAYTHEN YOU PETITION THE GOVERNOR
AND ONES ABOVE AND BEYOND THE
PRISON CONTROLLERS-IF THEY" ARE
THREATENED, THE FREEDOM SHALL BE
LOST FOREVER. HEED ME WELL AND
SE'ITLE DOWN-LEST YOU DO EXACTLY
THE OPPOSITE OF THAT WHICH YOU
CLAIM YOU WISH ACCOMPLISHED!
Dharma, get this off this machine for I
have gotten my message to the adversaryperhaps, however, it should be gotten to
the ones involved in some of the instances.
A s to the "gold" circumstance-wisdom
of action is again your call to attend.
A s to the other-regarding our brother?
Can you not leave anything to God, Hosts
and WISDOM of actions? Some ofyou are
too weary and frustrated to act in correctness-and it is exactly what is being contrived to get you to blow your own intentout of the water. Do NOT stir more than
reasonable and certainly NO MORE with
the ones who can immediately and directly
RAY RENICK
torment the man further and incite to riot
What would I say to Ray Renick? The in that prison!! Settle down and allow God
same! T H E PEN WILL SPEAK TRUTH- to call some of the "plays", beloved friendwhy would you jeopardize your stand- remember the "road to hell is paved with
ing by "fighting" the forces of the bas- good intentions!" So be it.
tard cheats and liars and perpetrators
of evil? You can make a wee small voice
in the wilderness and it shall be heard.
The true basis of disciBut if the voice is silenced by the adversary-nothing happens, for the absence
pline is seCf-&sciyCine;
is not even noted in the bulletins after
this embraces the idea
a flash of the moment.
You are being bulldozed by a "maof se Cf-contro and se fchine" that has no compunctions to
restraint and implies a
goodness nor will allow facts to cloud
their actions. You are in the final
hie o r d e r e d b y certain
throes of the restructuring of a SavoCuntariCy i m p o s e d
tanic planet. YOU ARE NOW LIVING
--

C

IN T H E OUTSKIRTS O F HELL! WHEN
T H E TIME I S PROPER IN SEQUENCE-GOD SHALL COLLECT HIS PEOPLE! I
HOPE THAT YOU SHALL B E AMONG
US.

BACK TO RUSSBACHER
What do I advise DOING for one such as
Russbacher who is being held-now against
a Judge's rulings and for only political
reasons? See what transpires today-DO
NOT GET HIM INTO TURMOIL OR CEN-

fimitations; t h a t d u t y
comes before pleasure
andthesepriviCeges are
enjoyedonly ifresponsiGifity and o6Ciations
a r e wiCCing Cy slioul-
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Questionnaire For

chine-but the inmdients will be stable
and general--everifor hand preparation.
At this time the only feasible way to get
a s this om-unless YOU like LARGE quanenoughSpelttoyouisthroughap1ansu~h
tities (which tend to get bugs) and-or know
the specialty grain growers. At this time
Spelt is scarce and is an absolutely neces-
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THE GAIA PRODUCTS
AND ROLE OF CONTACT

ment and other problems of life in general.
Life is always that which 'happenswwhile
you are making other plans!!
I will ask the 'crew" involved to give you
an idea of what will be offered,from packages of flour, bread machines and "optimum program packagess-and it would
help them if you responded to the questionnaire [insert in this CONTACT] with a
'check-off of some kind to indicate participation so that they have some notion as to
quantities for which to arrange.
In 'quantity" lots, bottles, machines,
(everything) is far more economical although shipping costs remain greatly exaggerated. They do have a planned program for payment with handling charge for
paperwork but no interest on the extended
payment plan-i.e.,
a bread machine with
allowance for payment over severalmonths
rather than initially, etc.
Bread packets are being 'perfected" a s
to use with individual machines you may
already have in your appliance store such
as Hitachi (square loaves) and Dak or
Welbilt (round loaves) which work in almost opposing manner-you will have to
use specific instructions for YOUR ma-

survival or use in conjunction with
Gaiandrima whole life resource.
It would, however, help for the people
involved to have some idea as to whether
they need 10 machines or 10,000. We are
dealing with 'livine product here and that
requires incubation time from conception
through pregnancy and into maturity of
cellular development-along with continuing food resource for the cells while getting
product TO you.
We are geared up to do what we can but
it is a massivejob without plant facilitiesalthough, a plant is one of the fmt facilities
which will be acquired with funding. The
funds at this time go, and will continue to
go, to keeping the paper alive and assist
with fax lines and to keep our people alive
and sheltered. So be it for I shall not
belabor the point. I do ask that a preplanning questionnaire be included in this
next issue of the paper and do ask that you
who are interested respond as quickly as
possible [again,see insed. Prices will not
be accuratethey are only ESTIMATES in
very rough fonn, but this will give the crew
acouple ofweeksto gear up and make plans.
Thankyou. We are not 'big business", we are
simply here to serve you as best we can and,
therefore, must ask for your help.

Why does Gaia as in New Gaia Products, The Word, and thus and so get 'advertising" in CONTAChrvhen the CONTACT
does not have advertising? Because the
products are MINE and the entities involved KEEP THE PAPER IN BUSINESS
THROUGH ALMOST TOTAL SUPPORT!
EVERYTHING DONE AROUND HERE
GOES 'IN THE HOLE" TO GETTHIS PAPER
OUT TO YOU OF THE PUBLIC. THEREFORE, I SHALL ALWAYS SUPPORTTHESE
HARD WORKING PEOPLE IN THIS MOST
DIFFICULT TASK OF PROVIDING THAT
WHICH I BRING AS BLESSING TO YOU
AND BURDEN TO THEM.
[Editor'snote: And I- E. Y.-would add
that these are such importantpducts that
they require consistent visibilityforthe sakz
of new readers quietly coming onboard, all
the time,as CONTACT gets passed a m n d
a d copied and talked about throughpeopleto-people networking. Regular CONTACT
readers natumlly view this as redundant
i n f o d o n , when it is printed every week, /
\
butput yourselfin theplace of someone who
A Pocket Full Of Dreams
just Vuppened* to get a CONTACT for the
A pile of plasticgarbage bags leaned against hear more pipe dreams.
FrJttime'
want
important
the wall of the storage shed. For five years, ever
Hours later, when Iemerged from a patch
infodon
therefor
to lead
since Dad died, Mom had asked me to do some- of woods, I saw him sprawled in the snow.
take of? I know I zuouldfl
thing about those bags filled with his clothes He'd had a heart attack and died.
I AM HUMBLY GRATEFUL AND
Now the bags were stacked by the shed
and belongings. Now Iwas moving out of state,
door, and Iwas ready t o leave. But as Istarted
and they were finally going.
DHARMA AND I HAVE ALMOST GOT THE
As I rummaged through the bags I pic- off, something made me turn ~ a c kone last
PRODUCTS IN A FORM WHICH CAN BE
tured
Dad in the last years of his life, his red- time. I noticed that a bag had fallen open,
SHIPPED-RIGHT
DOWN TO SPELT
rimmed eyes and unkempt gray hair, the spewing its contents over the concrete floor.
BREADPRoDUmFoRBREADMACHINES
spiderlike veins in his hands, his confusion I had t o smile when I recognized a garish
SoTHAT
CAN HAVE 'ALL" THAT WE
and memory loss. Iprayed Icould forgive him spons jacket my mother had bought for Dad.
SUGGEm-IN SOME FORM. WE EFFORT
someday for the way he'd treated Mom.
For years he adamantly refused to wear it, and
TO NEVER SUGGEST THAT WHICH IS
The anger had been with me as long as I yet here it was, saved among his things.
When Itouched the coat, Ifelt something in
could remember. When Iwas growing up he'd
IMPOSSIBLE FOR YOU TO FIND OR ACdisappeared for weeks on end in pursuit of a the inside pocket. I remwed a neatly wrapped
QUIRE. USE IS S T H C T ~u p TO you'big break' or a 'sure thing,' leaving Mom to package. It contained savings bonds amountWE DO WHAT WE CAN. we do not practice
scramble for our food and rent. Then he'd ing to $1 5,000, bought by father and made out
law Or even 'nutrition"-~ood Or
come back emptyhanded, his dreams nothing to my mother to provide for her in her old age.
otherwise.
more than long shots on horses or bad bets on
For the first time Isaw that despite all his
I WILL tell you why a suggested item is
failings,
Dad had still treasured Mom. Not all
games Even when he held good jobs, he
beneficialbut useisabsolutelyup toyou as
never had a dime, and his promises of 'some- his promises had been empty, not all his
thing stashed away' were empty.
dreams had gone unfulfilled.
individuals and so, too, will be the results
I held the jacket to me and the anger I'd
All
that
was
left
were
these
few
bags.
Out
attained-which some are claiming to be
of
one
tumbled
his
red
hunting
parka,
the
last
kept
for so long left. Feeling at peace, l put the
most remarkable, we will effort to begin on
thing he had worn. We had gone hunting jacket in the car and drove off to Mom's.
these discussions O
' n; I
the
upstate that winter and he was s t i l l trying to
From Guideposts Magazine
is beginofferingthese restructured plans
tell me about 'something important, someFor subscriptions:
and accompanyingproducts sometime afthing really good ahead." Again the anger
39
Seminary Hill Road
ter the first of October because of the
welled up. "Forget it, Pop.' I had snapped,
Carmel,
NY 10512-9902
then took off to hunt alone. I didn't want t o
burden of quantity, research & develop#
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Massive World Control By

The Committee Of 300
9/5/93#1

HATONN

Let u s continue with our ongoing presentation of the book, CONSPIRATORS'
HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300 by 'Dr. John Coleman"
[*Colemanmcan be reached through his
newsletter, WORLD INTELLIGENCE REVIEW, 2533 North Carson Street, Carson
City, NV 89706, for those interested in obtaining a copy of his book]
CONTINUE QUOTING:
LEAGUE OF INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
Officials: M i c h a e l Novak, Jeane
Kirkpatrick, Eugene Rotstow, Irwin Suall,
Lane Kirlrland, Albert Schenker.
Purpose: to disrupt anddisturb normal
labor relations between workers and employees by brainwashing labor unions to
make impossible demands with special
attention to steel, automobile and housing
industries.
FREEDOM HOUSE
Officials: L e o C h u r n and C a r l
Oarshman.
Purpose: To spread socialist
disinformation among American blue collar workers, spread dissension and dissatisfaction. Now that these objectives have
been largely realized, Gershman has been
drafted by Lawrence Eagleburger to CEDC,
a newly created body to stop a united
Germany from expanding its trade into the
Danube Basin.
COMMITTEE FOR A DEMOCRATIC
MAJORITY
Officials: B e n Wattenburg, Jeans
Kirkpatrick, Elmo Zumwalt and Midge
Dector.
Purpose: To provide a connecting link
between the educated socialist class and
minority groups with the intent of setting
up a solid block of voters who can be
counted on to vote for leftwing candidates
at election time. It was really a Fabianist
operation from start to finish.
FOREIGN POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Officials: Robert Strausz Hupe.

Purpose: To undermine and eventually SUALL and Jacob Scheinkman.
Purpose: Much the same as the Maend NASA space program.
chinists Union, to socialize and polarize
workers in the garment trade.
SOCIAL DEMOCRATS U.S.A.
Officials: B a y a r d R u s t i n , L a n e
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH INSTITUTE
Kirkland, Jay Lovestone, CarlGershman,
Officials: Bayard Rustin.
Howard Samuel, Sidney Hook.
Purpose: To provide a means of coordiPurpose: To spread radical socialism,
especiallyamongminoritygroups,and forge nating organizations with common purlinks between similar organizations in so- pose, an example of which would be the
cialist countries. Lovestone was for de- spread of socialist ideas among college
cades the leading advisor to U.S. presi- students and workers.
dents on Soviet affairs and a strong direct
CAMBRIDGEPOLICY STUDIES INSTIlink with Moscow.
TUTE
Officials: Gar Apelrwite.
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RELATIONS
Officials: Harland Clweland, Willis
Purpose: To expand on the work being
done at the Institute for Policy Studies.
Harmon.
Purpose: Change the way America Founded in February 1969 by international socialist. Gar Apelrovitz. f o p e r
thinks.
assistant to Senator Gaylord Nelson.
THE CITIZENS LEAGUE
Apelrovitz wrote the controversial book
Atomic Diplomacy for the Club of Rome
Officials: Barry Commoner.
Purpose: To bring 'common cause" le- which work was financed by the German
gal suits against variousgovernment agen- Marshall Fund. It concentrates on recies, especially in the defense industries. search and action projects, with a stated
goal of fundamentally changing American
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE
society, i.e., to create a Fabianist United
Officials: Noam Chomsky and David States in preparation of the coming One
McReynolds.
World Government.
Purpose: To organize resistance to the
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE OF THE
Vietnam War among leftwing groups, students and the Hollywood "in crowd".
NORTH ATLANTIC INSTITUTE
Officials: Dr. Aurellio P e c c e i .
Purpose:
NATO think-tank on global
THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF THE INSTI- economic issues.
TUTE FOR DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM
Officials: Frank Zeider, Arthur Redier
CENTER FOR T H E STUDY O F
and David McReynolds.
DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
Officials: Founder Robert H u t c h i n s
Purpose: A clearing house for leftwing
socialist ideas and activities in the U.S. of t h e Committee of 300, H a r r y
Ashmore, Frank Kelly and a large
and Europe.
group of uFellows".
ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE-FACT
Purpose: To spread ideas that will
bring on social reforms of the liberal
FINDING DMSION
Officials: IRWIN SUALL, also known as kind with democracy as an ideology.
One of its activities is to draft a new
John Graham.
Purpose: A labor-oriented front for the constitution for the U.S. which will be
Socialist International and a hot-bed of strongly monarchiacal and socialistic
organized labor unrest polarizing workers as found in Denmark.
The Center is a n 'olympian" strongand management.
hold. Located in Santa Barbara, it is
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORK- housed in what is affectionately called the
ERS
'Parthenon". [H:Pay attention, because
Officials: Murray Findley, IRWIN you are gettinginto the p h y s i c a l terri-
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t o r y of the Ray R e n i c k material on
San Luis Obispo connections { s e e the
8/24/ 93CONTACTfor a major collection of
Ray Renick's eye-opening material on Elite
shenanigans emanating fmm the base of
operations in the south-central coastal town
of Sun Luis Obispo, CA}-these placer are
very closely linked and in proximity in
location.] Former Representative John
Rarick called it 'an outfit loaded with Communists". By 1973 work on a new United
States Constitution was in its thirty-fifth
draft which proposes an amendment guaranteeing 'environmental rights", the thrust
of which is to reduce the industrial base of
the U.S. to a mere whisper ofwhat it was in
1969. Ir! other works, this institution is
carrying out Club of Rome zero-groath
port-industrialpolicies laid down by the
Committee of 300.
Some of its other aims are control of
economic cycles, welfare, regulation of
business and national public works, control of pollution. Speaking on behalf of the
Committee of 300, Ashmore says the function of the CSDI is to find ways and means
of making our political system work more
effectively. W e must change education
and we must consider a new U.S. Codtution and a Constitution for the world,"
Ashmore says.
Further goals enunciated by Ashmore
are as follows: r)I: PAY ATTENTION!]
1. Membership in the U.N. must be
m a d e universal.
2. The U.N. must be strengthened.
3. South East Asia must be neutralized. (Forneutralized, read "Communized".)
4. Cold War must be ended.
5. Racial discrimination must be abolished.
6. Developingnationsmust be assisted.
(Meaningassisted to destruct.)
7. No military solutions to problems.
(Pity they didn't tell George Bush that
before the Gulf War.)
8. Nationalsolutionsarenotadequate.
9. Coexistence is necessary.

HARVARD PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC
Officials:Dr. KPrt L e d n and staffof 15
new-science scientists.
Purpose:To create a climate where the
Committee of 300 can take unlimited power
over the U.S.
I N S T I T U T E F O R SOCIAL RESEARCH
Officials: Dr. Kurt Lewin and staff
of 20 new-science scientists.
Purpose: To devise a whole new set
of social programs to steer America
away from industry.
SCIENCE POLICY RESEARCH UNIT
Officials: Leland Bradford, K e n n e t h
Dam, Ronald Lippert.
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Purpose: A 'Future Shocks" research
These are by no means all of the publiinstitution a t Sussex University in En- cations issued under the auspices of the
gland and part of the Tavistock network. Club of Rome. There are m a n y h u n d r e d s m o r e , in fact each of the founda(SYSTEMSDEVELOPMENTCORPORA- tions puts out its own publication and
TION
the Club of Rome, a partial listing is all
Officials: Sheldon Arenberg and a staff we can include here. Some of the more
of hundreds, too numerous to mention important foundations and think tanks
are in the following list, which includes
here.
Purpose: To coordinate all elements of Army think tanks.
The American ~ u b l i cwould be asthe intelligence communities of the U.S.A.
and Britain. It analyzes what 'players" tounded if it only knew how d e e ~ l vthe
have to be assigned the role of a national Armv is involved in 'new war tactics"
entity; for example, Spain would come research with Committee of 300 'think
under a supine watered-down Catholic tanks". Americans are not aware that
Church, the U.N. under the Secretary Gen- in 1946 the Club of Rome was ordered
eral and so forth. It developed the system by the Committee of 300 to further the
of 'S RAY 2" where think tank personnel, progress of think tanks which it said
military installations and law enforcement offered a new means of spreading the
centers are all linked to the Pentagon Committee's philosophy. The impact of
through anation-wide networkofteletypes these think tank,s upon our military,
and computers: To apply surveillance tech- just since 1959 when they suddenly
niques on a nation-wide scale. Arenberg proliferated, is truly astounding. There
says his ideas are non-military, but his is no doubt that they will play a n even
techniques are mainly those he .learned greater role in the daily affairs of this
from the military. He was responsible for nation as we come to the close of the
the New York State Identification and Intel- 20th century.
ligence System, a typical George Orwell
'1984"project, which is completely illegal
THE MONT PELERIN (SOCIETY
under our Cotzstilution The NYSIIS is in
Mont Pelerin is a n economic foundathe process of being adopted nationwide. It tion devoted to issuing misleading ecois what Brzeeinski referred to as the nomic theories and influencing econoability to almost instantaneously re- mists in the Western world to follow
trieve data about any person.
models it lays out from time to time. Its
NYSIIS shares data with all law en- leading practitioners are Von Hayek
forcement and government agencies in the and Milton Friedman.
state. p: Watch out--shades of the
IhlSLA WTHEFT OFTHIS SOFTWARE!] It
THE HOOVER INSTITUTION ON
provides storage and rapid retrieval of indi- WAR, REVOLUTION & PEACE
Founded originally to fight Commuvidual records, criminal and social. It is a
TYPICAL Committee of300 project. There nism, the Institution has slowly but
is a crying need for a full investigation to be surely turned toward Socialism. It h a s
conducted intojust what it is that Systems a n annual budget of $2 million, funded
Development Corporation is doing, but that by companies under the umbrella of
is beyond the scope of this book. One thing the Committee of 300. It now concenis sure, SDC is not there to preserve freedom trates on 'peaceful changes" with emand liberty guaranteed by the U.S. Constitu- phasis on arms control and domestic
tion How convenient that it should be U.S. problems. It is frequently used by
located in Santa Barbara in easy reach of the news media as a 'conservative" orRobsrt HutcbhaWParthenon*.Somepubli- ganization whose views they seek when
cations put out by these Club of Rome a conservative viewpoint is needed. The
institutions are as follows:
Hoover Institution is far from that, and
following the 1953 take-over of the Institution by a group allied to the Club
CENTER MAGAZmTE
of Rome, it h a s become a One WorldCOUMERSPY
COlmv77?Y
New World Order outlet for 'desirable"
COW2RTACTlrON lAFORMATlrON BUlUE policies.
llN
DISSENT
HUUANRELATJUNS
INDUslRWRESEARCH
INQUIRY
MOTHERJOlVES

HERITAGE FOUNDATION
Founded by brewery magnate Jos e p h C o o r s to act as a conservative
think tank, Heritage was soon taken
over by Fabianists Sir P e t e r V i c k e r s
ONE
Hall, S t u a r t Butler, Steven Ayzler,
Robert Moss and Frederich Von Hayek
PROGRESSNE
RACONTEUR
under the direction of the Club of Rome.
7EE NEWREPUBLIC
This institute played a major role in
WORKmTGPAPERSFORA NEW SOCIETY carrying out British labour leader A=
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t h o n y Wedgewood Benn's order to
'Thatcherize Reagan". Heritage is certainly not a conservative operation, although a t times it may look and sound
like one
HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH
OFFICE
This is an Army research establishment
dealing in 'psychotechnology". Most of
its personnel are Tavistock-trained.
Psychotechnology covers GI motivation,
morale and music used by the enemy. In
fact alotofwhat George Orwellwroteabout
in his book 1984appears to be remarkably
similar to what is taught at HUMRRO. In
1969, the Committee of 300 took over this
important institution and turned it into a
private non-profit organization run under
the auspices of the Club of Rome. It is the
largest behavioral research group in the
U.S.
One of the specialties is the study of
small groups under stress and HUMRRO
teaches the Army that a soldier is merely
an extension of his equipment and has
brought great influence to bear on the
'man-weapon" system and its 'human
quality control", so widely accepted by the
United States Army. HUMRRO hashad a
very pronounced effect on how the Army
conducts itself. Its mind-bending techniques are straight out of Tadstock:
HUMRRO's applied psychology courses are
supposed to teach Army brass how to make
the human weapon work. A good example
of this is the manner in which soldiers in
the war against Iraq were willing to disobey
their field manual standing orders and
bury 12,000 Iraqi soldiers alive.
This tppe of brainwashinn is terribly
dannerous because, today, it is applied to
the Army, the Army applies it to brutally
destroy thousands of 'enemy" soldiers,
and TOMORROW THE ARMY COULD BE
TOLD THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
GROUPS OPPOSED TO GOVERNMENT
POLICIES ARE UTHEENEMY". We are
already a mindless brainwashed flock of
sheep, yet it seems that HUMRRO is a
valuable adjunct to Tavistock and many of
the lessons taught at HUMRRO were applied in the GulfWar,which makes it a little
easier to understand how it came to be that
American soldiers behaved as ruthless and
heartless killers, a far cry from the concept
of the traditional American fighting man.
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Institute in the very take-over of the United matter? ONLY to the extent that it is a
StatesGovernmentbytheInstituteofPolicy 'story' of some kind which the adversary
Studies and the Council on Foreign Rela- feels is feasible enough and ridiculous
tions. We will get to it a bit further down the enough to use to further pull down unwitroad.
ting players.
Janice and Jenny: I wish to thank you
K h i n g e a k probably one of the most
for doing such a fine job working on this important men in the groupings of probook in point. It was badlydone in rough grammed work- for the Committee of
UbraiPrr*if you will. I wouldn't
segments and writings and YOU OF THIS 30-0
STAFF (particularly these two) worked it pay two cents for him, but then you people
into the fine piece of literature which re- like your enemies to have advantage, so I
sulted. It did not receive adequate thanks guess you will bail him out and, at the
at the time and neither have you seen a least, kill all the innocent non-participants
thingforyoureffortsinbehalfofUColeman"who will be named in the name of getand Green. I wish to humbly thank you ting 'guilty" parties. There is such
and ALL the others who not only worked 'evil", pure and unadulterated, as to
this book into shape but did it at my sicken the soul.
constant urging for speed-speed at all
Dharma, let u s move into '300" withcosts to literary or grammar correctness. I out more distractions.
believe that you can now see the importance of the information. Sometimes the
CONTINUED QUOTING:
sequence of events has more impact 'after
the fact' than can be absorbed at the time
p: We were in the middle of the
of the work. I salute you editors who listing of usomemof t&efront orworked night and day on this project--only tiom of this Committee of 300 (Club of
to be later attacked and efforted to be 'shut Rome)-actually, morelike theTavhtock
down". I do believe, however, that the arms-orthew~kiuggroups~ftheCom'reasons" are a bit more clarified than at mitt-.
We w i l l take up with:]
the time. It is truly sad that which man will
do unto h h d f l Salu.
RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORPORATION
9/7/98 #2

HATONN

UPCOMING
EARTHOUAKES AND DISASTERS
COURTESY OF
THE COMMITTEE OF 300
There are several things going on which
Commander Soltec can do far better than
I at pointing out to you readers. [See
Soltec's urgent writing on pages 25 - 27.1
However, there is afluny ofquakes around
Southern Californiawhichmust be notedfrom the 3.8 at Big Bear near L.A. to one at
Boron (WHICH HAS NOT EVEN BEEN
NOTED EXCEPT IN ONE LOCAL BROADCAST OR TWO).It is obvious the one a t
UBoron", California (and quite near this
location) IS NOT INTENDED FOR SHARINC) WITH THE PUBLIC! AND, what of
the one in the South Padfic which k
MAKING SUCH NEWS ALL THE WAY TO
HONC) KONG!? Be alert readers, there is
big stuff afoot-from Arafat's 'peacew tour
on behalf of Israel to the planet in a state of
convulsions.

END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT; TO BE CONTINUED

OTHER UCOMMITTEE OF 300"
SHENANIGANS TO WATCH

The next segment in this writing is
RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORPORATION.
This is too lengthy to take up here at this
sitting. We will pick up 'therew next time.
You ask about the Brookings Institute
and why it is not listed thus far if it is SO
important? Because it is a major operating

I am going to hang right in here with the
reminders about the Committee of 300
because things are being set-up again to
deceive you incredibly. A plot to kidnap
Kissinger and Nixon? Why would anyone
think either are important enough to use
as hostage material? Is it true? Does it

This is HUMRRO's (Human Resources
Research Office)sister ' 1 984" organization
situated in McLean, Virginia. Established
in 1948, it was taken over by the Committee of 300 in 1961when it became part of
the Johns Hopkins block. It has worked on
over 600 projects, including integrating
Negroes into the Army, the tactical use of
nuclear weapons, psychological warfare
programs and mass population control.
Obviously there are many more major
think tanks, and we shall come to most of
them in this book. One of the most important areas of coo~erationbetween what
think tanks turn out and what becomes
government and public ~olicv
are the 'milstersw.It is the iob of the polling companies
to mold and sham public opinion in the
wav that suits the cons~irators.Polls are
constantlv being taken bv CBS-NBC-ABC,
the New Yo& Times.the Washinutonfist...
Most of these efforts are coordinated at the
National Opinion Research Center where,
as much as it will amaze most of us, a
pmcho1orr;ical profile was develotxd for the
entire nation.
Findings are fed into the computers of
Gallup Poll and Y a n k d d c h , SkeUcly
and White for com~arativeevaluation.
Much ofwhat we read in our newspawrs or
see on television has first been cleared by
the polling com~anies.WHAT WE SEE IS
WHAT THE POLLSTERS THINK WE
SHOULD SEE. This is called 'public opinion makinn". The whole idea behind this
bit of social conditioning is to frnd out how
responsive the public is to POLICY DIREC-
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TIVES handed down bv the Committee of 300 at whose head sits the Queen of
300. We are called 'tarneted po~ulation England ruling over a vast network of
p r o u ~ s and
" what is measured bv the ~011-closely-linked corporations who never pay
sters is how much resistance is generated taxes and are answerable to no one, who
to h a t appears in the "Ninhtlv News". fund their research institutions through
Later, we shall learn exactly how this de- foundations whose joint activities have alceptive practice got started and who is most total control over our daily lives.
responsible for it.
Together with their interlocking compaIt is all part of the elaborate opinion- nies, insurance business, banks, finance
making process created at Tavistock. To- corporations, oil companies, newspapers,
day our people believe they are well-in- magazines, radio and television, this vast
formed but what they do not realize is that apparatus sits astride the United States
the opinions they believe are their own and the world. There is not a politician in
were in fact created in the research institu- Washington D.C. who is not, somehow,
tions and think tanks of America and that beholden to it. The Left rails against it,
none of u s are free to form our own opin- calling it "Imperialism" which indeed it is,
ions because of the information we are but the Left is run by the same people, the
provided by the media and the pollsters. very same ones who control the Right, so
Polling was brought to a fine art just that the Left is no more free than we are!
before the United States entered the SecScientists engaged in the process of
ond World War. Americans, unbeknown to conditioning are called 'social engineers"
themselves, were conditioned to look upon or 'new-science social scientists" and they
Germany and Japan as dangerous en- play an integral part in what we see, hear
emies who had to be stopped. In a sense, and read. The 'old school" social engineers
this was true, and that makes conditioned were Kurt K. Lewin, Professor Hadley
thinking all the more dangerous, because Cantil, Margaret Mead, Professor Derwin
based on the INFORMATION fed to them, Cartwright and Professor Lipsitt who,
the enemy did indeed appear to be Ger- togetherwith John Rawhgs Reese, made
many and Japan. Just recently we saw up the backbone of new-science scientists
how well Tavistock's conditioning process at Tadstock Institute.
During the Second World War, there
works when Americans were conditioned
to perceive Iraq as a threat and Saddam were over 100 researchers at work under
Huuein as a personal enemy of the United the direction of Kurt Lewin, copying slavStates.
ishly the methods adopted by Reinhard
Such a conditioning process is techni- Heydrich of the S.S. The OSS was based
cally described as 'the message reaching on Heydrich's methodology and, as we
the sense organs of persons to be influ- know, the OSS was the forerunner of the
enced". One of the most respected of all CentralIntelligenceAgency.The point of
pollsters is Committee of 300 member all this is that the governments of Britain
Daniel Yankelavich, of the company, and the United States already have the
Yankelovich, Skelley a n d White. machinery in place to bring u s into line in
Yankelovich is proud to tell his students a New World Order with only a slight
that polling is a tool to change public modicum of resistance materializing, and
opinion. Although this is not original, this machinery has been in place since
Yankelovich drew his inspiration from 1946. Each passing year has added new
David Naisbett's book Trend Reportwhich refinements.
was commissioned by the Club of Rome.
It is this Committee of 300 which has
In his book Naisbett describes all of the established control networks and mechatechniques used by public opinion makers nisms far more binding than anything ever
to bring about the public opinion desired seen in this world. Chains and ropes are
by the Committee of 300. Public opinion not needed to restrain us. Our fear of what
making is the iewel in the crown of the is to come does that job far more efficiently
OLYMPIANS for, with their thousands of than any physical means of restraint. We
new-science social scientists at their have been brainwashed to give up our
beck and call and with the news media Constitutionalright to bear arms; to give up
firmlv in their hands, NEW public opin- our Constitution itself; to allow the United
ions on almost anv sabiect can be ere- Nations to exercise control over our foreign
ated and disseminated around the worId policies; to permit the President to break
in a matter of two weeks.
United States law with impunity and to
This is precisely what happened when invade a foreign country and kidnap its
their servant Oeorge Bush was ordered to head-of-state. In short, we have been
make war on Iraq. Within two weeks, not brainwashed to the extent where we, as a
only the U.S.but almost the entire world nation, will accept each and every lawless
public opinion was turned against Iraq and act carried out by our government almost
its President Saddam Hussein. These without question.
media change artists and news manipulaI, for one, know that we will soon have
tors report directly to the Club of Rome to flght to reclaim our country from the
which in turn reports to the Committee of Committee,or lose it forwer. BUT when
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it comes right down to it, how many will
actually take up arms? In 1776 only 3%of
the populace took up arms against King
George 111. This time around, 3% will be
woefully inadequate. We should not allow
ourselves to be led down dead-end roads,
for that is what our mind controllers have
planned for u s by confrontingu s with such
a complexity of issues that we simply succumb to long range penetration and make
no decisions at all on many vital issues.
We shall be looking at the names of
those who make up the Committeeof 300
but, before we do that, we should examine
the massive interfacing of all important
institutions, companies and banks under
the Committee's control. We must mark
them well because these are the people
who are deciding who shall live and who
shall be eliminated as 'useless eaters";
where we will worship God; what we must
wear and even what we shall eat. According
to Brzezinski, we shall be under endless
surveillance around the clock for 365 days
a year ad infinitum.
That we have been betrayed fromwithin
is being accepted by more and more people
each year, and that is good, because it is
thmugh knowledge, aword translated from
the word BELIEF, that we shall be able to
defeat the enemies of all mankind. While
we were being distracted by the bogeymen
in the Kremlin, theTrojan Horse was moved
into position in Washington D.C. The
greatest danger free people face today is
not from Moscow but from Washington
D.C. We need first to conquer the DOMESTIC ENEMY, and after that we will be
strong enough to mount an offensive to
remove Communism from the Earth, together with all of its attendant 'isms".
The Carter Administration accelerated
the collapse of our economy and our military strength, the latter begun by Club of
Rome and Lucis Trust member Robert
Strange McNamara. In spite of his promises, Reagan continued to undermine our
industrial base, starting where Carter left
off. While we need to keep our defenses
strong, we cannot do that from a weak
industrial base for, without a well-run
military-industrialcomplex,wecannot have
a viable defense system. The Committee
of 300 recognizes this and planned, from
1953, its zero-growth post-industrial policies now in full flower.
Thanks to the Club of Rome our technology potential has dropped below that of
Japan and Germany, nations we are supposed to have defeated in the Second World
War. How has this come about? Because
of men like Dr. Alemmder King and our
blindfolded state of mind, we have failed to
reconnize the destruction of our educational institutions and systems of teach&. A s a result of our blindness, we are no
longer training engineers and scientists in
sufficient numbers to keep u s among the
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industrialized nations of the world.
Thanks to Dr. King, a man very few
people in America know about, education in the U.S. is a t its lowest level
since 1786. Statistics produced by the
Institute for Higher Learning show that
the reading and writing capabilities of
high school children in the United States
are LOWER than they were among high
school children i n 1786.
What we face today is not only the
loss of our freedom and the very fabric
of our nation, but far worse, the possibility of the loss of our souls. The
steady chipping away a t the foundation
upon which this Republic rests h a s left
a n empty void, which satanists and
cultists are rushing to fill with their
synthetic-souled material. This truth
is difficult to accept and appreciate
because there was nothing SUDDEN
about these events. If a sudden shock
were to hit us, a cultural and religious
shock, we would be shaken out of our
apathy.
But gradualism-which
i s what
Fabianism is, does nothing to raise the
alarm. Because the vast majority of
Americans can see no MOTIVATION for
the things I have described, they cannot accept it, and so the conspiracy i s
scorned and often mocked. By creating
chaos, through presenting hundreds of
daily choices our people have to make,
we have come down to a position where,
unless motivation can be clearly
- shown,
all information is rejected.
This is both the weak and the strong
link in the conspiratorial chain. Most
thrust aside anything that has no motive, so the conspirators feel safe behind the ridicule poured upon those
who point to the coming crisis in our
nation and our individual lives. However, if we can get enough people to see
the truth, the motivation block gets
weaker until it will eventually be forced
aside as more and more people become
enlightened and the notion that 'this
cannot happen in America" is dispensed
with.
The Committee of 300 is counting
on our maladaptive responses to govern our reaction to created events, and
it will not be disappointed as long as we
as a nation continue in the present way
we respond. We must turn responses
to created crises into ADAPTIVE responses by identifying the conspirators
and exposing their plans for u s so that
these things become public knowledge.
The Club of Rome h a s already made
THE TRANSITION TO BARBARISM. Instead of waiting to be 'raptured", we
must stop the Committee of 300 before it can accomplish its goal of making u s prisoners of the *New Dark Age"
planned for us. It is not up to God; IT
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IS UP TO US. W e have to take the
necessary action.
All information that I provide in this
book comes from years of research
backed up by impeccable intelligence
sources. Nothing is exaggerated. It is
factual and precise so do not fall into
the trap set by the enemy that this
material is 'disinformation". For the
past two decades I have provided information which has proved to be highly
accurate and which has explained a lot
of puzzling events. My hope is that
through this book, a better, clearer and
wider understanding of the conspiratorial forces ranged against this nation
will come about. That hope is being
realized as more and more young people
are beginning to ask questions and
seek information about what is REALLY going on.
It is difficult for people to comprehend that these conspirators are real
and that they have the power I and
many others have attributed to them.
Many have written to ask how it is that
our government does nothing about the
terrible threat to civilization? The problem is that our government is PART of
the problem, part of the conspiracy,
and nowhere and a t no time has this
become more clearly evident than during the Bush Presidency. Of course
President Bush knows precisely what
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the Committee of 300 is doing to us.
HE WORKS FOR THEM. Others have
written to say, 'We thought we were
fighting the government." Of course we
are, but behind government stands a
force so powerful and all-encompassing that intelligence agencies are even
afraid to mention the name 'Olympians".
Proof of the Committee of 300 is
found in the vast number of powerful
institutions owned and controlled by it.
Listed here are some of the more important ones, all of which come under the
MOTHER OF ALL THINK TANKS AND
RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS, THE
TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE OF HUMAN
RELATIONS WITH ITS FAR-FLUNG
NETWORK O F HUNDREDS OF
'BRANCHES".
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT; TO BE CONTINUED
We need a break to attend some other
pressing matters so allow u s to close this
segment, please. Thank you. May God
Light your mind as you study these materials and these data. You are blessed in
that you are curious enough to read this
information and give thought to your circumstance. May you always use Wisdom
in your balancing of information.
Salu.

AN 0 LET THE COCOANUTS GO TO WASTE,
FORBIDDING ALL OTHER MONKS A TASTE.
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What Have We Here.3
Defiant Hold On Gunther
9/7/93 #3

HATONN

WILL THE REAL
GUNTHER RUSSBACHER
PLEASE STAND UP

Strange things are happening, my
friends, and I am just about to the end of
my 'being pleasant" line. What is coming
down h e r e y o u supposedly 'goodly patriotsW-you ones such as Honegger (Barbara) and others--would shock even you
good readers. Someones in the inforrnation business DO NOT WANT THIS MAN
FREE! WHY??
I AM GOING TO RESPOND TO THIS
NAPA SEAUYVEL LETTER BY HARRY V.
MARTIN. I HAVE RESPECTED MR. MARTIN TO THE FULLEST EXTENT-BUT THIS
IS 'MUCH" IN TOTAL FABRICATION AND
DISINFORMATION-EXCEPT THAT IT IS
'NO LONGER" DISINFORMATION-IT HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED NOW BY THIS WRITING OF YOURS, TOM VALENTINE, BARBARA HONEGGER ETAL., AND NOW ONES
WHO HAVE EITHER GOTTEN TO JUDGE
BROWN IN ORDER THAT HIS 'REASONS"
ARE "CHANGED" OR THE WHOLE THING
IS A WORSE ORCHESTRATION OF ELITE
POWER THAN IS IMAGINED AT FIRST
GLANCE.
I ask that everyone take stock of what is
going on and 'who" and "why" it may be
that "decisions" are reinterpreted. You
have reached a new LOW in judicial injustice IF INDEED the NAPA letter be truthwhich I figure into the loop to be so at this
very writing.
QUOTING The letter:
From: The Napa Sentinel,
Harry V. Martin
To:
American Patriot Network
Date: Sept. 7, 1993
RE: GUNTHER RUSSBACHER
ThoughJudge Brownvacated Gunther's
sentence, that does not guarantee freedom. [H:So fku-ht
on track for it
doesn't! However, it was p r e d e d d e d
that in THIS h t a n c e it m e a n t EXACTLY UTHATn!] According to direct interviews with Judge Brown, the vacating
order allows the Prosecuting Attorney
THIRTY DAYS in which to determine

whether or not to try the case again. The
ruling, though broaching the Statutes of
Limitation, does not vacate the sentence
on those grounds, as much as the fact that
Gunther had inadequate counsel.
Gunther and I were on the Tom Valentine [mdio show] last night. Both Tom and
I explained the circumstances to Gunther.
We have a copy of the Judge's order. Tom
can verify this. He can reached him at
612:222-0796. [Editor'snote: Wearequoting Harry's letter exactly as written and
received.]
And if the Prosecutors office decides to
try Gunther again, they can hold him pending the new trial. [H: Unfortunately, so
far all this is correct.]
Gunther's basic problem does not stem
from him being the pilot in the October
S u r p r i e w h i c h he was not-but from
skimming $15 million off the top of a CIAproprietary company. [H:Wow-and now
you have it1 Hook, line and s(t)inkerll
How so thisnews? And, h t h e r , WHERE
DID IT POSSIBLY COME FROM? THAT
WAS NEVER THE CHARGE AGAINST
RUSSBACHER IN ANY INSTANCE!! This
has NOTHINGtodowithjusticeor truththe m a n is in a State (Missotui) prison on
chargesvery DIFFERENT than anything
with the CIA, so just HOW does this
c o m e into the pictare at a n y reasonable
logic whatsoever-UNLESS-the
enemy
is in his dooryard with pressure tactics
to s h u t down justice and law at the
HIGHEST LEVELS OF POWER. NOW
JUST WHO I N THE CIA DO YOU THINK
MIGHT BE BEHIND THIS CUTE LITTLE
NEW TRICK TO DECEIVE YOU-THEPEOPLE!? "But," yon might ask, "is
there anything to such a story?" Robably-for withia the nasty black units
and black frrnding-there is NOTHING
except fraud and rip-off-bnt those u e
NOT the d a r g e s for which Ruesbacher
is brought to task under any public
information AT ALL1 This has to be
something thrown into the w h d spokes
NOW! And the letter goes on:] Many of
these securities are now being negotiated
and it is doubtful Gunther will be released
or out of trouble until the money is returned. It was money laundered in the
Iran-Contra scandal.
p:Oh? And now we are to suppose
that them two, North and Ruesbacher,

are to blame for the Iran-Contra affair?
Could it be that there u e SIGNED stock
certificates wherein Churther IS THE
PROPRIETARY OWNER OF SEVERAL
VERY LARGE CORPORATIONS (SILENT
AND HIDDEN FROM YOU THE PUBLIC)
WHICH HESERVICED AS A MEMBER OF
THE CIA-ASSOCIATED FORCES? LET
US CONSIDER THIS FOR A MINUTE A#D
WHAT HAPPENED WITH USOMEn OF
THE LEGITIMATE DOCUMENTS. ONE,
JIM VASSILOS, WAS EFFORTING TO
HELP GUNTHER-LEGALLYaOME
WAY. HOWEVER, WHAT HE DID WAS
TO BRING, IN HIS BRIEFCASE, TO THE
PRISON, DOCUMENTS (STOCKCERTIFICATES) WITH ORIGINAL SIGNATURES
O F GUNTHER RUSSBACHER. THE
PRISON OFFICIALSWERE WAITING FOR
HIM AND CONFISCATED THEM AND
STILL HOLD THEM. Did Jim know about
this in advance? Who k n d t is not
relevant now, after the fact-except that
something surely STINKS in the fishing
industry. Nonetheless, t h e Prison syst e m has the documents and obviously
now is blackmailing all parties invoked.
Gunther served his (your) country well
under the s a m e circumstances a n y t o p
intelligence player has served--to the
limitsof allreasonable L a w s o f G d m d /
or Man. Does that make him "guilty" of
something or mother? I can tell you
this m u c h - 4 the ones throwing them
cogs in the spokes were brought to light
in thek own a c t i o v e s s who ske
would flank ugoodness"and Uhonor"?
Is it possible C3unther Ujnst wants
out" and is a bit misleading in hopes of
swinghg this through publicity? Well,
he is quite capable of such actione-but
this time-the truth is spelled out in the
letter sent from NAPA-mayinghttrouble
is over them CIA thing.. If there i m OrOE
MASSIVE INTENTIONAL LIE--THEN MY
DEARS, THE FISH ARE VERY OLD M I D
DESERVE TO STIHK! By the way, the
letter suggests that Gunther had already skimmed "615 million off the t o p
of a CIA-proprietary company". Now
who in the world can keep track of the
CIA proprietary c o m p a n i k rip- they
are allbeyondt o p ~ e t ! ! ? ?Then comes
the kicker-he has t o "return the
moneyn! In prkon?? From prkon??
Where ir;hejust going to go retriwe the
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"lost" or "misplaced" skimmed money? nally was basically co-author. The to be released it appears that very strong
If this be truth-hy
is Ollie North out? FACTS, HOWEVER, ARE NOT CORRECT! forces are trying to destroy his credibility
Why is wsrp --Contra
thug out ax- Does this mean that EVERYTHING and his influence in the Patriot Community. It is avery sad note that Harry Martin
cept Gunther?? Indeed, the fish are Gunther has told you is correct? No-it
means that credibility was lost inion either knowingly or with consent is being
VERY smelly today!
Now the next is quite curiously inter- Ocbber Surprise as fPrther facts and used by these forces to try to bring Gunther
esting:]
truth have been uncovered. It is not down.
Our newspaper was the 'creator" of pleasant, howwer, for an author to have
The facts contained in Harry Martin's
Gunther, detailing his accounts. [H:Now to face the fact that he-she gave wrong fax are incorrect. A s for the information
what mean ye? You were the "what"?informathin. Wetoowroteonthestory- just out by Tom Valentine regarding the
"creator" of Gunther? What dous this and Brenneke was a big player as were vacating of the sentence, Tom is also in
m e a n 4 there more stinking fish fry- several others-thb does not make ei- error. Gunther spoke with Judge Michael
ing in the h o ~ t s Is
? Qtlnther REALLY ther story absolutely correct and who- Brown and we will shortly follow up on that
Gunther Russbacher of Austria/U.S.A. ever might have Ubroken"the story dous conversation.
[H: I have also WARNED YOU ONES
or is he a figment of NAPA SEIVTllVEb?] NOT MAKE IT FACT! I had ones deHe is a cutout for the October Surprise, nounce ME became they had received ABOUTTOMVAtENTI10E-heLnotWD
working for military intelligence. (H:Again, from Sananda for over 40 ye-d
OF GOODNESS AND TRUTH-HE IS A
Harry, what mean ye by this Ucutout" somehow became the absolute author- RADIO PERSONALITY DOING THAT
business-did YOU "create" this Ucut- ity on all things higher and Godly! YOU WHICH BRINGS IN LISTENERS AND
out" and JUST WHO SAID SUCH A ones, perhaps, haw been misled, even PARTICIPANTS TO HIS PROGRAM. I do
THING?] The real pilot was an Air Force to fairy tales-but the distraction is not say that he is not a patriot of any
Colonel that Gunther is protecting. He n o n e t h e l e s s j u s t T H A T ~ c t i O n f r o mkind nor any meas--1
do say that he,
only raised the October Surprise premise truth, justice and the C o d t u t b ~ Zas a journalist, has responsibilities and
as a way of keeping alive when the CIA was crimes being perpetrated against this he CANNOT KNOW EVERYTHINGABOUT
after him for the missing money.
citizen. I do not discount yo- courage WHICH HE SPEAKS-ANY MORE THAN
[H:So, u e we suggesting that no- nor your claim to daring journalism-I ANY PERSON W BE FLUENT IN ALL
way, no-how, Gunther (having been respect your guts for darting to bring THINGS SO STOP TURNING A RADIO
sheep-dipped wer 30 some-odd times) truth-beyond that of almost any other PERSONALITY INTO AN ICON OF HEAVcould be a sheep in wolf's clothes?? journalht. Please, just don't be misled ENLY AUTHORITY!]
A s for Harry's assertion that the SR71
What difference doem it make WHO flew by this garbage.
If there are OTHER circumstances was piloted by an Air Force Colonel, please
Bush and buddies to Pul.? The whole
thing is t structured disgrace to the regarding QPnther9s sentence and pro- be advised that when Gunther was traindignity of and an e o n t to the public t o c o l r ; o f a ~ m d u ~ W n l a w - t h e ing
n to fly the SR71 at Beale AFB in
citizenry ofthis once fine country-now let it be spoken here! But for you as a Mqsville, CA, h b albw was an Air
in the dregs of such disgusting iqjustice. journalist, prodded by those who plant IOIW &lot a d was %alone2 Robert
Did Bo Oritz have reasonable chug- in mch dbtractbm, it isunthinkably short- Bielor". Isn't it acoincidencethat Gunther
"p.uportn dolations-because of p r u - sighted in this instance. Gunther was flew an SR7 1 as an Air Force Colonel and
port. supplied to bim by his orrn
lOIEVERsattencedfboCIAin~etiona- Harry Martin savs the October SFVD*
Come on, readers, there is and THAT IS WHAT IS IN POINT HERE!- pilot was an AF Colonel?
pany"?
NEVER truth to be shared when the ClUNTHER RUSSBACHER'S SENTENCE
A massive discrediting campaign can
power-brokerm u e efforting to squelch WHICH HA8 BEEN VACATED BY ONE only be expected. I am just sony that the
the truth of their own heinous trim-. JUDGE BROWHI
frrst blow in this campaign had to be struck
Fruther, why would Rayelan have to
Just what miQht be the intent here? by our friend, Harry Martin.
literally beg from caring mends just to To do as with Demjamjuk in Iuael+ust
Rayelan Russbacher
stay dive if Otrnther has stashed 4 15 go find something on which to base nonmillion d o h ? I, for one, hope to the re~ea88? YOU ones have really come a
Heavens that he has and get. it! It long way into the gutter of justice, my
END OF QUOTING
might evenbethat you-the-peoplewhose Mends. If you can't hold a man on the
I am sorely tested myself as these days
very national soul has been sold by sentence charged-then hold him until
t h ~ b a s t u r d t rcouldget
~ ,
some you make up some charge! Indeed, I of atrocity continue. Citizens, if you canvalue BACK out ofthat which was stolen also fed very umy for this Judge in not see that which is happening about
first from YOU.]
point-for he is more "HAD" than you you-you cannot survive for there is no
It is important to keep the Russbacher can imagine as average Ucitieens"in a freedom and, there but for the Grace of
God--GO YOU! How so? Because every
story in proper perspective. We have been corrupt and orchestrated system.
A s I am writing here, I am brought a one of you who have served the Governin contact with him from the beginning,
and broke his story. We have also taken a copy of a letter which seems to respond to ment beast has broken the Laws of God
lot of heat from the Village Voice and Bar- the above message for the FAX hot-line- AND MAN. You do what you do--and yet,
bara Honegar for standing by Gunther aU from Rayelan.
when you can no longer depend on the
this time.
truth of justice in the courts of law-you
Harry V. Martin
QUOTING:
are THROUGH! AND, THUSLY, AS I PERPublisher
CEIVE IT-YOU ARE THROUGH!! GOD
HAVE MERCY ON YOU ALL!
September 7, 1993
I will again, however, warn the adverEND OF QUOTING
Re: The Napa Sentinel Release to the --that
what you are about to do is
Well, Harry, this is pretty typical of a American Patriot Fax Network of 9-7-93, going to merit you consequences of great
"woman meornod" reation. Honegger RE: Gunther Russbacher.
retribution. [Editor's note: See the writings
on pages 18and the h n t Page, as well as
wrote a book on which Rayelan
U R u d a c h e Phelped researchand origiNow that Gunther Russbacher is going the infem'ew story onpage 2, for a glimpse
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quences within the retribution of MAN'S
choices of actions.
It would be a 'wild guess" on MY PART,
but I assume that the CIA would not REALLY like what Sir Russbacher would
present in a courtroom if charged AS YOU
ONES ARE INDICATING RECENT MORE
DIRECT REASONS FOR HOLDING
AGAINST THE LAW, MR. RUSSBACHER.
IF, HOWEVER, THE CLANDESTINE
FORCES, INCLUDING THE CIA, WANT
THEIR GENERAL AND SPECIFIC ACTMTIES MADE VERY, VERY PUBLIC IN MYRIADS OF ACTIVITIES UNSEEN BY THE
PUBLIC-THEN CONTINUE YOUR BADGERING AND BLACKMAIL TO COVER
YOUR OWN DIRTY ASSETS.
Why would 'I" be involved? Because
THIS IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THE NEW
AGE ORDER AND NEW WORLD ORDER
METHODS OF INJUSTICE BY FORCE AND
FRAUD AGAINST YOUR CONSTZZVTlON
AND RIGHTS UNDER SUCH LAW. Until
this kind of miscarriage of justice is made
right-there is NO HOPE OF BRINGING
YOUR COUNTRY INTO FREEDOM AND
9/8/93 #2 HATOM
RIGHT. THIS is the entire purpose of my
mission to your rather dubiously gifted
GUNTHER RUSSBACHER
planet. Further, one who makes acommitSince this is the topic of the day around ment to God in truth of intent for that
here, I shall address it right at the top of our service, SHALL BE PROTECTED BY GOD'S
HOSTS SENT FOR THE PURPOSE1
list of "things to do immediately".
I suggest that you who have perpetrated
I hereby go on record as making a
PROMISE to the ones who are churning this injustice-get it cleared up right away
this miscarriage of all justice and LAW in or names, places and documented FACT
this matter of holding a man after a judge will be the next order of the day! I salute
vacates a s e n t e n c e o n the basts of you for your wisdom in actiofl regarding
O T H Z 1 R ~ C ) E S T O T A U Y ~ T Ethis
D matter. At this point it is through
TO THAT WHZCHCAUBED SENTEllRCING greedy, personal garbage that this goes on
as it is going-but you are going to incite to
IN ERROR IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This message is to the crew who monitor arms the waiting giant, my friend-and
I
this computer and myself, and to those don't mean 'space" command. I CAN promwho check with the CONTACT telephone ise you one t h i n w u n t h e r Russbacher
hotline and are causing this disgraceful (by any name he might have been using)
conduct against 'your own working has MET ME and very well KNOWS meand does NOT call me a 'crocodile reptile".
brother"-YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE!
The facts are that ones doing this are It would behoove several ofyou 'brothers"
FEARFUL 0 F HAVING GUNTH ER to consideryour attitudesand make proper
RUSSBACHER IN FREEDOM. THEY ARE adjustments lest one or two of you bring
SO GUILTY OF CRIMES WHICH WILL the Government itselfdown on the whole of
CATCH THEM WITHIN THE TRAP IF THE you. I suggest you little 'busy bodies" get
MAN IS RELEASED. EITMER YOU RACK busy undoing that which you have doneOFF,P R R T I C I P ' I N T W I S TRAVESTP like NOW! And you who would incite that
OF J U s T I C M R PREPARE TO WRVE prison to riot-shall surely reap such reYOURSELVES DIISCLOSED AND YOUR wards of return penalties as to be most
IDENTfTIES bdADE PUBLIC AND YOUR disconcerting for it will NOT BE COVERED
QREASON5"MADXEVENMORX PWLICl NOR HIDDEN1
You who urouLd
your bm#um
Are these 'threats" from some un(d
I mtan this us a btpths+ in
seen Bee-bopper? Indeed not-I am
a m Zaws thanthat whichCoL atttGcaZls stating facts of cause and effect-send
scum-suckingw k l s hpu &now w-.
and return. You who have broken your
Yes indeed, the same ones have be- oaths to brothers-are not trusted by
trayed me and m i n e a n d perhaps there ANYONE and shall reap that reward in
would have been better ways of handling time and action-for if you are guilty
them prior to this moment of 'truth* but once-you are suspect always! May
God always chooses the non-violent and insight be the word of 'truth" for this
gentle lessons before leaving the perpetra- day-followed by 'right" action. Thank
tors to the destiny of their own conse- you.

at what CommanderHatonn is up to in tenns
of this stated warning to the crooks continuingto hold Gunther "hostage".]Man cannot
play God to the circumstances of another
to hide or appease his own ego structuring.
Who has sold out to the 'devil" this time,
readers? Gunther Russbacher or those
who have MUCH TO HIDE AND WOULD
MURDER RATHER THAN BE SEEN FOR
THE LIARS AND THIEVES WHICH THEY
ARE-SOMEARE EVEN MURDERERS! SO
BE IT.
Yes, indeed, PUT THIS ON THE CONTACT TELEPHONE HOT-LINE AND THE
AMERICAN PATRIOT FAX NETWORK. IF I
AM WORTHY OF "PAYING BILLS" FOR
SAME-I EXPECT TRUTH TO BE A PART
OF THE NETWORKING1
Do Idiscount Harry Martin? No, I honor
Harry Martin-for that which he has already given to you as blind lambs unable to
get Truth from media and press. I do ask
that he consider carefully what is taking
place HERE AND NOW. Thank you.

--

Watch Out!
Trusts Alert
9/8/93#3 HATOM
TRUSTSWATCH OUT-ALERT!
I have been distracted for several days
and have neglected to give you very important information regarding your reserves
and protection of what you call Trusts. I
have said there is a 'place" for use of these
instruments for your shelter of assets but
I must now catch you up to attention.
You am about to be 'had" by Mr. Clinton's
manipulations and I have promised to alert
you when these things come to pass. For
what it is worth-the INTENT is to tax all
TRUST fands through the roof and confiscate major percentages of assets beyond a miaimmu-I believe, somewhere
around $7,000+ (I do not recall the amount)
at IS%, and raising to 35% on the next
increments, and so on.
I don'thave interest in looking it up for
you. JUST KNOW THAT CONFIRMATION
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR CONSIDERATION
OFWHAT ITOLD YOU REGARDING SHEG
TERS OFSAME--AND HOW ONESWOULD
SET YOU UP FOR THEIR OWN GAIN Ibi
THE USE OF SAME, CALLING THEM
'BLINDTRUSTS, BUSINESSTRUSTS",ETC.
MOREOVER, THE ACTIONS WlLL BE
RETROACTIVE TO JANUARY 1, 1993111
You who still want shelters for fundswe can help you with loans, etc., against
gold collateral wherein your funds can
'work", and we can help you with Nevada
Corporations wherein you can find protections unfound anywhere else around-in
this interim time [call 702-89670021. When
the enemy has all his own protections in
place, those corporations will also be attacked and become retroactive. It appears,
however, it will NOT be in year 1993. So I
suggest you take into consideration these
points in making your decisions about how
to possibly conserve some of your assets
for your own survival needs as you pass
into a barren economy and government.
REMEMBER: THE INTENT OF THE
ELITE BANKSTERS ONE WORLD ORDER IS TO HAVE ALL PROPERTYIlVCLUDIlOQ YOURS!
Whether or not there is possibility of
dissolution of a Trust and shifting intc
some other 'thing" or mode of handling
your affairs, is not for me to comment
upon. I am not a legal counsel-nor
even an advisor as to your management.
I would guess that it is, by far, too late
if you set up Trusts for protection prior to
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the beginning of January 1, 1993.
You may wish tolook into possibilities of
change if you arranged same AFTER the
first of the year for future protection, for
ifyou were not in a m s t as of the first day
of the year it would seem possible to
rearrange status.

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

Check it out for yourselves. I stay garding the subject.
in enough hot water for just mentioning these possibilities to you. I
QUOTING:
can assure you that once that new
rule is set in cement-it will be valid
For the identification and definition of
and you will be "captured"in the web our use of the word 'Serpent" we will quote
without ability to extract yourself. Scriptural passages attributed to the sayings of Jesus, The Christ, but first we need
to put you on the trail of the 'Pharisees"
and the 'Sadducees" to whom Jesus freCC
quently speaks directly in the flesh. And

The Word America
And Other Research

$7

AMERICA
Have any of you realized that there is a
"definition" for the word 'America"? Did
your 'teacher" in school tell you as much?
Why? Do you suppose it might be intentional--considering the other New World
Order expectations and the pressures of
the adversary as relative to the Khazarian
Zionism movement? You may-when you
hear what IS the defined meaning of the
word "America".
America:TNEKINGDOMOFHEAVEN.
Far fetched? No. Misused? Perhaps-but
then, "I"didn't name your nation. Would it
11ot be considerate if you were to be informed as to the true meaning of the very
name of your beloved homeland? Has the
'Establishment" been hiding something
from you relating to your true identity? So
be it.
Corporate public schools (Government
controlled) teach you that your continent
was named after Amerigo Vespucci. However, these corporate Government schools
neglect to teach your children the meaning
of Amerigo Vespucci's .name. Professor
Miskovsky (Oberlin College) brought out
some interesting facts about the word
"America". The Latin masculine singular
for the word 'Amerigo" is "Americus" and
the feminine singular is 'America". The old
Gothic form for the word "America"is 'Amel
Ric". "Amel" means 'heaven" and 'ric"
means "kingdom". 'Amel Rid' is found in
the German language as 'Emmerich" or
'HimmelreichW. T h u s 'Amel Ric",
'Emmerich", "Himmelreich", 'Amelukah",
'Amerucah" and 'American became words
for THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENmI The
word'kingdom" meansgovernment orgovernmentaljurisdiction. The government of
Heaven Wrn outer space) is to be fully
implemented on Earth as we are told in the
'Lord's Pmyer".
Strong's Concordance gives the word
"Meluwkah" for "kingdom*, 'Amelukah"
a d 'Meluwkah" are related. A professor
tsy the name of Odlum indicates that the

Jesusspeaksabouttheir~eneration(serious study will reveal their mixed racial
lineage, hence the attention to their 'generation"); The mixed "mongrel" p:This is
notatemna~appliedto~dogs"a~so

many are quick to jump on. It is a
legitimate term usedfor "mixed breed"
or "hybridn.] generation (race) of people
letters 'I" and "r" are sometimes inter- who today call themselves Jews [H:But
changeable. The Hebrew "meluwkah" be- are not], from their own publications,
came 'Merukah" and 'Amelukah" became clearly lay claim and trace their identity to
'Amerucah", the latter being the Latin form being the physical flesh and blood descendants of the Scriptural Pharisees and the
of the word 'America".
Who is America that she should be Sadducees.
One such account is published by the
blessed above every other nation in the
world? Briefly, The (u)nited States for Jew historian Louis Finkelstine in his twoAmerica along with the other Anglo-Saxon volume History of the Jews. In this work,
Celtic and kindred peoples in the world, he explains that the Pharisees and
"Christian" nations, today are propheti- Sadducees were (are) Jews. Finkelstine
cally carrying out exactly what Israel is also speaks of Jews making slaves of
supposed to do in the last days. One Christians. In another work by Louis
author says, "We are the descendants of Finkelstine, The Pharisees, 2nd Ed., Vol. I,
the Ten Tribed Northern Kingdom of Israel The Jewish mtblication Society, 1940, pp.
which included people of the Southern Two ss-xxi, we have this quote: "The apogee of
Tribes. We migrated North and West be- Pharisaism is the Talmud of Babylonia...
yond the Caucasus Mountains into Asia Pharisaism became Talm~dism,
Talmudism
and on to the Americas. Informationabout became Medieual Rabbinism, and Medieval
this migration over time is plentiful and Rabbinism became Modem Rabbinism. But
throughoutthese changes of name...the spirit
well documented.. .."
So, now you can be aware that the of the ancient Pharisee survives unaltered.*
We quote from Charles A. Weisman's
story of America DOES NOT begin with
Columbus, but far back into the history Book, Who is Esau-mom?: 'During the
of one called Abraham for those who love Middle Ages Jews were found guilty of
to research facts. Abraham 'looked for a ritual murder of Cfistians in England and
City (system) which had Foundations, Nonuich in 1146; and in northern Italy at
whose Builder and Maker is GOD." (Heb. Trent in 1475. The &wish Encyclopedia
1l:lq References for the above informa- lists 121RifUal M~rdercasesfrom 1146 to
tion can also be found in several sources, 1900, whichwereaallytriedinthearts.
one of which comes from The Voice of Many of the listings show wnvkh'ons and
Li berry, c/ o 692 Sunnybrook Drive, the mode in which guilty Jews were exDecatur, Georgia30033,2nd printing 1979. ecuted. This is referenced to The &wish
And guess what-in deciphering Reu- E ~ l o p d i aVol.
. I11 (1903) pp. 266-67.
We continue from Who is Esau-EdomT:
elation 12:14, think about the following: 'And to the woman [the true seed 'Abortion has become an overt means of
remnantofIsrael]weregiventwowings childsadficewhichJewshaveinstr'tuted
o f a areat easle, that she might fly into under their de fact0 law. A more a v e r t
the wilderness [NorthAmerica] into her means of child samifce has been by their
place, where she is nourished for a time, infamous 'ritual ?nurders, of which Jews
and times, and half a time, from the have been accused through the ages.' In
this pmdice 'the blood of the sactiifced
face o f the serpent."
gentile (child)is mixed wi'thfrourto make the
unleavened bread eaten at Passover. ''The
SERPENT
nZustmtedAtlas of &wish CMZitation,
Well, in view of this ongoing saga, we Ed. Martin Gilbert, MacMillan Pub. Co.,
perhaps should also offer the definition 1990, p. 125.
From the EPILOGUE section, Chapter
of 'serpent" and for this I shall ask copy
of the document portion received re- 9, subtitle 'Character Roles b Identity"
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from the book, Who is Esau-Edom? we
quote the entire brief chapter:
"The Bible is a script which has several
different themes. This material has dealt
with one of its main themes-that being
the conflict between good and evil, right
and wrong, lawful and lawlessness, the
ways of God and the ways of man. While
this theme is fundamental and can be seen
by most in the world, it has not been clear
who the characters are involved in the
conflict.
"There is one thing that is unmistakably
evident regarding the Bible and that is it is
about a particular race of peoplethe direct descendants of Adam later called Israel. They are the main characters in God's
Script. Esau-Edom is a secondary character in this Script.
"Only when we know and identify the
white European people as the Israel people,
and the Jews as the Edomites, do things in
the world make complete sense. When the
roles of Jacob and Esau are identified, we
see that everything is happening exactly as
written in the Script (Scripture).
'The problem the world has been plagued
with is a case of mistaken identity and
unknown identity regarding the roles God
has assigned to Esau and Jacob. Esau
does not like the role he has been assigned
(or shall we say the role that he has earned).
He thus has been trying to rewrite the
Script and alter, in the minds of Christians, their identity and the identity of the
Jews in the Script. Thus it is believed that
Esau (the Jew) is Jacob (God's chosen
people), and Jacob (the white race) is just
a 'gentile'.
"No one can deny that the Jews are a
most unique and unusual people. That
uniqueness exists because oftheir Edornite
heritage. No other people fit the characteristics and follow the role of Esau-Edom so
completely as do the Jewish people. The
Jews follow the role that their ancestors,
the Edomites, had followed. The Jew,
however, is not just the descendant of
Esau-Edom, but also of the other individuals and tribes that have intermarried with
Esau. This would include the Hittites. the
Canaanites, the descendants of Japheth
through Gomer, Togarmah, Magog, and
Ashkenaz, and the descendants of Ham
through Canaan, Cush, and Nimrod, as
well as the Israelites and Judahites who
mixed with them [contrary to God's Law].
"Thus, in a sense, the Jews do have a
heritage in the Bible, and yet they do not.
A s mongrels or hybrids, the Jews do have
some biological roots extending back to
Abraham and the patriarchs. But as mongrels, they can never possess the birthright
or claim true heritage of the original or
pure Adamic race. For it is written:
' 'A mongrel shall not enter into the
congregationof the LORD; even to his tenth
generation shall he not enter into the congre-
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gation of the LORD. ' (Deuteronomy 23:2) than these people known as "Jews" today?
"The Jews cannot represent the Adamic
[H: Come now-I did NOT write this, I am
reprinting it and it has much meaning line, they can only claim to be of those lines
which is hidden in the context and fromAdam thatwere eitherrejected by God
quick t o be mkperceived in meaning. or who had violated the law through interYou may well consider, however, WHY racial marriages. Esau-Edom falls under
the later "Jews" or Khazarian lineage both of these classes. The Edomites were
Zionists are not on the "Christ" band- amongrelizedandrejected people throughwagon, for they were, from the begin- out the entire Bible." [H: I won't go onning, the antithesis of "Christ".]
I wanted you to see how badly a thing
" 'Now it came to pass, when they had can be interpreted in theUnameof Godn.
heard the Law, that they separated from There is no way that THIS author has
Israel all the mixed multitude.' (Nehemiah any right to place judgment in the name
13:3)
of "anyonen on "anybody". If in fact the
"Mixed Adamites, thosepossessing both "Fathers and Mothers" of these "monAdamic and non-Adamic blood, can no grels" were so dastardly and bastardized
more be a part or heir of the Adamic race the generations40 you ACTUALLY
than one who is entirely of another race. BELIEVE GOD WOULD CONDEMN THE
The law will not allow the Jews to inherit OFFSPRING WHO WERE NOT RESPONthe birthright or the kingdom regardless of SIBLE FOR THE ERRORS OF THEIR
the fact that they have Adamic blood in PARENTS? COULD THIS MEAN-"THE
them. These same mongrels and 'mixed SINS OF THE FATHERS ARE RESTED
multitude'tried to tell Christ that Abraham UPONTHEHEADSOFTHESONS?" Then,
alongcomes"MAN"with hissilver tongue
was their father, but Christ said:
'I know that you are Abmham's seed; and preferential opinions protecting his
but you seek to kill me because my word has own stance, and projects suchjudgment
no place in you .... I speak that which I have upon those other than himself? Does
If you were this mean that his assumptions are inseen with ng( Father.
Abraham's chilchzn, you would do the correct? No-it means that this person
works of Abmham You do the deeds of has placed his opinions intoJUDGMENT
of another and he has NO WAY t o KNOW
your father.' (John8:3741)
possibly
"Christ made the implication that these the truth of his projection'Jews' had another father aside from that they be total and unfounded LIE.
I do want to go a bit further into his
Abraham, and their response was, 'We be
not born of fornication; we have one Father, next segment, howwer, to point up the
even God." But Christ [H:Ars we assum- absurdity of such assumptions and
ing that UChrist"(a state of being) here wherein credibility is WST in every
used is meaning somehow the MME of instance:]
someone? A %an's" name is not a
state of &zing so we would need ta
CONSPIRACY AND CONFLICT
define just WHO is this V h M - t h e
assumption, of course, is the one YOU
"It should by now be seen why talk of an
refer to as QJimuP(Esu ~.haanuel?)'International Jewish Conspiracy' makes
(Jesuswas not apmper labelforthe one no sense t o the general public. They
in point in arty event,for PAUL mated don't see or understand anything of the
the name C13ESUS"&ng@tertmmanueLkind because they do not know the identity
was gone fmm hispmsence), Be careful of the characters in the Script (Scripture)of
in your interpretations, readers, or you God-the Bible-ortheirrolesinthat Script.
may well be caught in something be- Why would the Jews, which the entire
yond that which you "thinkn you are church world holds up as the apple of
reading. We have a rare tendency to God's eye, want to harm or destroy white
INTERPRET WHAT THE UCHRIST* Christians? ...
MEANT-AND THERE IS NO WAY TO
[H: What makes this author think
KNOW WHAT WAS ACTUALLY MEANT IF thatUthey"do? The u ~ o n s p i r a ~which
y"
YOU WERE NOT IN THE SPEAKING OF is destroying the world is not that of
THE WORDS YOURSELF. Therefore, JUST JEWS. From this very kind of
this whole writing loses its credibitity a t writing comes the wrong assumption
this point when an author decides t o against a "groupw of people who bear,
interpret "what was meant" by this or actually, a false identity label a t best.
that raying and fails to say: "...in my The term "Jew"was conjured up by the
opinion". Since, then, this has turned Khazarians in the late 17001 t o fill a
into an opinion without being stated as needforthemseh. They ALSO CALLED
such I MUST REMIND YOU THAT THIS THEMSELVESTHEUSERPENTPEOPLE".
IS A QUOTED CHAPTER FROM A BOOK, This has NOTHING to do with the tribes
AS STATED BY THIS AUTHOR IN CUR- of k a e l or Israel. If you don't know
RENT WRITING.] said, 'lf God were your what you are talking about, how can you
Father, you would love me" ( v.42). Can you think t o bring unity, peace and loving
think of anyone that hates Christ more harmony into this weary world?

...
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There is no "Jewish Conspiracyn- symbol of 'serpent" has been represented
THERE IS A WORLD CONSPIRACY FOR as the symbol of the adversary anti-God for
HEW WORLD-ONE WORLD ORDER AND as long as there has been expression in the
GOVERNMENT UNDER THE RULE OF places of physical experience. It is insultTHE SELECTED FEW HONCHOS OFTHE ing to the well-created 'snakes" and 'lizSATANIC ORDERS OF PHYSICAL EX- ards" or other reptilians, however. Just as
PRESSION. TO BLAME THE JEWS IS the Phoenix Eagle is the symbol of God, so
LIKE HAVING A WHITE MAN MURDER is the "serpentmthe symbol of God's adverSOMEONE AND LUMPING THE ENTIRE sary.
WHITE RACE INTO THAT ACCUSATION
I want you astrologers to consider for a
AND GENERALIZATION. THE UJEWSm moment the symbols of the Scorpio star
WHO KNOW NOT THEIR OWN USURPA- signs of October-November. What mean
TION-ARE THE WORST CASE OF EX- those symbols? It means, in your terms,
PECTED DOWNFALL AND EXTINCTION that one birthed in that 'signm can be
BY THOSE VERY LIARS OF THEIR OWN outstandingly above and beyond that which
IDENTIFICATION.
is the EAGLE and that which is the GRAY
What mean ye: UWhitemrace? I look LIZARD! (The symbol of the highest cause
u p o n those w h o claim to be Jewish or the lowest!) It is not tke 'star" alignment
(Judean) in lineag-d
theylook White which you must study-it is the meaning of
to me! Michael Jackson, w h o claims to the very symbols of expression PLACED
be UBlack", looks White to me!. GOD IS ON THESE THINGS.
LIGHT-NOT UWHITEm.Reflection of a
Does this mean that somehow to be
man's skin color--does not m a k e him birthed within the sign of these representa"Whitenor"Coloredn. I f h e b e o f W D O F tions makes you "differentn or "greaterLIGHT-HE BE UWHITEm! UWHITEn IS lower"? Of course not-bu t it does give you
THE DEFINITION OF "ALLn COLOR! IF something from which you might consider
YOUDONTGETYOURFACTSSTRAIGHT your possibilities for achievement. Would
YOU ARE GOING TO MISS THE BOAT- you, if you be a Scorpio sign of birthday,
LITERALLY!]
rather serve the Eagle or the snake? One
Let us, however, face the facts that the is the symbol of God and the other has been

turned into the symbol of the anti-God. Do
you wish to rise from the fir-r
be caught
in the pits of the embers and flames? Man
misrepresents and misdefines almost EVERYTHING-always to suit his OWN ARGUMENT INTO HIS FAVOR OF PROVING
HIS OWN OPINIONS.
Does this merit 'goodw or 'bad"? I don't
even know how you arrive at such 'choices".
If you be of the Eagle, you will follow the
LAWS of the Great Spirit of which that
Eagle is representative--or you will grope
around in the physical entrapment of the
swamp from which you cannot extricate
yourself, and instead of rising above and
into the security of getting 'off" the burning
fire (representative),you are caught clinging to the ideaofyour serpentdom-in the
mess. If you be a souled being-GOD IS
IN BOTH PLACES! BUT-THE CHOICE
OF EXPRESSION I S LEM' TO YOU!
May you come into recognition of
THE TRUTH for within Truth lie the
secrets and unfolding mysteries of
LIFE-in finite!
Thank you for sharing these moments of thought with me for ultimately
all things, save these, shall be of little
value to your journey-ONLY
YOUR
DESTINATION! Ponder it, please.

Message To Big Boys:

Let My People Go!
9/919S#l

HATONH

ATTENTION
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We of the Command are making ourselves a massive nuisance in the New
Mexico-Arizona skies [see stories onpages
2,13 and I] and you will be flooded with
inquiries and military surveillance. I do
not want you to be in panic but you must
understand the importance of these encounters going on RIGHT NOW AS WE
WRITE.
The military chain of command is
efforting to COVER the activities from all
directions and the cover-ups will increase.
Agreements with our Command and over
some of our people are being broken and it
:s unacceptable on all counts. Ones who
didn't believe we were more than a figment
of imaginings and some goofy woman's
fantasies are going to find out differently-

right now.
I do not ask what you ones 'think" or
your observations on 'how could this be?
The facts are that this 'sighting" business
is going to get 'out of handwright soon if the
'big boys" don'tLET MY PEOPLE GO!
WOULD WE HAVE A 'FIT" OVER JUST
ONE LITTLE CREW MEMBER IN YOUR
CLUTCHES? YES INDEED!!
I SUGGEST THE 'BIG BOYS" CONSIDER CONSEQUENCES VERY, VERY
CAREFULLY OF THIS ILLEGAL HOLDING
OF
ONE
CALLED
GUlOTHER
RUSSBACHER! HE IS NO THREAT TO
ANY OF YOU OR YOURS-EXCEFT THAT
HE HAS TRUTH IN HIS BRAIN-AND YOU
HARM ONE HAIR ON HIS SWEET LI'ITLE
HEAD AND WE SHALL SEE SOME VERY
INTERESTING THINGS TAKE PLACE.
How did a Special Forces Austrian-born
individual get on MY team? You would be
very surprised at WHO is on my direct
team. Moreover, in most instances it is

only recently or 'now" that the player himself-herself even knows they are on MY
TEAM.
Would I do this for, say, Bo Gritz? Nonot until he thoroughly UNDERSTANDS
that I am NOTACROCODILE REPTILE! We
are not going to interfere in anything of
your business. But by the same tokenw e m e n t s made with my Command WILL
BE HONORED ORTHERE SHALLBECONSEQUENCES. You will be hearing about
those consequences.
Craft from my fleet are in your viewing
now, day and night. Weather balloons"
just won't cut it, big boys. Neither will
cone-shaped photon craft from White Sands
'cut the mustard". You HAVE SPACE
COMMAND in your skies and we will cover
this nation if necessary to make a point.
In the efforts to cover a 200-mile trek in
which the craft was viswsdby thousrvnds
yesterday in New Mexico-we have PUT A
CRAFT DOWN AND THAT WILL BRING
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INTO FOCUS THE REALITY OF THE MISSION FOR ONES WILL STREAM INTO THE
AREA OF THE CRAFT AND THE MILITARY CRAFT YOU CRASHED TO COVER
THE TRUTH!
The 'object" in your view this day in the
area of the Navajo Reservation of New
MexicoTODAY-ain't goin'anywhere, is it?
And brothers, we are HIGH so we are BIG!
You have your high-altitude trackers out
here and we have some of your own craft in
'tractor tow". Tit fortat-you let MY PEOPLE
GO-and I will release yours!
It would be nice now, Dharma, ifyou get
this to the ones to put onto the TELEPHONE HOTLINE and scatter Faxes everywhere anyone is interested. I suggest that
Rick transcribe other incoming inquiries
and infomiation for immediate distribution [again, see that transcription, beginning on page 21.
The Y s t u Pis in the fan-and I need to
write this on THIS COMPUTER because of
the major monitoring by your ground-side

'intelligence" forces. This is NOT agame or
a test. I suggest you be magnificently
aware that THIS IS NOT A TEST-THIS IS
THE REAL THING, GOOD BUDDIES. I
EXPECT GUNTHER RUSSBACHER TO BE
RELEASED POST-HASTE!
God bless all you wonderful brothers
and sisters of the Lighted Hosts-for the
'miracles" are about to be observed. I
MEAN BUSINESS!
I am not HERE for the fun of being in
your chaotic energy fields and the bastardizing destruction of a magnificent Creation
of God asyou ones have perpetrated. Agreements are to be kept and contracts honored for when YOU break the contractyou have taken on a most awesome enemy!
I suggest you let 'the Captain" go and you
may be around to enjoy your games another day! If you choose not to do -then
MAKE MY DAY!
When ones come within my protection-they SHALL be protested and you of
the hounds of Hell will keep your distance.

Dharma, do not allow these outside
thrusts of personal nature to get to you,
child. The whining excuse-makers are
doing exactly THAT-whining and casting
blame on you for their own KNOWING
disastrous actions. These are TRIVIAL
distractions and we will not bow to suclt
antics from the greed-mongers. If this sets
badly upon the digestive systems and onek
say, 'God's people wouldn't act this or t h a ~
way"-forget it for NO ONE KNOWS WHA'
GOD OR GOD'S PEOPLE WOULD Oi:
WOULD NOT DO! GOD DOES EXACT1,
WHAT HE WANTSTO DO AND THAT GIVES
US A MAGNIFICENT LATITUDE TO DC
LIKEWISE. YOU ARE PEOPLE 'OF THI:.
LIE" AND THE RULES ARE BEING SOL1>
TO YOU TO CAPTURE THE VERY ES
SENCE OFYOURSELF-YOUR SOUL Rk,
ALITY. IF Y OU ARE SO BLIND AND CAR)(,
LESS AS TO NOT COME TO SEE A?
MUCH-THEN GO AHEAD AND L N E IL
SHOCKED DISBELIEF AS TRUTH DUMP:'
ALL OVER YOU! SO BE IT. HATONN OUT

Khazarian Zionist Connection:
THE IRON CURTAIN OVER AMERICA
intact because you are also under attack
through the computer system as the moni"KHAZARIAN ZIONISTS" FROM:
tors tap in to more circuits. It is fineTHE R O N C U R T m OVER AMERICA exactly what I want-so be aware but
counter them, chela. If they become too
SinEe we are going to be getting some alarming, I will ask you to simply go to your
inconceivable factual research material room and we will put you into sleep where
regarding the 'Khazarian Zionists" within "I* can disrupt the pulses.
the next short while-which has been
banned from printing thus far-we need to
QUOTING (Chapter 111, p. 14 of the book
keep you in conscious acknowledgement of in point, which was written in the early
this facet of the players arriving at current 1950s; our last installment was on pages
activities.
9-1 1 of the 8/24/93 CONTACT and that
This next, therefore, will be from The segment ended with the sentence, The.
Iron Curtain Over America, by John Beaty, next chapter deals with the above-board
as we continue to integrate players, teams, infiltration of Judrized Khazars, and other
groups and One World Puppetmasters. So, persons of the same ideology, into the
in leaving the set of the 'Committee Of 300" United States Democratic Party."):
information for this writing, let u s see if we
THE KHAZARS JOIN THE
can share the spotlight a bit more broadly
and not lose our readers.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
I will have many interruptions, Dharma,
so be prepared to either change programs
The triumphant Khazars, aided by other
instantly or be prepared for me to take "converts" to Communism, strengthened
leave as we are in your sky this day and a their grasp on prostrate Russia by a sucbig political-Justice System-crew confron- cession of "purges" in which many millions
tation is UNDER WAY demanding my at- of Russians lost their lives, either by immetention. I believe that I have time in here to diate murder or in the slow terror of slave
write a bit on our ongoingwork and if I need labor camps. These purges do not concern
to take leave, just continue in the repro- u s here except as a sample of what Soviet
duction printing until you are comfortable, rule would bring to America, namely, the
Further, do not allow the changing tone slaying of 15,000,000 persons on a list
impulses to penetrate. Keep that shield already prepared by name and category

(statement to the author by a former, high
ranking international Communistwho ha&
deserted 'Stalinism"). The lecturer, Mat
Cveltic, a former F.B.I. undercover agen~
gives more recently a much higher figure
he states that almost all men and womej
over thirty, having been found too old ft3
're-education", would be slaughtered. Fcr
details, write to Borger News-Herall)
Borger, Texas, asking reprint of We Owe
Debt (April 16, 1952)by J. C. Phillips.
Even as they subjected the Russia
people to a rule of terror the new rulers 0'
Russia promptly and effectively penetrate<
the countries of Western Europe and alst
Canada and (as was already shown) theUnited States. For their fateful choice c-r'
our country as agoal of their major, though
not yet completely and finally successfuf
endeavor there were several reasons.
In the first place, with its mutualll
advantageous capital-labor relations, it.;
enormous productivity, and its high star;
dard of living, the United States of Americ~
was an existing visible refutation of thr
black Soviet lie that their Communist dic
tatorship did more than our Republic fo-.
the workingman. The idea that the 'capi
talistic" democracies (Britainand America,
were formidable obstacles to the spread of
Communism and had to be destroyed was
expressed many times by Soviet leaders
and notably by Stalin in his great address
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(Moscow, March 10, 1939) to the 18th
Congress of the Communist Party. This
elaborate official statement of Soviet policy
was made before the outbreak of Wortd War
4 and nearly three years before ourinvolvement, and was trumpeted mther than hidden under a bushel. It can therefore be
safely predicated that our State Department, with its numerous staffs, offices,
bureaus, and divisions, was promptly aware
of the contents of this speech and of the
Soviet goal of overthrowing our 'capitalist
democracy".
The second reason for large scale Communist exploitation of the Upited States
was our traditional lack of any laws prohibiting or regulating immigration into the
United States and our negligence or politics in enforcing immigration laws when
they had been passed. T h e illegal entry of
aliens into the United States is one of the
most serious and difficult problems confronting the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Since the end of World W a r 11,
the problem of illegal entry has increased
tremendously. There is ample evidence
that there is an alarmingly large number of
aliens in the United States in an illegal
status. Under the alien registration act of
1940 some 5,000,000 aliens were registered" (The Imrnigmtion and Naturalization
S y s t e m of the United States, pages 629,
630).
The third principal reason for the Communist exploitation of the United States
was the absence of any effective policy
regarding resident foreigners even when
their activities are directed toward the overthrow of the government. Thus in 1950
several hundreds of thousands of foreigners, among the millions illegally in this
country, were arrested and released for
want of adequate provisions for deporting
them.
A s shown in Chapter 11, above, persons
of Khazar background or traditions had
entered the United States in large numbers
in the waves of immigration between 1880
and the outbreak of World War I in 1914.
The Soviet seizure of Russia took place in
1917, however, and the hey-day for Communist-inclined immigrants from Eastern
Europe was the five-year period between
the end of World War I (1919) and the
passage of the 1924 law restricting immigration. Recorded immigrants to thiscountry in that brief span of time amounted to
approximately three million and large numbers of the newcomers were from Eastern
Europe.
Most significantly, with Communism in
power in Russia, many of the new immigrants were not only ideologically hostile to
the Western Christian civilization of which
America was the finest development, but
were actual agents of the new Rulers of
Russia. Conspicuous among these was
Sidney Hillman, who had turned from his
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'Rabbinical education" (Who Was Who in istic economy. Putting thepuppet Wilsonin
America, Vol. 11, p. 254) to political activi- the White House was just a part of that
ties of international scope. Twenty-two larger takeover plan, as he made sure the
years before Franklin Roosevelt gave or- Fedeml Reservefinally made it into law. In
ders to "clear everythingwith Sidnef ,sirni- other words, the Khazcirians were already
lar orders were given American Cornmu- quite busy with their infiltmtion of America
nists by Lenin himself, Hillman being at by the time of World War I and they knew
the time President of the Russian-Ameri- EXACTLY WHERE to strike to get contml of
can Industrial Corporation at 103 E. Four- this country! Moreover, just to bring this
teenth St., New York.
back to the subject at hand, the Demucratic
Surely a relatively small number of Party was a weak collection of
and
Khazar immigrants from Russia came as thus ripe for easy manipulation.]
In addition to its need for more votes,
actual Soviet agents; not all of them came
as confirmed Marxists; and some of them the Democratic Party had another charachave doubtless conformed to the tradi- teristic which appealed to the politicallytional American mores. The contrary is minded Eastern European newcomers and
neither stated nor implied as a general drew to its ranks all but a handful of those
proposition. The fact remains, however, who did not join a leftist splinter party.
that the newer immigrants, to an even Unlike the Republican Party, which still
greater degree than their predecessors of had a fairly homogeneous membership,
the same stock, were determined to resist the Democratic Party was a collection of
absorption into Western Christian civiliza- several groups. The Democratic Party was
cion and were determined also to further not a political party at all;it was a marriage
their aims by political alignment and pres- ofconvenienceamong assorted bedfellows,
sure.
each of whom hated most of the others.
In the first three decades of the twentiIn the early part of the twentieth ceneth century, few of the several million non- tury the two largest components of the
Christian immigrants from Eastern Eu- Democratic Party were the rural Protestant
rope were attracted to the Republican Party, Southerners and the urban Catholic Northwhich was a majority party with no need to erners, who stood as a matter of course on
bargain for recruits. The Democratic Party, the cardinal principles of Western Chrison the contrary, was in bad need of addi- tian civilization, but othemise had little in
tional voters. It had elected Woodrow common politically except an opposition,
Wilson by a huge electoral majority in 1912 chiefly because of vanished issues, to the
when the Republican Party was split be- Republican Party. The third group, which
tween the followers of William Howard Taft had been increasing rapidly after 1880,
and those of Theodore Roosevelt, but the consisted of Eastern Europeans and other
Democratic popular vote was 1,413,708 'liberalsw,best exemplified perhaps by the
less than the combined Taft and Roosevelt distinguished Harvard Jew, ofPraguestock,
votes. In fact, between 1892 (Cleveland Louis Dembitz Brandeis, whom President
election over Harrison) and 1932 (F.D. Woodrow Wilson, for reasons not yet full
Roosevelt's election over Hoover),the Demo- known by the people, named to the United
cratic candidate had polled more presiden- States Supreme Court. This man, at once
tial popular votes than the Republican so able, and in his legal and other attitudes
candidate (9,129,606 to 8,538,22 1) only so far to the left for the America of 1916,
once, when Woodrow Wilson was elected deserves attention as a symbol of the fu(1916)to a second term on the slogan, 'He ture for the Democratic Party,and through
kept u s out of war." In all the other that party, for America.
According to the UniversalJewishEncyelections, Republican majorities were substantial. Applying arithmetic to the popu- clopedia, there was an "historicalbattle" in
lar vote of the seven presidential elections the Senate in regard to 'Brandeis' 'radicalfrom 1904 to 1928inclusive, it is seen that ism'," and 'his alleged lack of judicial
on the average, the Democrats, except un- temperament'." These alleged qualities
derextraordinarycircumstances, couldnot provoked opposition to the nomination by
in the first three decades of the twentieth seven former presidents of the American
century count on as much as 45% of the Bar Association, including ex-Secretary of
State Elihu Root and ex-President William
votes.
[Editor'snote:Since CommanderHatonn Howard Taft. [H: Go back and read that
did not, I will jump in here and remind you portion again! Bar Association???]
that Woodrow Wilson's "elections" were
Despite the opposition, the nomination
anything but above-board. You have to go was confirmed by the Senate in a close vote
back to JOURNAL # 16 and JOURNAL #17 on June 5,19 16. This was one of the most
outlaying the diabolical history behind the significant days in American history, for we
unlawful establishment of the Federal Re- had, for the first time since the first decade
serve System and the RS. The Khmrian of the nineteenth century, an official of the
Zionists were, like aggressive and hungry highest status whose heart's interest was
termites, working their m y into our mon- in something besides the United Statesetary system, the life-bloodof afree capital- an official, moreover, who interpreted the
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Law not as the outgrowth of precedent, but
according to certain results desired by the
interpreter.
The entire article on Justice Brandek
in the UniversaL &wish Encyclopedia
(Vol. XI, pp. 495-499) should be read in
full, if possible. Here are a few significant
quotations:

at between Sir Mark Sykes and Weizmann bloody victory and their failure in peace
and Sokolow, it was resolved to send a stand in strong contrast to Theodore
secret message to Justice Brandeis that Roosevelt's dramatic success in ending,
the British Cabinet would help the Jews to rather than joining, the great conflict (1904gain Palestine in return for active Jewish 1905) between Russia and Japan.
sympathy and support in U.S.A. for the
After the eight-year rule of President
allied cause so as to bring about a radical Wilson, the Democratic Party was retired
pro-ally tendency in the United States." An from office in the election of 1920. For the
article, T h e Origin of the Balfour Declara- next twelve years (March 4, 1921 - March
During the World War, Brandeis
tion" (The Jewish Chronicle, February 7, 4, 1933), the three diverse groups in the
occupied himself with a close study
1936), is more specific. According to this party-Southern Protestants, Northern
of the political phases of Jewish afsource, certain 'representatives of the Brit- Catholics, and Brandeis-type 'liberals",
fairs in every country. Since that
ish and French Governments" had been were held loosely together by leaders who
time his active interest in Jewish
convinced that 'the best and perhaps the helped each other toward the day ofvictory
affairs has been centered in Ziononly way to induce the American President and the resultant power and patronage.
ism. In 1919, he visited Palestine for
to come into the war was to secure the co- Tactfully accustomed to ask no questions
political and organizational reasons
operation of Zionist Jewry by promising of each other, these leaders, still mostly
... he has financed various social them Palestine". In so doing 'the Allies Southern Protestants and Northern Cathowould enlist and mobilize the hitherto lics, did not ask any questions of the
and economic efforts in Palestine.
unsuspectedly powerful force of Zionist Party's rapidly increasing contingent of
A s a justice, Mr. Brandeis never
worried about such academic perJewry in America and elsewhere." Since Eastern Europeans.
President Wilson at that time 'attached the
Thus the astute twentieth century implexities as the compatibility of
greatest possible importance to the advice migrants of Eastern European origin conAmericanism with a minority culof Mr. Justice Brandeis", the Zionists tinued to join the Democratic party, in
ture or a Jewish homeland in Palesworked t h r o u b him and helped to bring which everybodywasaccustomedto strange
tine. Breaking away from the acAmerica in.
bedfellows, and in which a largely noncepted legal catechisms, he thor[H:Readers, you are going to be very Christian third force was already well
oughly and exhaustively probed the
remiss if you simply read these subjects intrenched. Parenthetically, the best deeconomics of each and every probas they fall without considering other scription of the National Democratic party
lem presented. The truth of his
happeningswhich impact on you to this as it existed from the time of Franklin
conviction that our individualistic
day. Check out WHO was president and Roosevelt's first term and on into the early
philosophy could not longer furnish
HOW came to be the FEDERAL RE- 1950s is probably that of Senator Byrd of
an adequate basis for dealing with
SERVE SYSTEM! If you do not pay Virginia. Speaking at Selma, Alabama, on
the problems of modern economic
attention you d be left with fragments November 1, 1951, he described the party
life, is now generally recognized ...
so disconnected that you can't see the as a 'heterogeneous crowd of Trumanites"
he 'envisages a co-operative order.
whole
pictrue wen thoughwe have given and added that the group, 'if it could be
Brandeis feels that the Constitution
all the pieces to the puzzle. Confusing? called a party, is one of questionable anmust be given liberal construction.
Of coursdt is intended to confase to cestry, irresponsible direction and predaThis may be taken as the beginning of the point of your inabmty to conceive tory purposes."
Woodrow Wilson, who was definitely
the tendency of our courts to assume by the actions and players.]
The
strange
power
of
Brandeis
w
e
r
the
candidate of a minority party, was
judicial decisions the function of legislative
President Wilson is indicated several times elected in the first instance by a serious
bodies.
There is testimony, also, to the influ- in the book, Challenging Years, TheAutobi- split in the Republican party. By constant
ence of Brandeis over Wilson as a factor in ography of Stephen Wise (G.P. Putnam's reenforcement from abroad, however, the
America's entry into World War I and its Sons, New York, 1949). Rabbi Wise, for 'third force" of Eastern Europeans and
consequent prolongation with terrible blood instance, spoke ofWilson's "leaning heavily, associates of similar ideology was instrulosses to all participants, especially among as I well know he chose to do, on Brandeis," mental in raising the Democratic Party
boys and young men of British, French, and records a surprising remark by the from a minority to a majority status. Some
and German stock. Although Britain had supposedly independent-minded World daring leaders of the alien or alienpromised self-rule to the Palestine Arabs in War I President. To Rabbi Wise, who spoke minded wing conceived the idea ofbeing
several official statements by Sir Henry of Zionism and the plans for convening "the paid in a special way for their contribuMacMahon, the High Commissioner for first session of the American Jewish Con- tions to victow.
Their price, carefuh concealed fkom
Egypt, by Field Marshal Lord Allenby, Com- gress", Wilson said: "Whenever the time
mander in Chief of British Military forces in comes, and you and Justice Brandeis feel the American people, includingof course
the area, and by others, President Wilson that the time is ripe for me to speak and act, many lesser f w e s among the Eastern
Europeans. was the control of the forwas readily won over to a scheme con- I shall be ready."
The authenticity of these statements, eign policy of the United States.
cocted later in another compartment of the
At aglance, the achievement of such an
British government. This scheme, Zion- which are well documented in the sources
ism, attracted the favor of the Prime Min- from which they are quoted, cannot be objective might seem impossible. In fact,
ister, Mr. David Lloyd George, who, like doubted. Full evaluation of President Wil- however, it was easy, because it happens
Wilson, had with prominent Jews certain son will have to wait until the secret ar- under our practice that theentire electorai
close relations, one of which is suggested chives of World War I are opened to the vote of a State goes to the candidate whose
in the EncyclopaediaBritamicu article (Vol. public. Meanwhile, however, the manme- electors poll'a majority of the popular votes
XIX, p.4) on the first Marquess of Reading ment of the war in such a wav as to bleed of the State. With the population of older
(previouslySir Rufus Daniel Isaacs). Thus, Europe to death casts persistent reflec- stock somewhat evenly divided betweer,
according to S. Landman, in his paper tions upon the iudgment if not the motives the Republican and Democratic parties, a
Secret History of the BaZfour Declaration, of President Wilson and Prime Minister well-organized minority can throw enough
after an 'understanding had been arrived David Llovd George of Great Britain. Their votes to determine the recipient of the
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electoral vote of a state. The States having to penetration by Communism. Bearing
the largest numbers of Jews are New York, on the basic question of the recognition of
Pennsylvania, Illinois, New Jersey, Massa- thc:Soviet, here are significant quotations:
chusetts, Ohio, California, and Michigan.
These, of course, are the 'doubtful" states
The very special agent from Moswith a large electoral vote.
cow, Commissar of all the Red
Thus when the ship of patronage came
Square's nefarious international
in with the election of Franklin Delano
machinations, chief of the Kremlin's
Roosevelt in 1932, the Democrats of the old
schemes for communizingthe Ameritradition, whether Southern Protestants or
can hemisphere, sat victoriously at
Northern Catholics, wanted dams, bridges,
the White House desk at midnight,
government buildings, and other governsmiling at the President of the United
ment-financed projects in their districts;
States.
wanted contracts for themselves and their
For Fifteen deceitful years the
friends; and wanted also a quota of safecorrupt Kremlin had tried to obtain
tenure positions, such as federal judgea Communist base, protected bydipships. Neither group of old-time Demolomatic immunities, within the
crats had many leaders who specialized in
United States; four Presidents--Willanguages or in the complex subject matter
son, Harding, Coolidge, and Hooverof 'foreign affairs", and neither group obhad refused to countenance
jected to the seemingly modest interest of
Moscow's pagan ideology or its carcertain of the party's Eastern European
riers. But here, at last, was a Presirecruits for jobs of sub-cabinet rank in
dent the Communists could deal
Washington.
with.
Many patriotic, well-informed
The first spectacular triumph of the
non-Christian Eastern European DemoAmericans, in the old Department of
crats was Roosevelt's recognition, less than
State, in the American Legion, and
nine months after his inauguration, of the
in the American Federation of Labor,
had begged Franklin Roosevelt not
Soviet government of Russia. A lengthy
to use his new leadership of the
factual article, Moscow's REDLETTER DAY
in Amencun History, by William La Varre in
United States for the aggrandizeL?e American Legion Magazine (August,
ment of an evil, dangerous and pa1951), gives many details on our strange
gan guest-but to send him back to
Moscow, red with the blood of the
diplomatic move which was arranged by
Commissar's own countrymen,with'Litvinov, of deceitful smiles" and by 'Henry
out a handshake.
Morgenthau and Dean Acheson, both
But Franklin Roosevelt, piqued
proteges of Felix Frankfurter". Incidentally, Litvinov's birthname was Wallach
with the power of his. new office,
stimulated by the clique of M d a n
and he also used the name Finkelstein.
and Fabian socialists posing as inThree of the four persons thus named by
tellectuals and liberalwand by radiMr. LaVarre as influential in this deal were
cals in labor unions, universities,
of the same non-Christian stock or assoand his own sycophant bureauciation-and the fourth was Dean Acheson,
cracy-had signed his name to the
%ho served as law clerk of Justice Louis D.
Kremlin's franchise. Without the
Brandeismbefore becoming famous as a
approval of Congress, he made an
'Frankfurter boy". The principal 'Frankfurter boy" is the subject of a most imporactual treaty with the Soviets, giving
them the right to establish 'a Comtant article in the American Mercury magazine, April, 1952,(11East 36th Street, New
munist embassy and consulates in
York 16, N.Y .). [H:This i s an old magathe United States, with full diplozine s o there places may or may not still
matic hospitalities and immunities
be valid addresses but the information
to Stalin's agents, the bloody Bolw i l l perhaps help you Rnd the correct
sheviks.. .
Nwember 16, 193-t
midUcopy" in libraries, etc.] The author,
Felix Wittner, says in part:
niaht! That is a date io American
historv our childrenwill long have
Acheson's record of disservice to
tragic cause to remember. That
the cause of freedom begins at least
was the dav Soviet Foreign Comnineteen years ago when he became
missar Maxim LitPinw, plunderer
one of Stalin's paid American lawof Estonia and the Kremlin's first
yers. Acheson was on Stalin's payagent for socializing England. sat
down with Franklin Rocwevelt. afroll even before the Soviet Union was
recognized by the United States. [H:
ter Dean Acheson and Henry
Stop! Go read that again, please.]
Morgenthau had done the svadework of vro~)ap!anda.
and made the
Mr. La Varre's article should be read in
deal that has led the American
full, among other things, for its analysis of
people, and our once vast reF.D. Roosevelt's betrayal of Latin America
sources, into a social and eco-
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nomic calamitv to the very brink.
now, of national and international
disaster....
One of the greatest concentrations of factual information, wise
analyses, police records and military intelligence ever to pile up spontaneously on one subject in Washington, all documenting the liabilities of dealing with the Kremlin, had
no effect on Franklin Roosevelt. He
had appointed Henry Morgenthau
and Dean Acheson, both proteges of
Felix Frankfurter, to 'study" trade
opportunities between the U.S.S.R.
and the United States, and he praised
their report of the benefits to come to
all U.S. citizens from Soviet 'friendship".
The record shows that Cordell
Hull, upon the receipt of this authentic document disclosing the
Soviet's continuing duplicity, sent a
note of protest to Moscow, but President Roosevelt could not be persuaded to withdraw his diplomatic
recognition. He began, instead, the
'reorganization" of the State Department in Washington and the disp a t c h i n e t o far, isolated posts--of
its anti-Communist career officers.
The Roosevelt-Stalin Deal, of November, 1933, has been so cortlv
our losses and liabilities w i l l not
be known for several generations.
The Kremlin's b s within the
United States and C o m m d m ' s
cost to as is onlv now. in 1951after einhteen years of staffa
Soviet embassy in our Capital,
and its agentsto roam the Statescomirul: to public conscioasneu.
Still think there is no longer a
8 d e t Union to bother you cute
little Americans, chelas? That
was OVER 40 YEARS AGO11
It has truly been a costly era of
mysterious friendship for an appeasement of the devil, of un-American compromises with deceit and
pagan ideologies. Some of its protagonists are now dead, their graves
monuments to our present predicament, but others, again mysteriously,
have been allowed to step into their
strategic places.

w:

Under the sort of government described
by Mr. La Varre in his Legion article, large
numbers of recently arrived and recently
naturalized 'citizens" and their ideological
associates were infiltrated by appointment,
or by civil service, into the State Department, the presidential coterie, and other
sensitive spots in the government. Among
those who feathered their Washington nests
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in this period were not only leftist East
Europeans, but actual Communist converts or "sell-outs" to the Communist party
among native Americans. The solicitude of
President F.D. Roosevelt forAmerica's Communists was constant, as was shown in his
steady opposition to proposed curbs upon
them. Ex-Congressman Martin Dies,
former Chairman of the House of Representatives Committee on Un-American
Activities, bears witness in lectuzes (one of
them heard by the author, 1950) that he
was several times summoned to the White
House by President Roosevelt and toldwith suggestions of great favors to comethat he must stop annoying Communists.
To the unyielding Dies, Roosevelt's climactic argument was, "We need those votes!" A
speech (May 17, 1951) on a similar theme
by Mr. Dies has been published by the
American Heritage Protective Committee.
(H: No, this is not THE Heritage Foundation-the one in point was at 60 1 Bedell
Building., San Antonio, Texas.] Another
speech by Mr. Dies, White House Protects
Communists in Govenunent, was inserted
(Sept.22,1950)in the Congressional Record
by Congressman Harold H. Velde of Illinois.
The government was infiltrated with
"risks"from the abwe described groups
of Eastern Europeans and with contaminated native Americans, but those were
not all. After the beginningof World War
11, so-called "refugees"immediatelyupon
arrival in this country were, by Executive Order, introduced into sensitive
government positions without the formality of having them wait for citizenship, and without m y investigation of
their reasons for leaving Europe. The
way for this infiltration was paved by a n
Executive Order providing specifically that
employment could not be denied on the
grounds of race, creed, or national origin.
Since no fonn of investigation could be
made by the United States in the distant and
hostile areas from which these refigees
came, and since their number contained
persons sympathetic to the Soviet Union,
this Executive Order was a potential, and
in many instances a realized, death-blow
to security.
Almost as if for a double-check against
security, the control of security measures
in the new atom projects was not entrusted
to the expert F.B.I., but to the atomic
officials themselves. In view of their relative inexperience in such matters and in
view of the amazing Executive Order so
favorable to alien employees, the atomic
officialswere probably less to blame for the
theft of atomic secrets than the 'left-ofcenter" administrations which appointed
them. Among those admitted to a proper
spot for learning atomic secrets was the
celebrated alien, the British subject-but
not British-born-Klaus Fuchs. Other

atomic spies, all aliens or of alien associa- fare Board.
It is interesting to note the prominence
tions, were already named.
Next to the atomic energy employees, of persons of Khazar or similar background
the United Public Workers of America of- or association in the Socialist minority
fered perhaps the best opportunity for the government of the United Kingdom, and in
theft of secrets vital to the U.S. defense. French politics, beginningwith Leon Blum.
This union included a generous number of Among them are the Rt. Hon. Emanuel
people of Eastern European stock or con- Shinwelland Minister Jules Moch-archfoe
nections, among them Leonard Goldsmith of Marshal Petain-who have recently held
and Robert Weinstein, organizersof Panama defense portfolios in the British and French
Canal workers, and both of them said to cabinets respectively. Just as in America
have definiteCommunist affiliations. This the non-Christian characteristically joins
union-whose chief bloc of members was the Democratic Party, so in Britain he joins
in Washington-was later expelled (March the leftist Labor Party. Thus the British
1, 1950) by the C.I.O. on charges of being House of Commons, sitting in the summer
Communist-dominated. However, if the of 1951, had 2 1 Jews among its Labor
U.S. Government has shown any signs of members and none among its Conservabeing as particular about its employees as tive members. Whatever his racial antethe C.I.O.is about its members, thefad has cedents, Mr. Clement Attlee, long leader of
escaped the attention of this author.
the British 'Labor" Party and Socialist
A s the years passed, the infiltration of Prime Minister (1945- 1951) has for many
Eastern Europeans into the government years received international notoriety as a
had swelled to a torrent. Many of these Communist sympathizer. For instance, he
persons, of course, were not Communists visited and praised the "English company"
and were not sympathetic with Commu- in the international Communist force in
nist aims. A s repeated elsewhere in this the Spanish Civil War.
book, the contrary is neither stated nor
A few personas of Eastern European
associated with
implied. The author's purpose is simply to origin or background-r
persons
of
such
background-in
positions
show that persons of Eastern European
stock, or of an ideology not influential high or strategic, or both, have already
in the days of the founding and forma- been named by the author, and others,
tive period of our country, have in re- when their prominence demands it, will be
cent years risen to many of the most named in the pages which follow. The
strategic spots in the Roosevelt-Truman author hereby assures the reader-again-Democratic Party and thereby to posi- that no reflection of any kind is intendec~
tions of great and often decisive power and that he has no reason for believing that
in shaping the policy of the United any of these people are other than true to
Stater. The subject was broached by W.M. their convictions. [H: Still having trouble
Kiplinger in a book, Washington Is Like believing that your U.S. Congress and all
That. According to a Reader's Digest con- advisors, etc., are Khazarian Zionist in
densation entitled The Facts About Jews in intent and basically Communistic in
Washington, Jews were by 1942 con- actions? The Congress of the U.S. is
spicuously Unmuerous"in gwernment CONTROLLED, readers-good, bad or
agencies and departments concerned otherwise. Further, it is not men imwith money. labor. and justice. The pactedby theUChristiannrtance ofbirth
situation stemmed from the fact that 'non- of your nation under God and Christ
Jewish officials within government, acting values. Thisk WHY you have decadence
under the direction of the President", were beyond description and m
d which
'trying to get various agencies to employ have gone "southn. UAmeric.* d & d
more Jews.. .
as "the Kingdom of Heaven" as written
The influence of persons of Eastern yesterday {see page *? - fr in r sorry
European origin, or of related origin or state of degradation11
ideology, reached its peak (thus far) with
First on any list of Americans of Eastern
Mr. Milton Katz a t the helm of U.S. policy European origin should be the Viennain Europe (to mid-1951); with Mrs. Anna born Felix Frankfurter, [H:Keep rememRosenberg in charge of the manpower of bering that just because this SOUNDS
the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Corps; with current--it was written in 1951 m d a lot
Mr. Manly Fleischman as Administrator of of years, manipulationsand placements
the Defense Production Administration; of HIGH LEVEL have constantly taken
and with Mr. Nathan P. Feinsinger (New place.] who in the middle twentieth cenYork Times, August 30,195 1)as Chairman tury appears to have replaced 'the stock of
of the Wage Stabilization Board. Likewise, the Puritans" as the shining light and
in October, 1948, when President Truman symbol of Harvard University. After leavappointed a 'committee on religious and ing his professorship in the Harvard Law
moral welfare and character guidance in School, Dr. Frankfurter became a Supreme
the armed forces", he named as Chairman Court Justice and President Franklin
Frank L. Weil, of New York, a lawyer and Roosevelt's top-flight adviser on legal and
Resident of the National Jewish Wel- other matters. In the forrnation of our
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national policies his influence is almost sian-born Isador Lubin, was frequently and assistance; membership on the Atomic
universally rated as supreme. 'I suppose summoned by President F.D. Roosevelt for Energy Commission; and membership,
that Felix Frankfurter ... has more influ- the interpreting of statistics ('send for which may best be described aswholesale,
ence in Washington than any other Aineri- Lube"), and was subsequently a United in the U.S. delegation to the United Nacan,"wrote Rev. John P. Sheerin, Editor of States representative to the UN. Leo tions.
The CathoZic World, and the Chicago lYi- Pasvolsky, Russian-born,was long apower
The number of persons of Eastern Eubune, owned by the Presbyterian Colonel in the Department of State, being, among ropean origin or connection in appointive
Robert R. McCormick, has voiced a similar other things, 'executive director, Commit- positions of strategic significance in our
opinion. In fact, Mr. Justice Frankfurter is tee on Postwar Programs, 1944", and 'in national government is strikingly high in
frequently referred to by those who know charge of international organization and proportion to the total number of such
their way around Washington as the 'Presi- security affairsn, 1945-1946. Among 0th- persons in America. On the contrary,
dent" of the United States. In a recent ers very close to Roosevelt I1 were Samuel in elective positions, the proportion of
'gag", the question, 'Do you want to see a Rosenman, who is 'special counsel" and such persons is strikingly below their
new picture of the President of the United said to write many of the President's numerical proportion to the total popuStates? is followed up by showing a like- speeches; Henry Morgenthau, Secretaryof lation. The question arises: Does the
ness of Frankfurther. [H:Sort of like the the Treasury and sponsor of the vicious high ratio of appointed persons of EastBilluiem?]
Morgenthau Plan; and Herbert Lehman, ern European origin or contacts in
Mr. Justice Frankfurter is influential Director General (1943 to 1946) of the United States strategicpositionsreflect
not only in counsel but in furthering the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation the will of the U.S. people? If not, what
appointment of favored individuals to stra- Administration (UNRRA), most of whose controlling WILL does it reflect?
tegic positions. The so-called 'Frankfurter's funds-principally derived from the U.S.boys" include Mr. Acheson, with whom the were diverted to countries which were soon
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGjustice takes daily walks, weather permit- to become Soviet satellites as aresult of the MENT
ting; Alger Hiss; Lee Pressman; David Niles, Yalta and Potsdam surrenders.
long a senior assistant to president Truman;
Strategicpositions currently or recently
Yes, it is lengthy-but, people, your
Benjamin V. Cohen, long Counselor of the held by persons of Eastern European ori- entire survival revolves around knowDepartment of State; David Lilienthal, long gin, or ideological association with such ing what h a s happened to your GovernChairman of the Atomic Energy Commis- people,includeanumberofAssistantSec- ment who now represents the CONsion; John J. McCloy, Joe Rauh, Nathan retaryships to members of the Cabinet, TROL of your citizenry through the New
Margold; Donald Hiss, brother to Alger, among them incumbents in such sensitive States Constitution and the United
and 'now a member of the Acheson law spots as Defense, Justice (Customs and Nations One World Order. What you do
f d ; Milton Katz; and former Secretary of Solicitor General's Office) and Labor; the about your 'survivalw is about the only
War Robert Patterons, 'a hundred percent governorships of vital outposts such as thing left for your deciding-the barn
Frankfurter employeew. (All names and Alaska (three miles from Russia) and the door is now locked, the stock got away
quotes in this paragraph are from Drew Virgin Islands (near the Panama Canal); and the barn is burning. What can you
Pearson's syndicated column, February 1, appointments in the Executive Officeof the ACTUALLY do? Get right with GOD and
1950).
President of the United States; positions in BE PREPARED!
A powerful government figure, the Rus- organizationsdevoted to international trade
Salu .

Nora's First Book Is ;HERE!
TREASURE C H E S T
O F HISTORICAL
J E W E L S AND G E M S

A

IL has been the record keepers
down through the ages of history who
have passed on the 'knowledge" so that
man could "reason"and"know".The task
is always to compile key pieces of the
historical puzzle in a way that man can
begin to clearly understand his past and
discern his connection to God, Creation
and the forever-present Guides who
Light the path of man's journey.
Great research provides the basis for
"knowledge"and "reason"and still other
discoveries. Nora has used her special
talents and tirelessly given of herself a s she shares her love of history and her
talent for scholarship to bring forth information on a number of topics that
have been collected in this, her first
book, called THE GARDEN OF ATON.

THE GARDEN OF ATON
By N o r a Boyles
248 pages
f 6.00
(To order, see special insert with this CONTACTor see Back Page)
History lives on in Nora Boyles' Treasure Chest of those historical jewels
and gems which open ones' eyes to how it really was and how so
much inter-connects.
Discover the clues to early recognition of the ONE Cod--Aton--and
the verification of His name. Earth histories, legends, languages and artifacts explain Immanuel/Esu/lssa's name and the name of Cyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn and more. Learn about the Twelve Tribes of Israel, and the history
of "key" words; Nostradamus' predictions; The early rise of the Anti-Christ.
Other exciting articles: The Thule Society--Connections to the Inner Earth;
The Architects of Culture; The Brothers Crimm and Hans Christian Andersen;
Who are The "Aryans"? What does the word "Hebrewn mean?
Nora's research provides confirmation of much of the history which has
been documented in the PHOENIX JOURNALS. A true Treasure Chest!
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BIG Pacific Plate Jolts
Mean DANGEROUS Time
9/ 10/93

SOLTEC

ALWAYS CLEAR YOUR SPACE

Good morning, child. Toniose Soltec
present, in the Radiant Light of Holy God of
Creation. Please clear the space now,
Chela. Thank you. This day it is of extreme
importance that the time be taken for
clearing of space for there are many
adversarial forces afoot in many directions. Though you ones may not feel it
always necessary to go through this act, I
remind you ones that the darkness is closing in tightly about and would like nothing
better than to be able to destroy that which
God has and is accomplishing.
You ones are prime targets for these
forces because you ones are those who are
doing the most damage to their plans, and
we are in the middle of tit-for-tat business
this day as there are more things than you
ones could imagine taking place about
your world.

have noted our presence. The very fact that so many ships are visible and
seem to be, as you refer to it, Upulledin closer" ought to tell you that we are
in a constant state of monitoring and readiness-foryou are at an extremely
critical stateof affairs-not only geophysically speaking, but politically as
well.
WHAT NEWS BROADCASTS?

That which has been reported on your non-news is but fluff and flutter, meant to
keep you from knowing THE TRUTH. You are seeing your Vice President doing the talk
show circuit, as any good salesman, attempting to sell the "reinvention of governmentn
to You-The-People. Are you buying it? We would hope that your answer would be a
resounding "HELL NO!"
His so-called reinvention of government will amount to nothing less than total
socialistic control and loss of all freedoms and your precious Constitution. Can you stop
their bulldozing it through? Oh, that I wish you could; unfortunately, it is most likely
too late to stop the wheels of change being thrust upon you-and you are now rolling
downhill at light-speed into the New World Order. President Billary and sidekick
Gorey A1 are seeing to it that no one and nothing stands in their way.
INCREASED EARTHOUAKE ACTMTI TAKES CENTER STAGE
Let u s now turn our attention to those pesky little earthquakes that are occurring
about your world, that you ones are completely in the dark about. The level of seismic
activity has increased at a tremendous rate in the first nine days of your new month;
therefore, let u s take a closer look:

BIG DEALINGS WITH
THE ADVERSARY
Busy, busy, busy-this is the order of
the day. We of the Host have had our hands
quite full of late, and can only anticipate
that the load shall become heavier in the
next hours ofyour time. Let it be sufficient
to say that we are in what you might call
"high-level negotiationsn at this very moment, in addition to the intensive monitoring of your planet that we have been involved in for several weeks of your counting. I have not communicated through
writing recently due to the activity in which
we have been involved. There are times
when silence is the greater part of discretion, though to those who have listened, I
have been around.
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
A MOST CRITICAL TIME
Since my duties involve the
geophysical workings of your
planet, let me tell you ones right
here and now that this duty has
kept us more than busy for several
weeks now. Those of you who
have been watching the skies in
the evening and nighttime hours

Honshu, Japan
Philippine Islands
Canada
Chiapas, Mexico
Sumatra, Indonesia
Alaska

September 1
4 events, magnitudes: 4.7, 5.5, 5.0, 4.7
1 event, magnitude: 5.0
1 event, magnitude: 4.1
1event, magnitude: 4.9
3 events, magnitudes: 5.8, 5.9, 5.2
2 events, magnitudes: 3.2, 3.5

Sicily
Halmahera, Indonesia

Se~tember2
1 event, magnitude: 2.8
1 event, magnitude: 5.4

Chiapas, Mexico
Alaskan Peninsula
Off Coast of Oregon

Se~tember3
2 events, magnitudes: 5.5, 4.8
1 event, magnitude: 4.9
1 event, magnitude: 4.3

Mmiana Islands
Fiji Islands
Afghanistan
Chiapas, Mexico
Savu Sea

September 4
1 event, magnitude: 4.7
1 event, magnitude: 5.5
1 event, magnitude: 5.9
1 event, magnitude: 5.1
1 event, magnitude: 5.9

New Guinea

Se~tember6
1 event, magnitude: 5.8

Note that the majority of the activity listed above is in the area of the Pacific Ocean
once again, and please note the sizes of the earthquakes involved. These are significant,
chelas, and I believe that you shall see even greater significance once we have reviewed
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that which has been taking place in California in the past six to seven days. The
entire Pacinc Plate is on the m w e and
the stresses to this volatile plate have
reached a very critical level. I s it any
wonder that we have been kept so busy
with the monitoring?
CALIFORNIA EARTHOUAKE ACTIVITY
THE ALARMING TREND
For just a little more study of the situation, let u s look at California. The information I shall give you at this time is
directly from Earth sources, namely the
Southern California Seismographic Network (&A Cooperative Project of Caltech
and the U.S. Geological Survey").
The time frame is for the week from
midnight Thursday morning, September 2,
Pacific DaylightTime, to midnight Wednesday night, September 8. They are reporting
633 seismic events in this seven-day time
frame, with significant clusters or swanns
of quakes in various locations.
One cluster of events occurred 24 miles
NNE of Lake Isabella. This little cluster was
66 events, with the majority occurring
within a three-day window. Another cluster occurred just south of the CaliforniaMexico border near Calexico. 107 events
were recorded there, the majority of which
occurred within a two-day time frame.
Another cluster, consisting of 52 events,
occurred beneath the area of Redlands,
near the intersection of the Banning and
San Jacinto Faults. The majority of these
events took place within a five-day period.
They have indicated that the total seismicityjust about doubledthispast week,
compared to the past few weeks. Though
the majority of these shakers were in the
2.0 to 3.6 range, the sheer numbers are
what have us concerned. This flurry of
activitv carries potential for =eater seismic activity @reiterin magnirude, that is)
foryour area. As the P a a c Plate continuer; to exhibit such increased activity,
and as the cnmst b exhibiting signs of
"stretching", there b great possibility
of further and more intense m c t i w i Q at
the edges of the plate-and, dear ones in
California, you u e in the hot seat1
Keep in mind the larger earthquakes
that have taken place farther south into
Mexico within this SAME time frame, as
well as across the Pacific Ocean near Japan and Indonesia. Withmch activity on
both sides of this great expanse, the
potential for a major earthquake grows
ever greater w i t h every passing moment. The Earth is attempting to release
stresses, but the intensity of the pressure
continues to build, and so more pressure is
released, yet greater amounts continue to
build, until sooner or later the pressures
are such that acatastrophic event is immi- nent.
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Let me give you a small example of the who did it.
activity. Within a four-hour period of time
on the 7th of September, there were 29
GET PREPARED NOW!
earthquakes in the area of Calexico, on the
TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
California-Mexico border. On the 4th of
September, within a four-hour period of
Just know that this -pmsent
time, there were 11 earthquakes in the
f l u m of actiuitu is leadiw UP to
area of Lake Isabella, east of Bakersfieldmuch .muter activitu and those
and on and on the list goes.
of .vou who bar# not prevamd
This level of earthquake activity has
selves h a m ument need to -set
been on the increase for well over a month
prepared NOW! Tomorrow mcru be
and the major earthquakes that occurred
too Late for time is one 1umurv.vou
at the MarianaIslands were only the begin& not hat#.
ning of a very dangerous cycle. You are
now beginning to see the spread of activity,
We have covered all these things forwell
just as we have discussed at length in past over a year now in great detail, and at this
writings.
sitting we have neither time nor energy to
repeat all the details. Just know that
Keep lour eyes on the Philipevents are proceeding and you ones have
pines, Mexico and California,for
need of preparation and GET THYSELVES
it is in these places that the vmsRIGHT WITH GOD! When the great shaksums and stmsses ane treaching
ing begins to happen there will be many
critical muss, which means that
who will be cursing God, and many who
potential for a MAJOR EVENT is
will be calling upon Him. Which category
extmmelulikebrinthe VERYJVEAR
will you be in? You have all been forewarmed ofthese coming went. and THEY
@turn.
ARE NOW AT YOUR VERY DOORSTEP!
[Editor'snote: Maybe we here near the
It is not a time for sleeping, Chelas--it is
~ ' o n s h a t lstart~we~tinggumdrclpsabout
d
a time for the doing and the preparing. Our
now. Within approximately 12 hours of job has been to keep you informed and
when Soltec wrote this warning that youjust bring upto you ones instruction for your
read above, there wasANOTHERZarge earth- safety and survival. All the information in
quake in Mexico. This one registered at the Universe will be of little value unto you
least a heavy 7.5, happened on Friday unless you do something with the inforrnaafternoon 9/10/ 93, and was located just tion. If all you have done is read and then
offthe Mexicancoastdwaters, intheocean. fretted and worried about that which you
Seems like Mother Earth has hadjust about have been told, then you are not prepared
enough of being nice and is about to go into and all the information will have done you
somehealth-restoring,serioussneezingfits.] no good at all.
"WHO DUNNIT?" IS

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION - NOW!

A POINTLESS OUESTION. NOW

You ones are curious about whether
these quakes are man-made or of natural
origin.- It is becoming more and more
difficult to sort out that mess, for there has
been so much tampering by man that
certain events were set in motion in the
past and you are just now beginning to
experience the results.
Because they pick the weakest points
with which to tamper, and because these
places already were seismically active, it is
extremely difficultto say that these are all
of natural origin, or that they are resultant
of present and past tampering. In the long
run, however, shall it make a difference
whether the destruction comes from man
or from Nature?
When you have utter destruction upon
your globe from earthquakes and volcanoes, how many are going to be concerned
with who did what? I doubt that, at that
time, it will make much difference, for you
will have devastation regardless and you
will be in such a state of shock and panic
that the last thing on your minds will be

Take awalk through your dwellings and
take an inventory of all things. If you have
need of a thing, THEN GET IT NOW! Get
glass objects stored away in a safe place,
for when the shaking begins they will get
broken-and worse, flying glass is highly
dangerous. Glass shards penetrating the
body are extremely painful and, at worst,
lethal!
Know where your gas valves (and turnoff wrenches) are located so that you can
turn the gas off when the shaking begins.
If you live in more rural areas, your best
chance for survival will be outdoors, away
from structures. The greatest danger in
earthquakes is from the collapse of buildings, explosions from ruptured gas lines
and electrocution from downed electrical
lines, so stay clear of these as much as
possible. Also stay away from windows as
the glass will break and become airborne
projectiles.
Basic COMMON SENSE w i l l be yoru
besttdfor~~dremahcrlm-panic in these instances will cause you
to do foolish things and can bring about
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injury or death.
Talk with other family members and
have a plan on where to go and what to do.
It is wise to have an alternate plan as well,
especially if family members are separated
and not at home.
After a major earthquake, even if you
still have running water DO NOT DRINK IT,
for it is highly possible that the lines will
have been jeopardized and the water contaminated. You should have PURIFIED
water stored already, if you have been
paying attention in the past. [See back
pages for a discussion of waterpurification
with 35%f d - g m d e Hydrogen Peroxide,
as well as a checklistfor apossible 72-hour
emergency kit.]

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
NEVADA CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, INC.
&

CORPORATE ADVISORS CORPORATION

PRESENTS:

NEVADA CORPORATION WORKSHOP
featuring:
JACK MILLER

REMEMBER THE CHILDREN1
,

Knowing what to do, where to go and
how to make do during an emergency
situation can mean the difference between
survival and death. Those ofyou who have
children should have earthquake drills at
home, just as they do in the schools. Let
your children know that it is serious business, but do not instill fear in them, for the
fear will only cause them to be immobilized
during an actual event. You want them to
have clear heads and know what to do,
because you may find yourselves unable to
reach your children during the earthquake
and they need to know what to do on their
own, should the need arise. You will be
amazed at how resourceful children can be
in an emergency situation if they have
received proper instruction.

Y w *mu a m at an axtmmelg
crucial pow and mu ones need

We are not attempting to instill fear or
panic. We are simply trying to instill in you
ones the severity of the situation you are in.
Your world is upside down, and ifyou intend
to survive, you need to have this infonnation-for to be forewarned is to be forearmed.
You will not get this information from anywhere on your planet, for you are purposely
kept in the dark until it is too late.
k t US draw this to a close at this time and
get it into the works. Keep the Light of Holy
God about you during the days ahead, and
stay ever mindful of who and what you are.
You ones are going to need a good dose of
courage, but know that you have the capability and ability to get through this time.
Blessings upon each and every one of
you. I leave you, as always, with the Radiance of Holy God.
Toniose to clear. Salu.

.

WHERE: LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
IMPERIAL PALACE
On the Las Vegas Strip!
WHEN: OCTOBER 6,7,8, 1993.
TIME: Wed. & Thurs. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm, & Fri. 8:00 am- 3:00 pm

CALL US AT 1-800-398-1077
FOR MORE DETAILS!!
1
L

ANNOUNCING NEW LOWER PRICES
OF PHOENIX JOURNALS
OFFERED BY
PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Dear customers,

In a n effort to make the PHOENIX JOURNALS
available to more people, we are once again lowering the price. We have found a new printer for
the PHOENIX JOURNALS and the cost savings is
being passed on to all of you. Because of the great
importance of these JOURNALS, we will always
endeavor to make them available a t the lowest
price possible. (Please refer to the special insert
in this CONTACT or the Back Page for the new,
LOWER pricing of the PHOENIX JOURNALS).
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Three-Ringcircus
(Continuedfrom Front Page)
SHOULD be without being locked into
what "I" am doing. What "I" am doing
fits in the category of your "curiosity"
while "Rome Burns"!
Indeed a LOT of things are going on
in New Mexico-not the least of which
is a big cover-up and game-playing with
your trinkets. More IMPORTANT TO
YOU, however, is the Shuttle launch in
the face of that which is going on in
your heavens. Get ready for some massive impacting repercussions for human actions.
You must understand that you have
several facets (groups)within your own
governmental structure and enforcement teams. The "farcewof agreements
with Israel and Palestine is exactly what
it appears to be-between orchestrated,
programmed individuals. It is a bigger
show-and-tell, even, than the foolishness that the 'downfallen* Soviet Union
pulled on you-the-sheeple-weeples.
I, however, am not going to
divulge any information which might
well jeopardize the well-being of any
ONE of my people on Terra-Shan
(Earth). It should be called, henceforth, TERROR-SHAN.
Indeed I STILL have your craft in tow
and crews are getting pretty nervous.
However, aboard our ships they will not
miss their junk-piles and play-pens so
very much.
CONES AND DUMB-BELLS
You readers had best take stock of
that which they are doing NOW. How is
it that only a week ago 'they" INTRODUCED a new toy at White Sands and
ALREADY you have show'-and-tell gatherings to witness it-along with promises to take it "even higher" each testing!?! I could also ask you to note that
for manipulation and maneuvering
there were definitely fuel-based propulsion systems emitting flame and
thrust. It is, however, the ONLY thing
you have around which could remotely
look like the big upside-down cone in
your sky in the area. YOU HAVE GOT
REAL BIG TROUBLES!
Who is it and what is it? You shall
find out much sooner than you probably REALLY want to know.

MILITARY TROOPS AND GEAR
CRAWLING ALL OVER
NORTHERN ARIZONA AND NEW
MEXICO

team on board-if there REALLY IS a
team on board. You have been told and
shown so many lies that you cannot
know, can you? The whole Shuttle
program has been a massive and exYou have troops gathering in the pensive FARCE!
area of the Arizona-New Mexico border
WHY WHITE SANDS?
areas-serious troops; Federal, National
Guard AND United Nations-headed,
actually, by United Nations order-givBecause it has always been the ceners.
tral nerve center of such operations. It
You have several "downw things is where robotoid-duplicates and telecrashed or set-down in the area upon scopes and little gray aliens are first
which "they" are converging and I want manufactured. The more sophisticated
to see what the press and releases say training and programming places and
about it. I don't want to spoil sur- regular duplication centers are scatprises.
tered about-but White Sands is the
I ' do, however, repeat: LET MY. nerve center for these types of proPEOPLE GO! THE GAMES ARE GET- grams, in the United States. The little
TING LESS AND LESS ACCEPTABLE TO show-and-tell ice-cream cone (upside
OUR FLEET. Yes indeed, there are down) did not, you notice, flip out of
some neat Russian craft outside your Edwards A.F.B. or one of the Northrop
atmosphere ALSO-and they are not in facilities. They had to produce it
a good mood over that which the UN wherein they could hope to cover tracks
Elite Puppetmasters plan to tinker.
of deadly consequences.
TEA IN THE ROSE GARDEN?
Wouldn't you THINK it a bit dangerous to have such key officials all gathered in the Rose Garden in Washington
on the morrow-IF THEY WERE THE
&REALHTHING?COME ON, READERS,
WASHINGTON D.C. WOULD BE FAR
EASIER TO TAKE OUT THAN WOULD
NEW YORK! YOU ARE BEING SET UP
FOR
ACTIVITIES
OF
INSURMOUNTABLE CONSEQUENCES.
Will anything serious happen? NOT
IF I CAN HELP IT! However, there are a
whole bunch of irritated 'hornetsn%uzzing about and the blind-lamb doers are
programmed to react to such manipulation.
EARTHOUAKES
Once again the Puppetmasters (all
inclusive any more) are threatening to
blow the San Andreas Fault-again
threatening. This is a n old and continual threat. I can, however, GUARANTEE some interesting things coming
down with the new toys they are playing
with out here. You won't find the Shuttle
Discovery any further out than Australia, however, so don't worry about the

MORE PLAGUES COMING
Get
for the biggest plague to
hit your world. I suggest you keep up
your Gaiandriana and balanced surviva1 needs. [See next-to-last pages for
descriptions and other ordering information.]
WORLD- RELIGIONS MEET
IN CHICAGO
How many of YOU are even aware of
the World Religions meeting in Chicago
around the end of August? I thought
not for you were really busy with Labor
Day picnics and complaining about no
jobs and worse.
However, one of the most important
meetings was taking place which will
suck the world religions (by majority
VOTE) into the Khazarian United Nations-dominated New World Order and
this will set the foundation for the accepted "religions" to be based on 'new
age" "everythingw is acceptable and
should be expressed openly and witho u t moral consequences-EXCEPT
FROM GOD, OF COURSE.
THIS WAS A "REAL" DIALOGUE WITH
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THE DEVIL, MY FRIENDS, AND THE
CONSEQUENCES WILL BE MOST
DISAGREEABLE AS YOUR CHURCHES
AND LEADERS PUSH EVER MORE IN
THE DIRECTION OF A WHOLLY GODLESS REALITY OF EXPRESSION. IF
YOU OBJECT TO SUCH VOTED-IN IMMORALITY YOU SHALL BE PUT OUT OF
THE CHURCHES, I N TIME, AND EXTERMINATED, IF YOU CONTINUE TO
FOIST 'CHRIST" AND 'GOD-CHRIST"
UPON YOUR BROTHERS.
OH, IT WONT 'APPXARmTHAT WAY
BECAUSE THE 'NAMES" OF GOD AND
CHRIST SHALL BE CENTERED ON EVERY BANNER-TODECEIVE YOU! GOD
uALLOWSm YOU TO BREAK HIS
LAWS-HE
CERTAINLY DOES NOT
REWARD YOU GRACIOUSLY FOR DOING SO!
ROSS PEROT
It is imperative that we continue to
give attention to important writings on
the 'Committee of 300" and their New
World Order, and the 'Iron Curtain
Over America", I want to remind you to
NEVER ease up on presenting (yea,
demanding) that Ross Perot get these
pieces of information. It matters not
whether he 'believes" in Space Cadetsit is OBVIOUS that WE ARE HERE! THE
POINT HAS NOTHINGTO DO WITH 'US";
IT HAS EVERYTHING TO DO WITH DEMANDING THAT HE ATTEND WHAT IS
REALLYGOING ON INYOUR WORLDAND IT BEGINS WITH YOUR NATION.
[Editor's note: Many of you have
already been quite diligent about
'bombing" Ross Perot with CONTACT
information. For you who wish to do so:
Ross Perot, The Perot Group, 123 77 Merit
Drive, Suite 1 700, Dallas TX 75251.]
Pay attention when the news writers
slip and give you a bit of viewing of what
he might be doing, i.e., yesterday he
came out and made a statement against
removing the trade embargo with Vietnam. He said t h a t if t h e embargo is
removed and agreement is reachedTHE POW8 REMAIIIIG WOULD BE
KILLED.
There is a hunger strike
going on by some in favor of the POWs
and against the trade agreement.
YOU MUST KEEP UP WITH THESE
THINGS AND SUPPORT THIS MAN AS
HE EFFORTS TO BE HEARD. IF HE
CAN COME INTO REALIZATION OF HOW
THINGS 'REALLY" ARE, THERE IS YET
A PRAYER OF AMERICA RISING AGAIN.
I SEE NO OTHER LEADER WHO CAN
EVEN BEGIN TO 'TOUCH IT". I have
little optimism that he can do much at
this late time of insight-but who else
do you have??
Could he be a facade also?-to keep
you distracted in false hopes while Rome
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burns? Yes, but to sit and be slain is
not the 'Americann way, my beloved
friends. Remember the meaning of the
word: 'Americam-The Kingdom of
Heaven! [See the interesting writing
beginning onpage 16 on the meaning of
the word "America".] For how long can
it be worthy? Perhaps it already is
NOT-but
things WILL BE COMING
DOWN RIGHT HERE1
PROPHECIES
You are watching some of the more
serious 'signs" of the prophecies coming to pass! It was said that in the end
there would be shoutings of 'peace,
peace!" and there would be no peace to
be found. There is none to be found,
chelas.
AND, for you who can remember a
lot of the things which we have told you
in the reminding-that the ones who
would 'bring peace to the Middle East
between the Israelis and PalestiniansWOULD BEA MAJOR ANTI-CHRIST FIGURE I N THE WORLD TOTAL DESTRUCTIONI Look very, very carefully
a t that which is taking place-right in
your own national 'rose garden". So be
it. Ignore the signs and you are doomed!
What of the things happening in the
'Heavens" and what it all means? I
suggest you find a n ancient Native
American brother who has been given
the visions of these times-and ask
HIM. Right on schedule-right on locationl
The Phoenix is GOING TO RISE
AGAIN, friends-will you be on the flight
or still voting-in deliberate death
through your 'right" to sex-deviation
and other interesting degradations?
These are your privileges-they are NOT,
however, YOUR 'RIGHTS"! YOU HAVE
NO RIGHTS TO DAMAGE ANOTHER BY
YOUR OWN WANTON ACTIONS! HOW
ANY MAN WOULD MISUSE HIS ONE
GIFT OF IDENTIFICATION AND RECREATION OF SPECIES BY DUMPING
INTO THE WASTE-HOLE OF HUMANEXCRETION
IS
BEYOND
MY
1MAGINING.S-EXCEPT THAT M A N
ONLY THINKS THIS LEVEL OF ESTEEM
OF SELF. I t is NOT love, my friendsfor that i s a n insult to the meaning of
the term in truth.
Love i s protection, giving and
rejoicing-not damaging, bringing pain
and loathing of the act itself offered in
beauty for re-creation with that which
is natural in Nature for such re-creation.
You now murder the offspring of
natural Creation activities as if a mass
prophylaxis. What does this mean? It
means that you are now programmed to
destroy your own species-and limit

world population exactly as planned to
do so-through your own stupidity.
ANGRY?
Me? Angry? No1 Why should I be
angry over your stupid antics? I come
to get our people in the sorting. You
can continue to argue about the matters of physical allowing all you wishfor that is where you shall remain-in
the PHYSICAL consequencesl
Anger plays no part in the overall at
all-it is exactly as it was and is expected from Satanic-led humanity. You
might well be irritated a t a 3-weeks old
babe for dirtying his diapers-but to be
'angry" would certainly be stupid. You
are just a bunch of babes with dirty
diapers-and
fortunately, changing
those diapers is NOT my PROBLEMTHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM
IRRITATED? YES, BECAUSE YOU
ALLOW SUCH FOOLISH THINGS TO
HAPPEN AND THEN STRUGGLE AND
ARGUE OVER 'WHO IS RIGHT" AND
'WHO IS WRONGm-ESPECIALLY IN
YOUR RECENT PATRIOT GROUPSWHILE THE VERY PROGRAM WHICH
MIGHT HAVE A CHANCE OF PULLING
YOU OUT OF YOUR TRAP IS KEPT IN
PRISONS AND OUT OF ABILITY TO
SERVE OR USE THAT WHICH HAS
BEEN SET ASIDE FOR USE-FOR YOU!
I find it inconceivable that you are so
BLIND1
I would reprint a paragraph from a
document sent to me. The point of the
paper is not important-the final statement is very important:

'My observation is that the most
dangerous people to active patriots are w e n d s ' and 'neighbors'
who have been brain-washed into
sheep and who will turn you in out
of spite or fear over some trivia2
statement or acHon on your
part. The next thing you know,
the storm t m p e t r are at YOUR
door on a t@ that you h a w an
Ci22egal'gun or h a w 'hate' litenrturs. As &sur said on the
occasion af h h betruaal. 'Forgtw them Father. for t h m know
not what t h m do.' MAY GOD
HELP AIkERICAlP
Salu.

( LoyaCty t o petrified\

zoke

<

o i n i o n n e v e r yet
a chain o r f r e e d
a human SOUL
-- Nark Twain

,
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NEW GAIA PRODUCTS
ANNOUNCEMENT
P-RICE REDUCTIONS AND SPECIAL PRICES
FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS
We are now able to offer ~ a i a n d r i a n a ' a n dAquagaia at reduced prices. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,
New Gaia Products will sell 32 0s. bottles of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia for $64.00; 16 oz. bottles for
$32.00; and 8 oz. bottles for $16.50. [See next-to-last page for ordering form.]

TO CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS: New Gaia Products would like to show our appreciation to
CONTACT for providing our product information for you to read about. The best way for u s to express
l
CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS a special discount on Gaiandriana and
our thanks to CONTACT is to offer &
Aquagaia. The price to subscribers of CONTACTfor 32 oz. of either product is $50.00;16 oz. for $25.00;
and 8 oz. for $12.50. Shipping prices remain the same. [See next-to-last page for shipping information.]

DISCOUNT COUPON FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS:
(cut out along the line)

\
To receive a discount with your next order from New Gaia Products, simply cut out, complete, and I
I
I
I return this coupon with your order. PLEASE ATTACH YOUR CONTACT MAILING LABEL BELOW
I
THE ADDRESS SECTION FOR VERIFICATION PURPOSES.
I
I
I
TODAY'S DATE
1 YES, I AM A CURRENT CONTACT S LfBSCRIBER
I
I
I
i m
I
p I I I I I I I I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - I I I I

-

.

I ADDRESS
I

I

I
I
I

5

I

I

PHONE

i CREDIT CARD

EXP. DATE OF CARD

I

[------------------

\

I
I
I

Place CONTACT
address label here.

L,,---,,,----------J

I

I

I

I

(805) 823-1644

W

e

w

e

TOTAL PRODUCT COST

+ SWIPPIAIG* CEMRGES
TOTAL ENCLOSED

I

I

S E N D TO: NEW GAIA PRODUCTS
P. 0. BOX 2 7710
U S VEGAS, NV 89126

-

I 32 02. GAIANDRUIIIA or AQUAGAU
I
1 16 02. GALANDRIAIIIA or AQUAGAU

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
II * ( P l e a s e add s h i p p i n g when p l a c i n g o r d e r ; see n e x t - t o - l a s t p a g e f o r s h i p p i n g i n f o r m a t i o n . ) I-
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Most Recent
JOURNAL Arrivals
ECSTASY TO AGONY-THROUGH THE PLAN 2000

WORD

Tapes, Transcriptions

BY CYEORGOS CERES HATONN
( J68 ) $6.00 307 pages

&

Videos

In addition t o audio tapes o f meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions o f some taped topics, W EW O R D also offers other tapes and videos
on selected topics.
Donations t o cover the costs o f tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes
and $2.50 per tape for three o r more, except where othewise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage i s included in tape a n d
transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: 73fZ WORD, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or c a l l 805-822-4176 if y o u have questions o r y o u wish t o use y o u r
Visa, Discover o r Master Card.
If you desire t o automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a f 50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will t r y t o notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list o f meeting dates with the number o f tapes in
bold i n parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:

We the people of America gave oath and contract
t o our children and grandchildren t o hold the

Constitution Of The United States of America
as the lamp o f freedom and guidance t o all the
world, t o Light the path t o sovereignty o f "man"
and freedom t o the oppressed. Learn how we
have failed our progeny, our selves and Cod-while we have sold our nation for a pittance.
Other timely topics i n this JOURNAL are: A
NUCLEAR DEVICE used in World Trade Center
bombing--Trilaterals demand World Armu--Destruction o f American jobs--An update on the
BATF--A botched Waco, Texas mission, and
more.
(Indexed)

AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
By Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J60 ) $6.00 241 pages

"FOR COD SO LOVES THIS WORLD THAT liE
COMES HIMSELF, WITH HIS HOSTS--TO SEE
YOU HOME YOU WHO WOULD COME."

-

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church;
4/13/92(1) # "What is a Semite?";
4/17/92(1) # Who Were the First Christians?"
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt";
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and The
important plans of the Elite are being can- Bigger Plan";
celled or put on hold as pressures from rn
selfish at riots are applied--Russian gold 5/2/92(3);
greater than U.S. debt--Russia is in Somalia--Up5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
date on Randy Weaver--Replacement o f protec- 5/9/92(4);
tive forces--House Banking and Laundry--lncar5/11 /92(3) *"Silent Weapons ForQuietWarsW;
ceration camps and Asians in Montana--more 5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors
poetry by Ken Coons. (Indexed)
over lunch;
5/23/92(2);
NO THORNLESS ROSES 5/16/92(3);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In
By Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Between" tapes 1-3;
( J70) $6.00 2 18 pages
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
Words o f wisdom from the Great Teachers o f
Knowing: "Perfect as My Father in Heaven i s
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake
perfect--perfect yourself." That means a life
City, UT;
struggle, an unending growth. Always as you
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In
progress, a greater perception of Our Father will come
Between" tapes 4-6;
as there are more struggles and ever more growth.
"Above all, there shall be ever present growing need
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
of Me and of My sustaining help."
7/12/92(3);
'Heaven itself, is not a place of stagnation. It is in7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
deed a place of progress. You will need Eternity to
7/26/92(3);
understand Eternal Mind. You must, however, take
your first steps NOW if you are to travel withln the
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;

"In t h e seeming confusion o f the moment-stop a moment and see the beauty and look
is coming
a t clues t h a t s o m e t h i n g
down--in goodness as well as i n other perceived happenings." In this JOURNAL Hatonn
starts t h e unfolding o f some fi stories:
"Treasurygate" and "Cosmos".
Some other important topics covered are: Some

"mu

dimensions of that higher progression."
Some of the important topics discussed in this .@&
NAL are: ADL firmlv linked to WAC0 massacre-THE
NEW FLU--Mutant bacteria raising concerns among
scientists--Do we have a man that can lead us back
$0 freedom?--Urgentnews about avoiding Plague-Shocking expose on how the railroads own
America--DO YOU KNOW OUR CONSTITUTION IS
LSUSPENDED?--UI~
Resolution.
~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ (indexed)
(See insert or Back Page for ordering information)

II

VISA, DISCOVER AND
MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

8/8/92(2);
8/31 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
9/5/92(2);
9/12/92(2) radio program, kTKK;
10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2);
10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/24/92(2); 11/1/92(2);
11/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
1 1/8/92(2);11/14/92(3);11/22/92(2);
1 1/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
1 1/29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2);
1 2/6/92 (2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I;
12/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11;
1 211 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-III;
1 2/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
1 2/31 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center;
1/2/93(2);
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2); 1/23/93(3); 1/30/93(2);
2/6/93(1); 211 3/93(2); 211 8/93(2);
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featuring Soltecwith Hatonn;
4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda;
4/10/93(2) radio program KTKK;
4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2);
5/2 3/93(3), 6/20/9 3(2);
6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus in New Mexico
7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK;
7/11 /93(3); 7/18/93(2); 7/30/93(3);
7/31 /93(1) KTKK Little Crow;
8/8/93(2); 8/2 1/93(2);
8)22/93(3) dunther~ussbacherinterview;
8/29/93(2); 9/5/93(3).
#1-#5 Corporation Lectures (S 5 each tape)
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For
CC
Purification Of Stuff 99
Editor's note: We are re-running 16-ounce and 8-ounce product bottles.
this important infonnation on the The Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will conpurification
uses of
Hydrogen tinue to thrive and the unwanted bacPeroxide not only because of its use- teria and-or any virus will be destroyed
fitlness in conjunction with the New and then actually removed by ingestion
Gaia Products items (on the next-to- by the Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activlast pages), but also a s a general ity.
"antidote"to the satanic Elite's water
The 'tea" (Mo-Gu) is a very different
contamination and other "plague" matter. You are making a very sweet
introduction plans.
growing medium for the membrane and
in addition you are growing it in a warm
4/27/93 # l
HATONN
condition (necessary) and further you
are setting it for a couple of weeks or so,
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS:
give or take a bit. What do I suggest?
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER
Well, I suggest. that probably you won't
*PRODUCTSn
want to ship much 'tea" during the hot
months because of lack of refrigeration
A s we sit to pen this information I am a t in route. But, you CAN purify the water
a loss as to how to keep you from thinking used in making the tea with the general
me idiot-material. However, you who al- rule-of-thumb water-purification forready have past information, say, regard- mula of 7- 10 drops of 35% food-grade
ing Hydrogen Peroxide and its antiseptic- H202 per gallon of water-which will
antibioticproperties, please be patientwhile additionally help enhance the memwe offer information to those who have not brane growth.
Then, later on, as you process or
received same. Further, Summer is upon
you and such as Gaiandrianaand the Mo- *harvestnthe finished Mo-Gu tea prodGu starters and-or tea need updated care uct, and store it in the refrigerator, add
instructions. [Seenext-to-lastpagesforthe another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon
New Gaia Products being referred to here.] storage container of Mo-Gu, with scaled
We have gotten back from ONE who down number of drops for smaller storsaid he had the 'stuff tested and found a age containers) of the 35% food-grade
few bacteria, a virus or two and some E. H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in
Coli in the test-run. If it were the some water before adding to the MoGaiandriana I question that result very, Gu. You will not taste it and neither
very much. I t is important for you to will it hamper the value.
knorr that in the culture medium utiI always suggest, in adding any 35%
lized there is a combination of items food-grade H202 to anything, that it be
which CREATE AND PRODUCE HYDRO- DILUTED FIRST. J u s t as you mu s t
GEN PEROXIDEin the Gaiandriana trans- NEVER drop concentrated anything into
formation. This will purify the liquid. This the mouth (for it would damage living
does not mean that you cannot contami- cellular structures), neither do you
nate the bottle in some manner. However, dump it full-strength into living culsince intake decreases, usually, let uscon- ture medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, a n
sider the 'setting" bottle, etc. Of course it ounce) of water first and STIR rapidly
is recommended that you store the larger whatever it is you are dumping the
diluted H202 into for purification purquantity in refrigeration facilities.
HOWEVER, if you have no refrigeration poses. Naturally , if j u s t purifying a
facilities, etc. Place the equivalent of 10 gallon of water, there i s no need for
drops of food-grade (35%)hydrogen perox- active stirring, though a little closedide (H202)in a small quantity (approxi- container agitation (afew shakes) won't
mately an ounce)of water (tof r s t dilute the hurt.
H202) and then add this diluted H202 to
the 32-ounce Gaiandriana or Aquagaia
GETTING 'SLIMED"
bottle. Remember to scale down the numAnother question: What about that
ber of H202 drops utilized for the smaller

slimy ggo in the bottom of the bottle of
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of
refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest
you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a
half cup or so of it (some of it is even
orange or lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and
dump in the 'goo" and last portion of a
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or,
strain the 'goo" out of its original bottle
and place it into the new aloe Vera
'home". Leave set for a couple of days
and you will have a concentrated batch
of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product
which will be a n addition to the original
bottle.
This is NOT a replacement for the
original batch you get for it will not
contain all you need. However, in ones
who intake products which tend to kill
off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the
body (like caffeine in coffee)-this will
enhance the potency-even if you just
drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera
itself has a tendency to make some
people feel "queazy" s o D O NOT
OVERDO how much of this you drink!!
However, a full-blown AIDS victim could
take ten times a 'normal" amount and
only improve-for perhaps 'feeling good"
is a very relative state of being.
Some people are going to run fevers
and have 'crisis" symptoms as healing
takes place. If this goes on for very
long, look to other health problems for
the cause. First, treat the 'liquid batch"
with hydrogen peroxide as above described. THEN start on a regimen of hydrogen peroxide according to the instructions
given again herein [charto n following
page at bottom].
I happen to know that you do not
need to work up to any 25 drops as the
instructions pllowing] claim UNLESS
you are suffering from flu, infection, or
other maladies. If you are 'well" and
"anything"makes you feel bad--either stop
it or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE
YOUR REASONING MIND!! Like anything of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL
MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMENTAkEXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIANAAND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT
NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE
OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CUL-
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TURE MEDIUM), YOU WON'T HURT various forms of poisons are released you
will experience a cleansing effect as they
YOURSELF.
are released through the elimination orHYDROGEN PEROXIDE
H 2 0 2 gans of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and
(35%Food Grade)
bowels.
Some reactions to the cleansing effect
Purchase a small eye dropper bottle could include skineruptions,nausea, heada t the drug store. Fill your small drop- aches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue, diarper bottle from the large bottle as rhea, head or chest cold, ear infections,
needed. The large bottle may be stored boils or any other ways the body uses to
in the refrigerator or in the freezer in- loosen toxins. This is a natural cleansine
side another plastic container. The of the body and should be of a short
small eye dropper bottle should also be duration as you continue to maintain your
kept in the refrigerator. Alaaya uae program.
caution ahen handling 35% hydroFormula to make a 3% solution of hvgen peroxide!
dronen ~eroxide.Put 1 oz. of 35% hydroDO NOT use with carrot juice, car- gen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11 oz. of
bonated drinks or alcohol. For best distilled water. This will give you 12 oz. of
results, take on a n empty stomach 1 3% Hq02. Use also for brushing teeth and
hour before a meal or 3 hours after applylng to skin sores.
Do not use 35% H20, if you have had a
meals.
Formula: Mix the number of drops transplant.
of 35% hydrogen peroxide into a t least
6 oz. of distilled water, juice or milk and
TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING
stir vigorously, then drink the mixture. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT
Some people eat 114 to 112 of a banana
Because I have mentioned that work is
immediately after drinking the solution. You may prefer something else to being done on strengthening the
Gaiandriana, some of you are backing off
eat.
If your stomach gets upset a t any and waiting. Please don't do that for relevel, stay a t that level or go back one search is being done and it will be a while.
level. Then proceed to increase your In addition, one of the items in the medium
is being removed in order to enhance the
daily dosage again.
strength. This will mean that you can get
When free of complaints you may the same basic result by adding some foodprocessed aloe Vera to the initial product
taper off by taking:
25 drops once every other day for 1 which willallow ahigher 1evelofGaiandriana
presence. Gaiandriam will only grow to its
week,
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, level of fuel (food)available-sojust treat the
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. product accordingly.

-

A good maintenance could be 5-15
drops per week, or whatever makes you
feel good.
If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide on your skin rinse it under running
water for several minutes.

DAY

NUMBER OF DROPS

OTHER PRODUCTS
We have tried to make available other
products to use in conjunction with the
Gaiandriana. USE YOUR REASON HERE
ALSO!! If something makes you feel baddon't use it!, cut back on amount or forget
it altogether. These are all natural substances so remember, if you are eating
anything that makes you feel bad-you
quit eating it, right? Just continue the
Gaiandriana-I promise you-it is not
making you ill. If you are reacting, then it
may be due to the .basen or kombining'
substance in tableting, etc.
CHLORELLA
We get complaints about chlorellacausing indigestion, etc. Chew the tablets or
dissolve in a bit of liquid before intake.
Now again, use reason. Are you still
eating in addition to the chlorella? Well,
perhaps you will wish to reduce the intake.
It is better for you than food but you DON'T
NEED EVERYTHING. We are efforting to
showyou what you could take with NO food
in survival situation AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY. Adjust your intake
accordingly. Ifyou are caught in an emergency and need sunrival sustenance-now
you know what to take for health needs.
You can subsist on chlorella and water
alone. Add Mo-Gu tea, a bit of spelt bread
and some lentils (preferablyred) and you

n M E s PER DAY
I

1-

Soak feet: 1-112 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of
water.
.. a tub of water to
Bath: 16 oz. 35%. .to
detoxify.
Colonic: 112 pt. of '3% per 5 gal. of
water.
Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt.
of water.
Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times
a day; then increase schedule.
For the more serious complaints,
stay a t 25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to
3 weeks. Then graduate down to 25
drops two times per day until your
problem is taken care of. This may be
from 1 to 6 months.
If you have a weak stomach you may
experience nausea similar to that in
pregnancy. Also as dead bacteria or

x

I am, further, requesting that all further
product be receiving hydrogen peroxide for
purification purposes. Any that YOU ADD,
however, will only enhancenot damage.

2-
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34-
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Addinq 7 drops 35% HZ02
(FOOD GRADE) to 1 gallon
drinking water purifies it.
Shake well.
1
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can live healthily ever after-in other
words, it would not be malnutrition
that would .'getcham. AND ALWAYS
KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERYTHING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35%
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY
IT AND THE WATER WILL PICK UP A
MUCH IMPROVED *FLAVOR" OF
FRESHNESS-UNDER MOST CIRCUMSTANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL.
THIS i s why one of the first items confiscated from health food stores, labs,
and so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
1N FOOD GRADE. I remind you readers
of long standing: the best treatment for
arthritis and other seemingly 'incurable" diseases is h y d r ~ g e nperoxide
rherapy in accompanying regimen of
Gaiandriana which moves in and restores the cellular restructuring of self.
CRYSTAL LIFE
That is an exceptional product but
has become almost out of sight expensive. However, the best results with
Gaiandriana are being reported with
continued, even if rem6kabiy decreased
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right
along i n c o n j u n c t i o n with t h e
Gaiandriana-mixed
or otherwise.
About 8 to 10 drops mixed or separate
under the tongue three times a day is
excellent. In illness, however, increase
within reason. If I did not already state
it prior to this-add 7-10 drops of hydrogen peroxide per quart to the Crystal Life also-especially
if non-refrigerated, after opening. This will decontaminate any possible 'unwanted
visitors" and not damage the product.
WATER
I cannot urge you often enough to
TREAT your faucet water. Even if you
have a reverse-osmosis unit-treat that
water with proper amounts of hydrogen
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT
IS IN THAT WATER. IT WONT HELP
CO.NTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT IT
WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR
BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES. IT IS
CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICATION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash
and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a
fourth c u p of water (or so) and cleanse
mouth after brushing (or just do it
several times a day as convenient). If
the solution i s 'light" just swallow the
wash-it can only help you unless you
have a n active mouth infection. Moreover I suggest keeping some hydrogen
peroxide near and handy to drop a few
w o p s of undiluted peroxide on your
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toothbrush a couple of times a weekor daily-whatever.
You will have a
sterilized brush and stop spreading
germs and recontamination.

than a major business so we are perhaps remiss in full-range material. We
can do better when the full load eases a
bit. Thank you for your patience and
loving support of the ones who have
SPILLING
taken this load on in addition to their
other tasks-ever without complaint
If you spill full strength (35%) and ever wishing to help and please. At
peroxide on your skin-it will burn you. present they are trying to build refrigRinse immediately under water and it eration facilities to bring you excepwill be fine. It will bleach so rinse tional product and yet do so with very,
anything that gets spattered-in water. very limited resources-so we do thank
It i s simply one of those substances you for your patience. With George
which needs to be handled properly. Green's attack on the Institute a lot of
Peroxide offers so many 'cleaning" uses things have had to wait or be actually
that I won't even effort to list them-but closed down until the audits are over and
you will find it about the most useful the reclamation can begin. A s you might
item around your kitchen, bath, etc. realize, the impact has been great on all
You can find information a t health food entities in these projects. It is fme-restores and vitamin supply outlets.
wards will be in like measure to that which
Our people may also be able to is given forth.
I ask that this message be both run in
direct you or help you with product or
information; I do not attend those things the paper and sent in addition to all
unless brought to my attention. We packings in mailings of product.
Thankyou.
offer these things
- as a service rather

fi

72 Hour Kit Checklist
Water

Stored in a ortable container. Rotate regular&. Have a t least three
gallons per person (for a three day
supglyd. Have a water purification
met o .

Food

Suitable for lon term storage. Packa ed, to preven water damage. Inc ude cups, utensils, aper plates and
a can opener, if nee ed.

k

k

d

Extra Clothing

A corn lete outfit of warm clothing for

P

each amily member. Include extra
socks, and underwear. Include walking shoes.

Warmth b Shelter
Coats, hats, scarves, and loves for
everyone include warm blan ets (wool
or emergency blankets are best). Rrun
onchos arbage ba s and/or umErellas t ' o L e p off tf[es.rain. Warm
Packs or other heat source. Pup tent
or tarp.

f

Light Source

Flashlight with extra batteries or a
chemical lightstick. Kerosene lanterns are fme, but any flame may ose
a hazard, especially near potenbak' gas
leaks. Have a t least two quick and
safe light sources in your kit.

Tools

Pocket knife, lightweight shovel, duct
tape, m-atches, pocket sewing kit,
screwdriver.

8/
Money

Keep a t lagt $20 in your kit. Be sure
to include quarters for phone calls,
etc.

First Aid Supplies

Pain relievers bandages, antiseptics,
clean cloths, burn ointment. Include
any personal medications.

Special Naeds

For babies: dia e r s ointment,
bottles & pacifiers, %andtowel?, special foods, and other supplies a s
needed. Consider the needs of elderly people a s well a s .those with
handicaps or other special needs.

Stress Relievers

Card games, books, small hobbies,
hard candy, Bible. For chi1de.n:
small toys, paper and pen, favorite
security items.

Communicationn

Portable radio with batteries, signal
mirrors, whistles, red flags, signal
flares.

Pmrsonal Sanitation

Sanitar napkins, qazors, toothbrush, &and soap, dish soap, towels, toilet paper.

Portable Container

Such a s a book ba backpack, or
duffel bag. .Should
easy to carry
and li htweigh!. Shoulder straps are
best or traveling long distances.

fk

?

Additional

Important Papers
Important family documents (such-as
birth certificates, marriage certificates, insurance forms wills , addresses and phone numbers o relatives, and places to meet if separated.

1

Items

(added as carrying wei ht and
expense of kit will allowl
Extra food, camp stove. and cooking
e ui ment, tents, slee ing ba s, sun
bPoc&, insect repellan , porta le toilet.

P

6
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New Gaia

Products
GAIANDRIANA

Gajandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic
which provides basic "foodsn to help cells,
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to
return to a state of health.
The better our cells function, the greater is
the stamina returned to o k internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral invaders. The end result is a feeling of wll-being
by, of course, being well!
The Gaiandriana ( c o m e ref&
to as
"chond&nan in the Biological literature) are
capable of inklligent, oqgmhd attack against
cellular invaders like &uses. Think of it as a
wc-man" opemtion of sorts. Howewer, beyond
that, the Gaiandriana are capable of stimulating cellular structud repairs due to damage
caused by, for inslance, k mdicals and cumulative levels of socalled "background" radiation in our modem environment Healthy
DNA and RNA within the nuclei of our cells then
lead to properly h m e d and concentrated enzymes, upon which healthy cellular function
depends.
Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely h m
wholesome natural hgnxkmts.
AOUAGAIA

Complementary to the Gaiandriana product, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health
tonic which provides basic M s " to help cells,
weakend by the stresses of modem life, to
turn to a state of healthy function.
Aquagaia contains r n b d w d These are
the major biochemical energy " p ~ r s
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes
begin the breakdown pmess of o m nutrients (like faCs, carbohydmtes and proteins) b
inkmediate substances such as amino and
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next %ucket
brigade step,these various acid molecules are
pmessed within the mitochondria to release
chemical energy recognized as adenosine
triph0sphate (Am
About 95% of & eneeded to 5-mthe
machinery" that keeps each cell going and
healthy is produced in the mitochondria. Unfortunately, the mitothndrja are partkularly
damaged by hx radicals and cumulative levels
of socalled "backgroundn radiation in our
modern environment. These compromised
mitochondria, like half-dead batteries, then
lead to impaimd cellular functioningand health.

Thus is the importance of Aquwith its
asshilatable supply of healthy mitochondria
- like Yksh batteries" for the body's cells.
The better our cells function, the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral invaders. The end mmlt is a feeling of well-being
by, of c o r n , being d.
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GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA:

To help in understanding the workings of

these organic "pac-mennyou must mahe that
there is a protein covering 'cap" on viruses. The
protein cap is centered on a c h q e d zinc atom
and is the part of the virus that recognizes and
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to
reproduce.
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the
G a i a n m knock out the zinc atom (a simple
"chargen change), which renders the protein
ineffective. This is a M o w n of parts"of the

Gaiandrianamale/kmakDNAstructurewhich
release many working vaxiants but fixes the
Gaiandrionettesor "killed' to take out that zinc
atom and pass right into the affected cell.
Without the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce
and hkct more cells-fiuther, the darnaged
virus feeds the Gaiandriana unifiedcells and
the circulating mitochondria.
Healthy cells are not a j k c t d because they
lack the zinccentend pFoteincap on the virus.
These "Gaia" compourids have an e&ct on
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on
the
" cancer cells fmm producing a "messengd"
molecule that blocks a ssond enzyme fmm
attacking the cancer cell's DNA; The compounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually takeout hkemia, bmast., b h and adon cancer
cells. We have no claim to anything other than
stating that people utilizing these simple and
natural substances do show improved wellbeing and do report kebg g e n w and, o m
remarkably, imp&
as to state of health,
thought pmceses and stamina.
The obvious conclusion is that there mrght
well be good reports of better health and k t e r
mmery following infixtion by other viruses
than thosementioned above. All viruses known
react in generally the same manner.
It is known that many diseases are due to
reDNA and these are the most affected
viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal

forms). We, again, make no medical dahs-we
are simply reporting in an e&rt to explain WHAT
takes place within the cellular s t r u w ofliving
organisms. Ifyou really want to witness remarkable growth in plants and good stamina and
health in pets and other animah-try a little of
these additives as you would vitamins or fe
ers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based solution on
same. At transplant time for gaden plants and
houseplanb+mak their little root systems in
this n a W and mild solution. Just add a
tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few drops of liquid
vitamin C or C-crystalsto a quart ofwater and let
set for 48 hours-then it is m d y foruse. It will
not negatively intemct with anythingother than
perhaps harbored viruses and disease spom
and organisms.
NOTE

Ifany productyou receivehasanunpleasant
odor-it is from the h i d i n g culprocess.
Leavethebottleopentoairanditwillqwkly
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and preference-rekigerate after opening and reclosing.
IMPORTANT: Do n o t mix the two,
4hiandriana and Aquagaia, together for .torage as the Aquagaia (mitochondria) i. agglrsc.fw and begins to Ueatntho aairndrtanr bw
hd They go about their appdntad tasks
once ingested, but in bottle prisaau they are
not particularly compatible once the a d able hel supply is exhausted. Juicsll are
erpeellent to take with the Aquagaia because
the mitochondria must ha- the firelderived
b m m e , the most e f f k t h juice being
&om the bopdoal "GuavamM L Any juice is
he,however,andi.moatpb..mttointake.
Dinhdcs should u t i b rrhhwerjuicem us
a d h b b on their food plan to keep within the
d e @d&es facalmhand other require
men*
ThemdInnocuou.andaqintakeavJ1able k dmply a f;ew drop. under the taque,
both products taken at the rrme time or at
diffkent times of the day. Onos the Ydtialn
i. begun and maintenance i. fbllawed, csltainly the drop under tho tongue
are the bmst annoyingto m y ddly r4mem.
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT

FORMULA

There is growing e v i d m that essentially
everyaneinoursucietyisexposedto~~,
now mom than ever. While h e radbls are
normal products of our mils and have certain
benejicialmlesinthebody,~levelsofh
radicals in our body tissuescanbe detrimentalto
our health.
~m~are~unstablesubstanc
pxuduaxl in the body through, among other
routes, the metabolism of oxygm. Free radicals
multiply through aseries ofchain mcthmand
can attack the polyunsatmated fatty acids ofcell
membranes. Unless excess k e radicals are
neutralized, they can cause considerabledamto the structure and function of cell memb m e q and thus the cells themselves. The

-
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CHLORELLA
Ginkgois reported to have a natural affinity
fur the nervous system. It also seems to
Chlodla is a single-celled, hsh-water alstimulate the vascular and endocrine systems
that, in turn, stronglyaffect the function of the gae. Believed to be the first fom of life with a
nervoussystem,possib~in~thecapactrue nucleus, chlorella dates back apprwtiity for normal physical adivity, and the flow of mately 2.5 billion years, making it p C a m
blood to the brrrin. Somemsearchindicatesthe btian Through the process of photosynthesis
possible effkctiveness of Ginkgo in the treat- chlodla cells reproduce themselves by cell
ment of A k h e b d s disease.
division at the rrate of four new cellsevery 17-24
Due to its pharmacological properties, hours. It was not until the 1890sthat chloda
Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Europe was identified under the microscope. In narnfor treatingrnany foxmsofvascular disease. In ing it, the pmfix dzbr was selected to @pi@
a su~vey
of packaging infirmationof European green, while the sufh ella, indicates small.
products, Ginkgo has been recommended for Chlordla is the most researched a@ in the
such ailmentsasheadaches,vertigo,innerear world and remains the most popular with
disturbances, diminished intelkcklalcapacity millions of consumers.world-wide.
.
CMorretlaisabalcazoedwhde
and alertness asa result of insuff~cient
drculation to the brain, anxiety,and depression, to f d a n d contributes to the health and grarvth
name a few.
of human cellslike no singlevitamin or mineral
Ginkgo Biloba Ektmct (24%) is concen- possibly can.
trated hm the leavesofthe GinkgoBilobatnx.
(3hdla is edmmeZy high input& (60%)
The highly specializedextraction pmssyrelds and contains more than 20 vitamins and
~ 5 01:concentratefrom the leaves (50gran~sof minerals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonleaf produce 1gram of extrad). The exhact is essential amino acids, enzymes and chlorella
thenfurther~tan-tocontain24~hofthe
grrrwth hctor. It is one of the richest s o m s of
RNA and DNA known and has twenty times as
active Ginkgo Flavoglymsides.
much chlorophyll as alhlfh, 10 times more
MO-GU ELIXIR
'thanotherediblealgaeincludingsphlina,and
10 times more than barley grass.
C M o d isa &vaality enhwum. The
The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Elixjr was
duringtheChineseTsin-Dynastyin 22 1B.C. It vitamins found in chlorelhd s include: Vitawas IY$&
to as'The Remedyfwmin C, pmvitaminA, B-amtene, chlomphylla,
chlorophyll b, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2),
or 'I)ae l h h e T*.
It has been well documented that there am pyridoxine p),
niacin (B3),pantothenic acid,
certain people who live to be well past a hun- folicacid,vitarninB-12,biotin, choline,vitamin
dred years of age. These people live in such K, PABA, lipoic acid,in&tol and para-aminoareas as the mountainous Caucasus, Yakutia benzoic acid. The m i n d s include: phosphoin Siberia, the Poltaya District of the Ukmhe, rus, potassium,iodine, magnesium, sulphur,
GINKGO BILOBA
T i i t and Spain. T h m is an atra in Russia iron, calcium, rnarqpnese, copper, zinc and
called b g a ~ where
~ k the people are a dahy- cobalt.
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
The amino acids include: m e , histidine,
and vegetableeatingpopulace. Cen-s
The Ginkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is are common amang these people. They at- arginine, aspartlca, tht.eainine, serine, @uone of the oldest living species on thisplanet. tribute their longevity to the Yeast Enzyme Tea tamic acid, proline, &cine, alanine, cystine,
Ginkgo has flourished almost unchanged for (Mo-Gu Elixir)which has been in their diet b r w h e , methionhe, isoleucine,leucine,tyrsine,
150 million years, and its ancestors can be hundreds of years. It is said that Mo-Gu and phenylalanine, ornithine, tqptophan.
traced back 250 million years. It is because of yak butter arestaplesamongthedwellersof the
The suggesteddailyoonsumptionis3grams
this antiquity that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is high Himalayas.
~ e dW.
r
Mo-Gu has been used thmughout history
called 'the *il
f&.
Individual trees are
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
believed capable of living2000 to 4000 years. in China, Japan, Russia,Karea, and India It
with American G i n s e n g
Duringthe lastice age, Ginkgos nearly became hasbeen said to pmmte a feelingofwell-being
extinct. T h e treessuNived only in Chinaand and o v d physical mitomtion. It has been
In m n t years few medicinal plants have
other parts of Asia, where they stayed until known by many names, some of which an:
aPPrwdmately 1,000 years ago. At that time, Fungus Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, garnered as much attention as Echinacea
Ginkgotreesalso planted around m o m Pichia Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, (Echinacea Purpurea and Ec hinacea
teries in Japan, where they stilllive today.
Combuchu Tschambucco, Volga-Spring, Angustif-.
The genus name is derived h m
may come fbm the Chi- Champignon de Longue Vie, Teekwass, the Gmk e&hs (hedgehog or sea -),
The name
~imhgtothepriddyacalesofthedriedseed
nese -or
Yazlau,(YinGuo),meaning *hill Kwassan, and Kargasok
apricot"or 'silver fiuir.Theword bilabameans
The MeGu fhngus constructs in a mem- head. Echinaceawas widely used medi~inally
"two lobed and describes the young bves. b m e formand isasymbiosisofyeastcellsand among Native Amerkans, p w k u h l y in the
Although modem medical mieamh focuses different bmterh Among ththese bacteria an: Plains. It isa product which is now usedwidely
mainly on the leaves of Ginkgo, the Ginkgo Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum, throughout the United States and Europe.
h i t s and nuts b e been used in China since Acetobacter Ketogenum, and Pichia
Echinacea is a non-specific stimulant
time immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. Fermentans.
to the immune system. Claims for
The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a Echinacea include: stimulation of leukoFive-thousand-year-old Chinese texts m r d
Gmkgo's use as a medicinal agent.
solution composed of common (black) tea cytes, mild antibiotic activity, a n t i - i n k The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex and sugar. In the proper temperature envi- matory activity, stimulation of the adrenal
compound. The green leaves of the tree are ronment they multiply constantly. They do cortex, stirnulationoftheproperdin/compleusually harvested fromtrees grown on planta- ~ obuild
t spores as yeast normally does, but ment system, interferon-like activity, stimuinstead multiply by a process of branching. lation of general cellular immunity, and
tions in South Korea, Japan and Et.anoe.

products h m fke radical reactions axt implicated in the progressive accumulation of deleteriouscellularchangeswer time,which may
eventually result in magnimble disease. F'ree
Wcal damage is implicated in the initiation
and promotion of many cancers, as well as
hardening of the arteries.
One area of Aging Research suggests that
he mdicals damage body cells and cause the
pathological changes d t e d with aging.
Besides being byproducts of the metabolismof
oxygen,such asdwingstrenuous exerdse,we
also generate significant levels of he M c a l s
from the environment, such as from socalled
%a&gmunds levels of ionizing mdiation.
Cooperative defensesystems that can p m
tect the body fromfree radicaldamage include
certain enzymes and the antioxidant vitamins
A, C, and E and b e t a w t e n e , which protect
cell membranes fram oxidative damage. Vitamin E, one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is
present in the blood asd-alpha-tocopheroland
iswellacceptedasthemajorantioxidantin lipid
body tissues. Vitamin E is consided the first
line of defenseagainst c e l l - ~ m b mdamage
e
due to peddation. Vitamin E s c a v w s free
radicals, terminating chain&ons
and confining damage to limited areas of the membmne. Selenium contained in the enzyme
glytathione pemxxhe is the second line of
defense that destrpyspetprddesbefom they can
damage cell membranes. B e t a d t e n e , a
precursorofVitaminA,also traps fire radicals.
Vitamin C is water soluble and m e s to neutl-ak free mdicals in aqueous systems.
The antioxidantsshow promise as cancerpmention agents,alone and in combination.
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antiviral activity. Internal preparations are
said to assist in alleviating cold and flu
symptoms, respiratory infections, and arthritis, to name a few.
Goldenseal (Hychmdeflsl's)is generally placed in the buttercup family. The
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, previously having been known as Yellow Root.
Goldenseal was widely used among the Native American population, particularlyamong
those in the East. The Cherokee used the
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Benjamin Smith Barton first referred to the use
ofGoldenseal forrattlesnake bites asearly as
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has
continued to this very day.
Goldenseal is among the most popular
herbs in the American health food market.
Uses are numerous, including but not limited to: antiseptic,hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/anti-inflamatory for the mucous membranes, hemorrhoids, nasal congestion, mouth and gum sores and eye afllictions.
Ginseng can be literally translated from
Chinese as 'the essence of man" or "manshaped precious root." Few medicinal plants
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legendary status. Dating back thousands of years,
its history of use in the Orient records therapeutic properties so wide ranging that it was
first dismissed by Western doctors as a
'panacea". When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly restores both physical ar-r!mental functions to peak efficiency and, with regular
use, improves resistance to disease and
stress. American Ginseng's genus name is
Fanax Quinquefolius.
Over 40,000 speciesof mushmoms exist,
many of which are used as medicines. Of
particular note are such remedies as penicillin- and ergot-based extracts used in migraine treatment, to name a few. Extensive
research has been done with one mushroom
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mushroom is now considered a tried and true
immune system fortifier.
Refernoes to the use of Reishi in the tmitment of avarietyof mmplaintsdate back asfar
as 2700 B.C. in Chinese literature. It isr e f e d
to by a number of names, including the "ten
thousand yxzr r n d m c d . The rarity of this
particular mushroom has inuvased its value.
The Chinese emperor Shih HuangTi (250-210
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, even
thousands of men to find the Reishi. Recently
techniqueshave been developedforthe cultivation and harvesting of the Reishi Mycelium.
Writings about Reishi place it in the category of
"fit zk@ herbs and claimit is a medicine that
improves the ability of the body to maintain
balance by strengthening natural resistance
and generally impxwing health.

New Gaia Products
P. 0. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644
W e accept Discover, Visa or Master Card.
Please make a 1 checks and money o r d e n payable to: New Gaia Products
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(ZIP CODE)

(STATE)

(TELEPfIOlUIq

EXP.
CREDIT CARD (Vimr, M u t e r C u d or Dlmcorer)

IIOMATWRE

1

QUAaTXTV

PRICE PER

ITEM

BOTTLE

GAIARDRUAA
(no discount)
GAXANDRXAHA
16 0z. LIQUID (nodiscount)
GAIAADRIAllA
32 oz. LIQUID (1cit.l Ino discount)
AQUAGAU (Mitochondria)
8 0z. LIQUID (no discount)
AQUAGAIA (MftochoPdrir)
16 0z. LIQUID (nodiscount)
8 oz. LIQUID

AQUAGAIA (Mitochwdda)
32 QZ. LIQUID (1 qt.) (nodiscount)

YO-QUELIXXR
Cultum Start (LIQUID) (nodiscount)

A - O l Anti-oddant Formula
(180TABLETS1
B m B A (24%Extract)
(180 TABLFPS/M mg. EA.)
CHU)RELLA (112 LB)
(500 TABLETS 500 mn. EA.1
ECHXMACEA GOLD PLUS
(90TABLEIS)

-

ZOORMORE
10-19
(LESS 10%) (LESS 18%)

$16.50

$16.50

$16.50

$32.00

$32.00

$32.00

464.00

$64.00

$64.00

$16.60

$16.50

$16.50

$32.00

$32.00

$32.00

$64.00

$64.00

$64-00

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

$24.95

$12.46

$21.21

$24.95

$22.46

$21.21

$32.00

$28.80

$27-20

$24.50

$22.0~

$20.83

SUB-TOTAL
** IPHIPPIIC)

(ALL ORDERS)

TOTAL

*+ PLEASE USE THE SHIPPIHQ RATE CHART BELOW WHEN

-

SHIPPIHQ FOR

Hew Q m i r Produutcc.

* SHIPPIHO RATES:
ORDER
$
$
$
$
$
$

0-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600

PeB
$5.25
$5.75
$6.25
$7.00
$7.50
$8.00

$11.00
$13.00
$16.50
$19.00
$21.25
$24.50

$16.75
$19.00
$22.50
$25.00
$30.50
$33.50

CALCULATIIO

NOTE:
**ForUP8 2nd day to Rural Alaska, p b u o

d for ratas.
-For Priority Hail t o anjr loeation, plouo
d for rat*..
Foralgn ordam, plouo, eontact our
o M w in writing for 8poaLflc rat08 as
ratas w a r y groatly.

**a

DUE TO PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND,
PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
>
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CONTACT:

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A SE- LIE THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX 4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
J O U m f i S AND HAVE BEEN PLA.ET--ZIONISM
RACISM
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
BECOME AWARE O F LONG- 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
STANDING DECEPTIONS AND 44. TANGLED WEBS VoL. I1
WEBS VOL.
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO 46m45. TANGLED
TANGLED WEBS
VOL. I11
lV
HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL.
SINGLE J O U m m ARE $6.00, 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
ANY
ARE $5.50 *SO. THE D M N E PLAN VOL. I
EACH, lo OR
JoUR- 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
IALS ARE
$5.00
EACH *52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
(Shipping extra - see below).
*53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
* These marked JOURXALS u e -54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
out of stock until Avther no- *55. MARCHING TO ZION
"56. SEX AND THE LOlTERY
tice.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
"57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
2000, D M N E PLAN VOL.11
"58.
FROM THE FRYING
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
PAN
INTO
THE PIT O F FIRE
SANANDA
*59.
'REALITY"
ALSO HAS A
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
DRUM-BEAT!
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
DON
63. THE BEST O F TIMES
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
FEET FROM HELL
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
**7. I'H
' E RAINBOW IMASTERS
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
68- ECSTASY TO AGONY
11. CRY O F THE PHOENIX
69. TATTERED PAGES
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES.
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
**EX1. PHOENIX JOURNAL
CLOSET
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
(BOOK) $11.95
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL
THE PHOENIX
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & lV
15. RAPE O F THE CONSTITU(BOOK) $1 1.95
TION
**EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI
DRAGON
(BOOK) $11.95
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
**EX4. PHOENIX JOURNAL
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION (BOOK) $15.95
C*EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV 86 XVI
UNIVERSE
(BOOK) $19.95
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
HELP SPREAD
25. THE BIlTER COMMUNION
THE WORD
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
PURCHASE MULTIPLE
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
COPIES
**27. PHOENIX OPERATOROF THIS AND OTHER
ISSUES OF
OWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
CONTACT:
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
THE PHOENIX
38. THE DARK CHARADE
PROJECT
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
AND PASS
THEM OUT
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
\ TO YOUR FRIENDS //
**40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR

THE PHOENIX

PROJECT

CONTACF
THE PHOENIX PROJECT

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE

CONTACT: THE PHOENlX PROJECT

805-822-0202

is published by

CONTACT, Inc.

This is a service for our
dedicated
readers.
Today's Watch telephone hotline carries the
latest news and comments from Commander
Ceres 'Atonn's most recent writings. This is our
way o f keeping you informed about fast-breaking news and events.

Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Subscriptionorders may be placed by
mail to the above address or by phone
to 1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22
(CanadaNexico); $30 (Foreign); or
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues
for $75 (US); $80 (CanadaNexico);
$ 1 10 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expi-

The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if
there are any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus
daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been recorded.
The message update(s),
if any, occur by 6 PM
Pacific Time.

ration date appears on right side
of mailing label.

I

FOR INFORMATIOI ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIOHED IH THIS NEWSPAPER, PLEASE COITACT:

ouantitv Subscn~tions;$65.00 for 10
copies of 13 issues (US); $97.50 for
25 copies of 13 issues(US); $135. for
50 copies of 13 issues (US); $250 for
100 copies, of 13 issues (US); $500
for 100 copies of 26 issues (US); or
$1,000 for 100 copies of 52 issues
(US). UPS postpaid Continental U.S.
For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and
Foreign, call or write for shipping
charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THEPHOENIXLIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are
$1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices

are as follows: 1-10 copies $1.SO each;
11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 copies
$25.00. Shipping included, postpaid in
the ContinentalU.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii,
Canada & Foreign orders please call or
write for quotes on additional shipping

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P o s t Office B o x 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

1-800-800-5565
Canadians call
1-805-822-96SS
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Co~vriahtStatement
COPYRIGHT 1993 by CONTACT,Inc.
Reproduction of this newspaper for private, m-profit use is aux&y encowaged,as long as the content and integrity
remain absolutely unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden unless and until permission is
granted in writing by CONTACT.ZNC.
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SHIPPING CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UK-$3.75 1st title. 11.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea addl
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-19.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title. $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $ 1 .SO ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery)

I

and r e a d

I

